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ABSTRACT 

A theory-based curricialum on Personhood Development provides 

an organized system through which a self-actualizing program can be 

initiated and effectively expanded by any individual in society, what

ever his age or position. From this point of view, therefore, the 

curriculum itself transcends the formal educational experience, be

coming a pervasive lifetime study. Its concepts and principles are 

based on solid research to which some of the finest experts in psy

chology have contributed. 

Because of current problems ajid needs in society and because 

of rapidly enlarging bodies of knowledge, new vision and reorganiza

tion of educational premises seem logical and pertinent requirements 

for people moving into another century. Education is, by its very 

nature, an integrative process. Such integration involves the entire 

person: his internal elements and his avenues of change, his percep

tions and perspectives of life, his directive efforts towards the 

future, his expectations of what this future should be. 

The curriculum design rises out of a specific philosophy, no 

part of which is vague or unsupported by authoritative writings. From 

that philosophy, four generational objectives flow, three of which 

provide learning experiences and the last of which provides an en

vironment to secure such provisions. The generational objectives 

have specific behavioral goals attached, definite and active goals 

ix 
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which are within the reach of all. It is from this pyramidal con

struct that the lessons are formulated, the methods are selected, 

the student production is outlined, ajid the applications to the 

allied curricula are viewed. Suggested evaluative procedures neces

sitate longitudinal studies for this program in the future. 

An organized system of encounters avails the facilitator 

with the process and methods for guiding his clients through the 

program. The encounters, fifteen in number, furnish a structure 

which allows the plan to proceed in a defined and logical pattern. 

From the initial discussions which have to do with the acceptance of 

self and with the study of one's internal elements, the clients diag

nose their present status. This status is delineated via written 

and/or oral articulation of perceptions and perspectives the students 

have of themselves. Their present status in the avenues of modifi

cation — those channels by which the human being experiences change 

— are considered immediately after the internal elements are diag

nosed. Thus, these avenues also are examined with a view towards 

developing positive activities in order to realize the full poten

tial of the individual. 

Following hard on the heels of the basic diagnoses, the per

sonal plan for future growth is then designed. In order to deter

mine the possibilities for realistic growth, the student examines 

his strengths, discovers his aptitudes and talents, seeks information 

and supportive direction, cultivates desirable habits, and lessens 

or eradicates those habits detrimental to his personhood. 



Appendices furnish copies of those materials utilized with 

the program. Copies of pages for student use are presented as well 

as sample lessons, miscellaneous presentations in allied curricula, 

and examples of exercises used with faculty members and with parent 

groups. 

For those who wish to exercise this technique a regular pro

gram, uncomplicated and cyclic, is now available. Several studies 

for the future, enlarging on the basic work, can be forthcoming. It 
/ 

is recommended that such explorations be continued and that valid 

creative work be encouraged in order to realize ever more fully the 

potential inherent in every individual. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Children, conceived and born in American society today, confront 

problems which critically impinge on the realm of education. Media — 

the daily newspapers, the ever-present television, magazines, books, 

films — highlight the actualities which in previous times were matter 

only for distorted and unreal imaginings. If one is tempted to dismiss 

the issues as products of those whose sole aim revolves around sensation

alism, he may find adequate proof in unimpeachable educational writings 

and in serious statistical data propounded by agencies far removed from 

frivolity. It is from these sources that the following list of problems 

emerges: the use and abuse of drugs; alcoholism; sexual experimentation 

and disorientation: suicide as an alternative to the pressures of life; 

erosion of family life with concommitant alienations: exploitation by 

unscrupulous agents in society; victimization by child abusers; delin

quency, vandalism, and crime of major proportions; fear of impending vio

lence, of war, of death; systematic efforts to destroy idealism; disillu

sionment in the good; fascination by evil; inability to obtain or to hold 

jobs; overwhelming materialism; dependency-prolongation; questionable 

criteria of morality; disdain for long-held values; complexities and coun

ter-complexities of world politics: consuming power of syndicates, corpo

rations, and like systems; success-ethics including Groupthink and other 
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similar anomalies; pax'ental uncertainties; pressures from falsely-indoc-

trinated peers; values of home and school in seeming conflict; apparent 

irrelevancy of education to life; concepts of education as a negative fac

tor, a hateful process of endurance and pain. 

Furthermore, to meet and to grapple with these problems, certain 

needs have surfaced, needs desired in former times as-valuable assets but 

seemingly not considered so vitally essential until now. Among these, the 

most noticeable cluster about the human being himself. Again, even a cur

sory review of the literature available affords the serious investigator 

a clear and uncompromising argument. Sometimes luxuries masquerade as ' 

needs; but in this case, these necessities are so basic to human life 

that one would have great difficulty in discounting them. The following 

is a comprehensive listing: knowing the elements of the self; relating 

to and positively accepting and affirming the self; learning to relate 

to others in one's family; learning to relate to others in society; ac

cepting others: forming steadying values; thinking independently; famil

iarizing oneself with academic placement and needs; planning one's life 

to be a fulfilling experience; investigating available sources for making 

one's life directional; learning pleasurable activities for the invest

ment of leisure time; acquiring goal-setting skills; developing the art 

of self-determination and self-actualization; learning to cope with obsta

cles; valuing life and its functions as benefits; practicing rational 

decision-making; recognizing and avoiding possible hazards; capitalizing 

on one's strengths; developing one's talents; seeking information, direc

tion, and support; cultivating desirable habits; overcoming weaknesses; 
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developing a personal sense of integrity; forming positive attitudes; 

and appreciating each stage of life.* 

Recognizing the problems and needs of today's society and of 

tomorrow's as well, John Bergan has quoted sweeping statements from two 

eminent educational psychologists: from B.F. Skinner, "I am proceeding 

on the assumption that nothing less than a vast improvement in our under

standing of human behavior will prevent the destruction of our way of 

life or of mankind." Bergan continues with words from Albert Bandura 

who, in his presidential address to the American Psychological Associa

tion, said, "When the aversive consequences of otherwise rewarding life

styles are delayed and imperceptibly cumulative, people become willful 

agents of their own self-destruction. Thus, if enough people benefit 

from activities that progressively degrade their environment, then, bar

ring contravening influences, they will eventually destroy their environ

ment" (Bergan 1977, p- 275 )• 

Alvin Toffler's whole treatise, FUTURE SHOCK, seems to pound 

home the fact that what was useful and beneficial for past societal de

velopment cannot be effective for those who will be living in the cultur

ally different world of tomorrow (Toffler 1970 ). 

It is Abraham Maslow, however, who tempers the aforementioned 

prophets with his own pronouncement: "For the first time in history, 

many of us feel. . . a system — based squarely upon valid knowledge of 

the nature of man, of his society, and of his works — may be possible" 

(Maslow 1959. p- viii ). 

*Documentation of problems and needs is in Appendix A. 
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The Need for the Study 

The crux of the matter lies where the curriculum-as-we-know-it-

presently and the conditions-in-society suffer a complete separation, at 

least in our perceptions of reality. Students are given the benefit of 

courses of study for which many can conceive no justification in the 

real-life world. Educators who have grovm to adulthood in another gener

ation and who esteem the fruits of their learning are convinced of the 

value of such studies; students who are attaining adulthood in a new 

generation do not readily perceive positive value in so venerable a cur

riculum because they cannot connect its pertinence to their lives. And 

so, where the goals of education and the goals of human life were once 

very much integrated — recognizably integrated — the two appear now to 

have little common ground. 

As an example, if one were to take the subjects proffered by our 

educational Institutions and to match them one by one to the ponderous 

lists of problems and needs first mentioned, one would suffer an immedi

ate and painful mental strain. Mathematics does not address itself to 

alcoholism: language arts lie helpless in the face of consuming corpo

rate syndication of world resources: history is small comfort for an 

eroding home situation. Only in a very few instances does the curriculum-

as-we-know-it-presently prove its value, even to those who teach it, much 

less to the learners. 

Others have recognized the conundrum and have brought forth 

theories on value-clarification or on economics or on health or on sex 

education. These have provided a few "band-aides" to apply, but they 
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have not yet been fully able to heal the underlying infection. This ob

servation does not claim that such courses have no validity or that they 

have been of no help; what IS being said is that they haven't been 

ENOUGH, they haven't been systematically integrated, they haven't ade

quately met the crises arising from emerging human behavior patterns. 

There are those who say that there is no solution, that there is 

no way out, that the curriculum-as-we-know-it-presently must be the core 

of basic education no matter what problems and needs exist. Witness the 

"back-to-basics" cry across the nation. There are others who just as 

strongly advocate the decline of the present curriculum, allowing and 

avowing that students must "do their own thing" in education. Neither 

of these alternatives is totally realistic or acceptable in itself; how

ever, with some focusing adjustment, some humanly devised catalytic aid, 

there may be a midpoint at which these conflicting views can meet, each 

bringing a richness aJid a relevance to the other. 

What is called for is the implementation of a full-time, non-

frill curriculum, weighted vfith sufficiently challenging content, utiliz

ing fresh methodologies, executed by skilled and creative instructors. 

By its very nature, such a curriculum can influence, enhance, and enliven 

what is done in schools and overflow into homes and into societies which 

form the bases of modern life. Development of its concepts originates 

in the earliest years of a child's life and progresses as each new ring 

of age is added, a sort of womb-to-tomb experience. A curriculum in Per-

sonhood Development, directly handled within the parameters of the in

structional process itself, can create a unique milieu in every classroom, 

office, and recreational area in the school. 
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Simply stated, the curriculum presently under construction exam

ines all the elements that contribute to the formation of human person-

hood and the five avenues which serve as modifying channels for these 

elements. The plan proceeds through the inventory, aligning itself to a 

feasible growth pattern, allowing for cybernetic feedback. Thus, the 

cycle continues year after year as long as the person lives. 

Purpose of the Study 

The goal of this study is to produce a theory-based curriculiM 

on the subject of Personhood Development. Included in the curriculum pro

duction will be an exposition of the elements necessary to Personhood 

Development with appropriate verifications from the literature, i.e., 

the basic subject matter, the philosophy required, the generational ob

jectives, the specific behavioral goals, methods considered most suitable, 

the student production necessary, the applications to allied curricula, 

and the evaluative process. 

Definitions 

PERSONHOOD: The word personhood derives its form from the fusing 

of the noun person with the suffix -hood. Person used in this context is 

the self; -hood added, broadens the sense of the word so that it comes to 

mean the self with all that forms the self, surrounds the self, emerges 

from the self, and is initiated by the self. 

Other words, similarly fashioned, may serve as a basis for the 

understanding of the term personhood. As childhood delineates the state 
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of being a child, so personhood describes the state of being a person, 

of being a self. As motherhood means the attributes and/or character of 

being a mother, so personhood depicts the attributes and/or character of 

being a person. As neighborhood refers to a shared territory, especially 

vrith regard to some characteristic, so personhood defines the area imme

diately dependent on the self, the living territory in which the self 

operates, the common characteristic being, of course, humanness and al.1 

that that word implies. As brotherhood expresses the bond of common in

terest which unites one brother to another, so personhood IS the bond of 

common interest shared by all rational beings so that recognition of one 

by another is possible. 

The word personhood has been utilized by no less a respected au

thority than Abraham Maslow who equates its meaning with "the defining 

characteristics of humanness" (Maslow 1962, p. 3"^ )• 

DEVELOPMENT: The term development expresses a gradual unfolding, 

evolving, expanding, enlarging, maturing, fialfilling of a being. Whether 

by conscious effort or by unconscious effortlessness, or by any combina

tion of these two (i.e., conscious effortlessness or unconscious effort) 

the human embarks upon this expansion of himself from his first moment of 

life; and he is destined to continue that step-by-step evolution of who-

he-is-to-become until his physical death when both the elements of time 

and strength expire simultaneously in one fixed moment. 

To illustrate further the conscious/unconscious effort/effort

lessness combinations mentioned above, the following quote may serve in 

clarifying the gradations indicated: 
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... accuracy of the self report depends greatly on the motivation 
of the subject. If he wishes to hide an aspect of self, he can 
well do so. He does not even have to reveal his lack of coopera
tion, if indeed he is aware of a decision not to cooperate. But 
even with the best of intentions to cooperate, a subject may be 
quite unable to give the desired information accurately for rea
sons of which he himself is not clearly aware. 

In general, the more adequate the individual feels, the more 
likely his self report will approach an accurate description of 
the self concept, other factors being equal. The more threatened, 
inadequate, or maladjusted the individual, the more vulnerable 
will be his concepts of self and the greater the necessity for 
him to defend himself. (Combs atnd Soper 1959. 12 ). 

FERSONHOOD DEVELGPKENT: Fersonhood Development as used in this 

study, then, concerns itself with the gradual evolving and maturing self, 

that being uniquely differentiated from lesser, non-rational beings and 

known as a person. 

Assumptions 

Nine basic assumptions underlie the rationale upon which Person-

hood Development rests. The first five emanate from the nature peculiar 

to the human being; the last four spring into being experientially in 

much the same way as Athena, goddess of wisdom, is said to have sprung 

from the head of Zeus. 

Briefly, then, those assunptions arising from the nature peculiar 

to the human being are: 

1) that man is capable of self-direction (Fromra 1959i 1970; Gold

stein 1959. 1970; Kelley 1962; Rogers 19^2; Maslow I962 ) 

2) that man is capable of rational and directive creativity (Fromm 

1959, I97O; Sorokin 1959, 1970; Kelley 1962; Maslow I962; Glasser 

1965, 1975: Maslow 1978 ) 

3) that man is capable of transcending the material limits of 
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environment (Fromm 1959i 1970; Goldstein 1959t 1970; Maslow 19^2; 

Maslow 197? ) 

4) that man is capable of making lasting progress (Weisskopf 1959. 

1970; Sorokin 1959, 1970; Combs 19^2; Toffler 1970 ) 

5) that man is capable of ruling his instincts if he so chooses 

(Goldstein 1959i 1970; Rogers.1962; Maslow I962 ) 

To buttress further the above initial assumptions, Abraham Mas-

low spoke to the point when he said, " 'Instinct' theory: ... man has a 

tendency to realize himself.... to be true to his own nature, to trust 

himself, to be authentic, spontaneous, honestly expressive, to look for 

the sources of his actions in his own deep inner nature.... What is very 

clearly implied is that this inner core, this real self, is good, trust

worthy, ethical." (Maslow 1959, p. 131 ) 

It would seem ciurt not to allow him to expand on these thoughts 

somewhat more fully; therefore, other pertinent and expansive remarks 

from the same source follow: 

It is true that human beings strive perpetually toward ulti
mate humanness, which itself is anyway a different kind of becom
ing and growing. It's as if we were doomed forever to try to ar
rive at a state to which we could never attain. Fortunately we 
now know this not to be true, or at least it is not the only truth. 
There is another truth which integrates with it. We are again and 
again rewarded for good Becoming by transient states of absolute 
Being, which I have summarized as peak-experiences. Achieving 
basic-need gratifications gives us many peak-experiences, each 
of which are absolute delights, perfect in themselves, and need
ing no more than themselves to validate life. This is like re
jecting the notion that a Heaven lies someplace beyond the end of 
the path of life. Heaven, so to speak, lies waiting for us 
throughout life, ready to step into for a time and to enjoy before 
we have to come back to our ordinary life of striving. And once 
we have been in it, we can remember it forever, ajid feed our
selves on this memory and be sustained in time of stress. 

Not only this, but the process of moment to moment growth is 
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itself intrinsically rewarding and delightful in an absolute 
sense (Maslow 1959i 1970, p. 124 ). 

Lest the reader be caught in supposing the above statements to 

be merely ephemeral and somewhat unsubstantiated, it is necessary to pur

sue the course of Maslow's thought to the practicalities he outlines: 

Among the objectively describable and measurable characteris
tics of the healthy human specimen are: 

1) Clearer, more efficient perception of reality, 
2 )  More openness to experience, 
3) Increased integration, wholeness, and unity of the person, 
k) Increased spontaneity, expressiveness; full functioning; 

aliveness, 
5) A real self; a fiim identity: autonomy; uniqueness, 
6) Increased objectivity, detachment, transcendence of self, 
7) Recovery of creativeness, 
P) Ability to fuse concreteness and abstractness, primary 

and secondary process cognition, etc., 
9) Democratic character structure, 
10) Ability to love, etc. 
In addition, there are subjective confirmations or rein

forcements of self-actualization or of good growth toward it. 
These are the feelings of zest in living, of happiness or eu
phoria, of serenity, of joy, of calmness, of responsibility, 
of confidence in one's ability to handle stresses, anxieties, 
and problems. The subjective signs of self-betrayal, of fixa
tion, of regression; and of living by fear rather than by 
growth are such feelings as anxiety, despair, boredom, inability 
to enjoy, intrinsic guilt, intrinsic shame, aimlessness, feel
ings of emptiness, of lack of identity, etc It is the free 
choices of such self-actualizing people (in those situations 
where real choice is possible from among a variety of possi
bilities) that I claim can be descriptively studied as a 
naturalistic value system with which the hopes of the observ
er absolutely have nothing to do, i.e., it is "scientific." 
....Furtheimore 1 think these findings can be generalized to 
most of the human species because it looks to me (and to others) 
as if AIL or most people tend toward self-actualization...and 
as if,...all people are capable of self-actualization 
(Maslow 1959, 1970, pp. 127-128 ). 

Four other assumptions, existentially concommitajit with the ini

tial five, must be listed as well. They are: 

1) that one does not leam IN school alone — that is to say, the 
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whereabouts of educational advajncement are not limited to a building 

called school (Lee 1959, 1970; Combs, 1962; Toffler, 1970 ) 

Z) that education is a LIFE-process primarily dependent on the 

LEARNER (Maslow 19^2; Combs 1962 ) 

3) that personhood is the ONLY commonality and paradoxically the 

CNIY vehicle for uniqueness in every individual (Maslov; 195^, 1962, 196P. 

1978.) 

U) that personhood development's only limit is death 

(Glasser I965, 1975 ),• 

limitations 

For one who has been actively engaged in the study of personhood 

development it seems not at all unrealistic to state that the subject 

matter is timeless, that Adam and Sophocles and Napoleon and Gloria 

Steinham could occupy desks in a sort of universal classroom, each learn

ing the principles, each applying the techniques thus mastered in his or 

her own way. Personhood development doesn't depend on particular cul

tures, nationalities, eras; it crosses all of these and any other simi

larly erected barriers. 

However, the curriculum design presently under construction aims 

at the present era and its future, selects the American student as its 

recipient, and concentrates its expectations on attending to the problems 

and needs of that person in that society. So while the SUBJECT is uni

versal and timeless, the STUDY is not. Personhood Development is timely, 

pertinent, and relevant; in these adjectives are found its limits, the 

limits imposed upon it by the finite, but not by the Infinite. 



In the next chapter of this work several topics will be con

sidered: education as an integrative process, definitions concerning 

curriculum, systematic learning, and the stages of curriculum develop

ment. 



CHAPTER 2 

TJffi INTEGRATING ELEMENTS OF CURRICULUI^; DEVELOPMENT 

Education as an Inte^ra.tive Process 

Educative processes — just the same as other life processes — 

have been incredibly fragmented and complicated by those who wish to 

segment those characteristics of education falling under the micro

scopic focus of "the specialist" in one area or another. Early in the 

history of American education (Lehmann and Mehrens 1971. PP' 30 ff-) 

a philosophical a.rgument arose which was to continue for several genera

tions: Which of the functions of education is to take precedence over 

the others': It is only in later years that educators have perceived 

that none of the functions of education can be disentangled from the 

interwoven fabric of the whole. 

"We know how to criticize the old theories, we knov;, even 
though dimly, the shape of the theories to come, and most of 
all, we know where to look and what to do in order to fill in 
the gaps in knowledge, that will permit us to answer the age-
old questions, 'What is the good life? What is the good man? 
How can people be taught to desire and prefer the good life? 
Kow ought children to be brought up to be sound adults? etc.' 
That is, we think that a scientific ethic may be possible, and 
we think we know how to go about constructing it" (Maslow 1959, 
1970, pp. 119-120). 

Basically, five areas can be distinguished: continuation, ex

ploration, socialization, differentiation, and preparation. What has 

managed to slip by, almost unnoticed, is that the continuation process 

begins from the first moment of a person's existence. As long as one 

has a history, one will build inevitably on that history and on 
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no other. One's history commences at the moment when life is infused. 

However, there is no possibility for the continuational faction to 

operate unless one adds to it through the explorational and socializa-

tional fimctions. The more the experience of any given moment feeds the 

human organism, the greater the necessity for the discriminatory dif-

ferentiational function to come into play; as life becomes richer and 

fuller — or more deprived — the more diversified the choices avail

able. Ultimately, it is the differentiation process which plots the 

course for all future activities. 

"Differentiation may be safely a.ssumed to be the only pro
cess of change in the (phenomenological field). The emergence 
of a new entity or chara.cter into figure implies the lapse of 
other characters into ground. Both are necessary for the exist
ence of a difference and are not two independent processes, but 
complementary aspects of the same process, which might be called 
'change.' Since, however, it is the newly emerged figure, the 
focus of the behaver's field, which is the most directly potent 
in determining behavior, it seems more practical to emphasize 
the more effective aspect of the process and call it 'differen
tiation' or 'individuation' rather than the non-valuative 
'change' " (Snygg 1959, pp. 15-1^)• 

Kuch of the above seems relatively self-evident. Figure 1 

spells out more cogently what would be included in each of the five 

areas. Unfortunately, it is indeed a rare occurrence to discover that 

an educational institution does in fact use this type of integrational 

structure when composing its program. 

"The development of adequate persons who see themselves in 
the process of becoming seems to hold significant promise for 
the future. The person who sees this process is open to change 
and trusts his impulses and values as guides for behavior in the 
new circumstances. Such persons are probably most likely to 
adapt and survive as the environment changes. Such persons will 
be able to create ways to meet new conditions. We cannot pre
dict the world of 2015 when today's kindergartners will be deal
ing with a very different world of ideas, people and processes. 
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Possible careers or vocations 

Possible avocations 

Possible areas of psychic or physical expenditure 

Possible areas of dedication 

EXPLORATION 
Studies of the human 
being 

Universal spheres: 

-~academic 

--professional 
--political 
--social 
--psycholoe;ical 
--literary 
--art 
--music 
--entertainment 
--athletic 
--travel 
--creative thought 

Worlds of: 
--service 
--religion 
--economics 
--politics 
--biography 

--science 
--technology 
--law 
--ideologi.es 

CONTINUATION 

SOCIALIZATION 

People relations: 
parents; siblings; 
teachers; 

peers -- equal age 
younger 
older 

outsiders with differences: 
--racia.l 
--national 
--area/regional 
--religious 
--political 
--economic 
--opposing teams 
--academic 

(rival schools) 

incidental persons: 
--salespersons 
--bus drivers 
--neighbors 

authority figures: 
--parental 
--school 
--civil 
--r·eligi ous 
--other 

(club officers, etc.) 

A sense of purpose; proper counseling and guidance; skills 
for study; reading; language facility; mathematics; economics; 
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history; social awareness. 

Enriching areas: physical education, science-for-now, home arts, business, 
industrial arts, personality development, drama, art, music, travel, clubs, teams. 

Service areas: medicine, teaching, . social work, special education, voluntary endeavors. 

Project responsibilities: individual and group. Individual and participatory recreation. 

Community assets 

Legend: C = Continuation 
E :a Exploration 
S = Socialization 
D = Differentiation 
P = Preparation 

A sense of "belonging" 

The continuation of whatever has 
been included in the e·xperience 
of the individual up to the time 
under consideration. 

Fi~ure 1. Education ~s an Integrating ~recess 
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We cannot know which bits of present information will be need
ed in that world. We can be very certain, however, that pro
viding schools which facilitate the development of persons with 
adequate, fully functioning personalities is the best way to 
contribute some degree of stability to an uncertain future. 
The person who has a positive view of self, who is open to ex
perience, who is creative, who is trustworthy and responsible, 
who has values, who is well informed, and who is aware that he 
is in the process of becoming is the person most able to sur
vive and deal with the future. What is more, he will do a 
better job for the rest of us" (ASCD Yearbook 19^2, p. 253)* 

Perceptions of Curriculum 

The word "curriculum" has been bandied about in the educational 

world for a goodly number of centuries now so that defining it is some

what akin to defining "the"; one does not define what is evident, al

ready an integral part of the basic knowledge which one needs if one 

is a,t work in the field. Nonetheless, that clarity may be established 

and that non-clarity may be avoided, the definition of curriculum as 

related to Fersonhood Development will be included here. 

Curriculum in its most narrow sense is an accumulation of 

subjects which have been adjudged by experts to comprise the system

atic instruction of the educated person. As the concept of education 

broadened, that definitional strip took on some muscle and fat, be

coming the accumulation of experiences collected by the educated person 

as he progressed through educational channels. When psychology entered 

the picture, the definition was again modified, becoming the process by 

which the experiences of education became functional. However, the 

last word on curriculm has not been said yet; nor is it likely to be 

finalized for aeons to come. A new robe is even now being stitched to 

fit its venerable shoulders; curriculum is presently envisioned as an 
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instructional plain (Casciano-Savignano 1978, pp. 35-36). Each one of 

these definitions or perceptions of curriculum is valid and cannot be 

negated. 

lersonhood Development draws from every one of the above: it 

does require an accumulation of related topics manageable within the 

environmental context of its study; it does depend heavily on experi

ential learning; it actually IS an on-going process, whether formal

ized or not; and this exploratory study is intended to provide an in-

'• structional plan. 

Personhood Development as Systematic learning 

Systematic learning requires purpose, organization, and inter

action, integration, and dependence (Casciano-Savignano 197?, PP. 37ff.) 

Addressing each of these elements as separate components, the curric

ulum director can visualize how they become cohesive manifestations of 

unity, clarity, and coherence in the topic itself. 

In the original pages of this work, fifty problems and needs, 

deemed serious enough to have interfered with the educational flow, 

were outlined. The purpose of Personhood Development'is to tackle 

those problems and needs as well as others which may be in store, to 

provide some objective and rational perspective from which to view them, 

and to allow for the implementation of copijig skills. The system is 

based on a highly organized program, designed for innumerable adapta

tions, which will provide both continuity and context for the learning 

process. Since other and wiser persons have observed that no man forms 

an island sufficient unto himself, the prograjn requires interaction by 

its very nature along every step of the way. 
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Not only that, Personhood Development flows from a philosophy 

which activates the entire program. 

"The school that is interested in the development of adequacy 
in people is necessarily committed to cherishing and nurturing 
the best in every human being who enrolls in it. This is in 
complete harmony with the expressed values held dear in the 
United States and engendered by our people in many parts of 
the world. We believe in the right of every person to reach 
his best fulfillment and that the institutions of government 
are instruments to maJ^e this possible. We have based our form 
of government on the belief that people, utilizing their best 
potentialities to face up to problems, are completely capable 
of exercising their own government, that is, of making decisions 
which are in the best interests of the total population. The 
school, then, which taJces seriously its commitment to the fullest 
development of its people, must facilitate this process" (ASCD 
Yearbook 1962, p. 215). 

Without this basic, active belief embodied in a statement of 

philosophy in light of which the school "breathes", there can be no 

such course. Nor will any other course be fully effective. 

The advantage of having one basic form adapted to all ages and 

conditions of life for the human being provides the intensification of 

integration ordinarily not found in so complete a measure in other sub

ject ai-eas. The structure itself, simple in pattern ajid cyclic by 

nature, is built to ma.ximize the potential of the individual. Individ

uals differ; Personhood Development not only recognizes this fact but 

is orchestrated in such a way as to provide the individual with the 

directional skills needed to live a positively integrated life. 

It has long been the hope among educators that the interdepen

dence of subjects would finally be a realizable goal. Various tech

niques to achieve some modicum of interdependence have clamored for 

precedence. Interrelation, correlation, vertical and horizontal artic

ulation — all refer to a more or less cohesive dependence and even 
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interdependence. With Personhood Development there is no artificial 

need to twist uncomfortably to mal^e the pieces fit. The person is re

lated to himself and to others and to his environment; others are re

lated to the person and to his environment; the environment is related 

to the self and to the others with whom the self shares the environ

ment. No contrivance at all need enter the picture.' What is, is. 

And it may also be said that probably the most mique charac

teristic of the entire system is its pervasive essence, one which is 

not at all destructive nor ruinous but rather enilching and enlivening?;, 

providing a vehicle for self-motivation and self-realization — some

thing long-sought by the society in which each person ireaches maturity 

today. 

Stages of Curriculum Development 

There are four stages to the building of a curriculum in Person-

hood Development: l) the stating of a working philosophy, 2) the 

planning of the program, 3) the implementing of the program, and 

4) the evaluating of the program. 

The pyramidal construct upon which a system of Personhood De

velopment is based lends form. Underlying the entire structure, of 

course, is its relevance, it ralson d'etre; otherwise, it becomes 

"just another course." Too many series of studies, posing as authentic 

means to achieve educational goals, have already passed muster, quali

fying for massive financial aid, insisting on time and effort from al

ready overtaxed teachers and administrators. Are the fifty problems 

and needs, listed at the beginning of this study and documented by 
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authoritative writings, enough to highlight the need for Personhood De

velopment? Is there a lingering doubt somewhere which, in the face of 

billions of dollars spent by individu^s to enhance their appearance 

and/or'well-being, still insists that people are not interested in 

themselves? What is more, evidence does exist proving that the human 

being is indeed able to be in touch with himself — more in touch with 

himself than he can possibly be with anything or with anyone else 

(Rogers 19^2). 

Furthemiore, the communities from which individuals come are 

becoming more and more insistent that something be done to improve the 

quality of the educative process. 

Attention must now be directed to the first staj^e of curriculum 

development, the stating of a working philosophy. The philosophy which' 

underlies Personhood Development is not one of the wordy or more bicarre 

foxms which serve to terrify the public. Simply stated, it says that 

every human being is a person who needs to know himself and make the 

most of his potential. In regard to education, it says that teachers 

are facilitators in the process of education, working to help them

selves and their students implement their finest selves. Who can argue 

with that? At the moment, there is a crying need for just such imple

mentation — and present systems are remiss in not providing for this 

need. 

"The school of the future will be increasingly concerned 
with the development of adequate persons, recognizing that one 
of the characteristics of the adequate person is his extensive, 
rich and available store of meaningful information. This abund
ant knowledge will have been derived through individual purpose 
and exploration in which the student involvement vail make it 
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easy to move from knowing to behaving. It will be concerned, , 
not only with providing subject matter, but with what this 
means in the persona,! world of the learner. It will take full 
advantage of our new understanding of the interrelationship of 
adequacy and learning. Through the production of more adequate 
persons, it will advance learning; better iniformed people will 
be more likely to achieve self-actualization" (ASCD Yearbook 
1962, p. 197). 

The second step in building the system is planning the program. 

Briefly, the program will originally take shape from the philosophy, 

proceed through generational objectives to specific behavioral goals, 

center on ever-deepening perceptions of the human nature and essence as 

these can be assimilated considering the age and maturity of the in

dividual amassing the experiences, utilize creative methods to contrib

ute to student production, and apply the principles thus learned to 

direct the trends of one's life — all this on the same basic pattern 

and design. Figure 2 illustrates this generation. 

The third step is the implementation of the program. This 

implementing comes as a logical consequence and concerns itself with 

the actual scope and sequence, the curriculum design itself, and the 

methods and materials to be used. 

Along with these explanatory remarks, a series of developmental 

plans provides one of the better ways of implementing the prograjn. 

They follow the original thinking of Jerome Bruner "... (who) con

tends that the most fundamental ideas of the disciplines, though not 

formally stated, should be presented to children at an early age. 

Bruner*s expounding of this concept implies that if ideas are to be 

taught thoroughly, they should be presented to children early, and 

should be presented repeatedly as students mature and are capable of 



_jBASIC PRINCIPLES A~:D I n UNDSRL YI NG FHILCSOPHY 

L? GENERATIONAl. OB.J~CTIVES: 

Objective I: To provide 
learning experiences il
lustrating the twenty 
internal elements of the 
self 

Gbjecti ve II: To provide 
learning experiences in 
the use of the five ave
nues of modification in 
fersonhood Development 

Objective III: To provide 
learnine experiences in 
planning for personal 
growth and positiye change 

Objective IV: To provide 
an ~nvironment l-rhere ·every 
person -- adult and child -
can maximize his/her 
potential 

SPECIFIC B~HAVIORAL GOALS: 

Goal 1: To define each ele
ment of the internal status 

Goal 2: To assess one's per
sonal status realistically 

Goal 1: To articulate one's 
relations with others in 
his target areas 

Goal 2: To define the nine 
value systems, exploring 
each as age and mat·uri ty 
require 

Goal 3: To assess academic 
experiences, placement, and 
school-related activities 
realistically 

Goal 1: To articulate partic
ular strengths that are a 
part of one's personhood 

Goal 2: To discover one's 
aptitudes, talents, etc. 

Goal ): To identify _sources 
for information, direction, 
and support 

"' Goal 1: To recognize factors 
which encourage positive 
growth 

Goal 2: To identify factors 
which inhibit positive 
growth 

Goal 3: To plan appropria~e and 
positive development/m~ fica
tion of each element 

Goal 4: To set short-rang~ goals 
monitored py cybernetic feedback 

l 
Goal 4: To investigate oppor

tunities to best utilize 
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SUBJ,2;CT MATI'ER: 

The same basic subject mat
ter will be taken from the 
original design, though it 
will differ for age, maturity, 
and life style of individual. 

METHODS: 

Exposition, individual work, potentials 
G al S T ri . t of group work, art, music, drama, o: o expe ence a Varle y 

positive activities suit ble for ~d other creative forms. 
the enjoyment of leisure 

Goal 6: To assess the utilization 
of the avenues of modifi ation 

Goal 7: To plan for positive goal
setting in his/her use o-i these 
channels 

STUDENT PRODUCTION: 

Assessment of the present, 
direction for the future, 
cybernetic adjustments. 

Goal 4: To define desirab]e habits 
G al 5 To 1 h t finds APPliCATICN: o: rep ace w a one 

negative, inauthentic, unharrnoni
ous, dis-easing 

Goal 6: To foresee and articu
late sets of consequences which 
accrue to choices 

Goal 7: To make realistici.lans 
· for development, includin 

short- and long-rang~ go 1' s 

Goal 3: To implement the tenets of 
acceptance as they are de[ined in 

Use in other than the basic 
~curse, in other areas of the 
curriculum, as a contribution 
to the positive milieu of the 
school, in connection with 
the home and the "outside" 
society. 

the scope of personhood EVALUATION: 
Goal 4: To individualize one's 

learning experiences Formative and summative. 

Figure 2. Generatin_g a Program of Personhood· Development 
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elaborating on the concepts in greater breadth and depth. A curriculum 

that handles concepts in this way is referred to as a spiral curric

ulum" (Casciano-Savignano 197B| p. IO5). 

Such a series begins with germinating suggestions for parents 

to use with pre-school youngsters. Though the structure of schools may 

differ from what the society now knows, there must be provision made 

to implement this curriculum for each continuing year of a child's 

education from kindergarten through university. And finally, there 

should be a pla.n available for any individual who may wish to use the 

Personhood Development approach throughout life. Its tenets may also 

be utilized for group development. 

The last step is the one which concerns evaluation. For a pro

gram such as Personhood Development, the cybernetic approach seems the 

most adequate and effective of evaluative means. "If the cybernetic 

principle is to be effective, information — especially about errors 

or dysfunctions — must be fed back into the system, so that corrective 

action can be taken. All of the components of a cybernetic system 

exist in most schools. Implications exist for a school system. Ob

jectives which specify the path the educational process will follow 

are usually stated. Individuals or groups of individuals, are avail

able for making adjustments that are needed in the process. A process 

of evaluation is followed to judge the extent to which objectives are 

attained" (Casciano-Savignano 197^, pp. 2^0-2^1). 

The following chapter will include complete delineations of 

the basic concepts underlying Personhood Development. That pervasive 

philosophy on which the program is built will be presented as well. 
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The generational objectives, the specific behavioral goals, the 

subject matter, the suggested methods, the expectations required of 

students, the applications of the program to the entire school milieu, 

and the cybernetic type of evaluation briefly mentioned in this chapter 

will be treated at greater length. 



CHAPTER 3 

BACKGROUND AND LITERARY REVIEW 

Basic Concepts 

To begin, It will be necessary to consider the terms "nature" 

and "essence" as they apply to the human condition and pertain to this 

study; 

1) "Nature" is that Inherency which causes a being to be what it 

is ajid which prevents it from being anything else; 

2) "Essence" is that derivative of nature which accounts for the 

characteristics of that being. 

When one speaks of a person, one identifies his nature as human 

and his essence as the capacity to operate with the attributes of hu-

manness. It is not possible for that human to assume a different na

ture — that is, for a man to become a dog or a cloud — even though 

a pervasive desire should exist within hlra to be a dog or a cloud. If 

he were to clothe himself in fur and, in general, do all In his power 

to simulate the existence of a dog, he could never BE a dog. He cannot 

trade the life flowing from his humanity for some other life, even an

other human life. Likewise, were he to find some way to assume the 

characteristics of any other type of being, he could change neither his 

nature nor his essence. Only his personhood is subject to alteration; 

he has a great measure of control over how his life is to be lived. 

"The self has to be achieved; it is not given" (Kelley I962, p. 9). 
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However, simply BEING or EXISTING is not enough. "To realize 

completeness, we have to have some inner models, some concrete vital 

experiences of order, harmony, and self-realization. We have to have 

inner seeds which contain patterns of 'wholeness'" (Kepes 1959, 1970, 

pp. 87-88). 

Henry Geiger in his introduction to The Farther Reaches of 

Human Nature (pp. xvii, xix) spoke of the ideals Maslow had in mind 

when he was working with human beingss 

A peak experience is a coming into the realization that 
what "ought to be" IS, in a way that requires no longing, 
suggests no straining, to make it so. It tells human beings 
something about themselves and about the world that is the 
same truth, and that becomes the pivot of value and an order
ing principle for the hierarchy of meanings. It is the merg
ing of subject and object, involving no loss of subjectivity 
but what seems its infinite extension. It is individuality 
freed of isolation. An experience of this sort gives the idea 
of transcendence an empirical ground. Its typical recurrence 
for his self-actualizers becajne for Maslow scientific evidence 
of what may be the normal psychological or inner life of per
sons who are fully human. The normative element in Maslow's 
thinking and theory was now present in principle, it remain
ing to check and fill out the pattern of how self-actualizers 
behave. . . ajid to demonstrate the psychological (education
al) importance of such research. . . Out of this work grew 
a psychology ordered by the symmetries of fully human health, 
intelligence, and aspirations. 

Geiger continued this thought in a rather neat analogy a few 

pages later: 

A great orchestra is a combination of rare skills, a com
pany of musicicins who have learned to play their instrvunents 
and to know music better tham most other people. If you lis
ten to them talk music among themselves, you will not under
stand half of what they say, but when they PLAY, then you will 
know that, whatever they said to each other, it wasn't just 
idle chatter. . . A fully human man is likely to have similar 
obscurities about him. And a psychology devoted to fully human 
beings — which is competent to speak of them, in some ways to 
measure them, appreciate them, tell something about the dynamics 
of their qualities — is boixnd to participate in some of this — 
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depth rather than obscurity. Now and then readers may feel 
a little lost. Why not? Perhaps a psychology that does 
not have partly this effect on the student will never get 
off the ground. 

Having established that a person is a particiilar kind of being, 

it would be well to examine some conditions accruing to that individual. 

Once having been given life, a human enters the realm of time and space 

and renounces "staticicity" — a coined word, to be sure, but one which 

expresses the reality adequately enough. With each succeeding moment, 

this rational being continues to change and he cannot — even by force 

of an imperious will — cease from changing (Fromm 1959il970: Weiss-

kopf 1959i I97O; Kelley 1962; Combs 1962; Shostrom I967). As time 

passes, his age is altered, his bodily functions fluctuate, his entire 

self collects experiences which are duly stored within the conscious or 

unconscious memory. Time does not stop; and space must necessarily 

accommodate his material subsistence (Toffler 1970). In actuality, 

life is lived one moment at a time; the future filters through the 

present moment and becomes the past. What is past cannot be re-done 

or undone (Maslow I962). There is no returning; one cannot even dupli

cate an experience; one can only have another experience which is in 

some ways LIKE the first but which is NOT the first (Toffler 1970). 

The expression, "If I had it to do all over again," finds ut

terance often within the human condition; but the "if" is enormous in

deed, and doomed to failure before it is ever thought. 

"The self consists, in part at least, of the accumulated ex

periential background, or backlog, of the individual. It is what has 

been built, since his life began, through unique experience and unique 
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purpose, on the individual's unique biologicail structure. The self 

is therefore unique to the individual" (Kelley 1962, p. 9)' 

On the other hand, though all of these perceptions and observa

tions are evident, common to all persons throughout history (Glasser 

19651 1975)» there is a peculiar Inconsistency within many a human. 

He says to himself, "Now that I have attai.ned a particular age, stature, 

education, I am 'full-grown* and my development ceases. I am who I ajn." 

His first statement discomfits us because it is blatantly false 

(otto 1971): the second is vitally true — but the "am-ness" continues 

to change in spite of his supposition that it does not. "The self con

sists of an organization of accumulated experience over a whole life

time" (Kelley I962, p. 9)* Eveiy acquisition, then, of experience 

modifies the interior self and alters the personhood of that particular 

being. 

The development of the personhood, it seems clear, is not 

something which begins and ends during a relatively short, defined por

tion of the life-spaji (e.g., the years one spends in school). Develop

ment of the personhood commences, continues, and concludes as life it

self originates, is preserved, and ceases (Otto 1971). Personhood 

development characterizes a lifetime activity: its basis is CONTINUOUS 

human growth, de facto mfolding whether the person wills it so or not 

(Maslow 1962). This self-expansion can be described as a womb-to-tomb 

evolvement of the human being from who-he-is initially to who-he-is-to-

become finally (Glasser 1965» 1975)' 
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Two phenomena will serve to emphasize the conclusions that have 

been made thus far: l) the phenomenon of continuous physical change, 

and 2) the phenomenon of continuous need. Babies progress so that they 

become toddlers, continuing to develop luitil they are children who grow 

towards adolescence. Adolescence is transformed into the state of young 

adulthood which ripens into middle age and finally into old age. If at 

any time in this progression, the mind and- the body do not keep pace 

with each other (i.e., if the mentality is that of a two-year-old while 

the body is fourteen years old, or if the body is thirty-five but the 

activity and outlook continue in prolonged adolescence), the individual 

is severely handicapped and considered retarded or immature, unable to 

cope adequately with the exigencies pressing in upon his life. Under 

such conditions it is impossible for such a one to live a complete and 

fulfilling life. Again, the organism so involved has continuous need 

for food, for activity, for rest. If one has eaten once, he does not 

say to himself, "I have no further need of food." If one has engaged 

in any activity — any activity at all — he cannot say to himself, 

"I have already acted and never shall I need to act again." If one has 

slept, he dare not say to himself, "I have had a good sleep and feel 

rested; therefore, I shall never inquire sleep again." Thus, it may 

be stated that while life lasts, growth and need will be inevitable 

(Toffler 1970; Rogers 1962; Maslow 1962; Combs I962). 

Maslow has spoken more succinctly to this point: 

This is all in line with the biological data and theories 
and self-actualization theories which show that an organ sys
tem presses to express itself, in a word, to function. The 
muscular person likes to use his muscles, indeed HAS to use 
them in order to self-actualize and to achieve the subjective 
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feeling of harmonious, uninhibited, satisfying functioning 
which is so important an aspect of psychological health. 
People with intelligence must use their intelligence, people 
with eyes must use their eyes, people with the capacity to 
love have the IMPULSE to love and the NEED to love in order 
to feel healthy. Capacities clamor to be used, and cease 
their clamor only when they ARE used sufficiently. That is 
to say, capacities are needs, and therefore are intrinsic 
values as well. To the extent that capacities differ, so 
will values also differ (Maslow 1959$ 1970, p. 122). 

These practical observations are basic to what will eventually 

emerge as the doctrine of Personhood Development. 

Expansion of the Basic Assumptions 

The first of the basic assumptions was that man is capable of 

self-direction. Mciny authors — among them Fromm (1959, 1970), Gold

stein (1959, 1970), Kelley (I962), Rogers (I962), and Maslow (I962) ~ 

have treated the directive capabilities of the human. However, the 

most pertinent statement seems to be, "The human being has within him 

a pressure. . . toward unity of personality, toward spontaneous expres

siveness, toward full IndlviduEility and identity, toward seeing the 

truth rather than being blind, toward being creative, toward being 

good, and a lot else. That is, the human being is so constructed that 

he presses toward fuller and fuller being and this meeuis pressing toward 

what most people would call good values, toward serenity, kindness, 

courage, knowledge, honesty, love, unselfishness, and goodness" 

(Maslow 1970, p. 126). 

Flowing from the human's capability of self-direction, the 

tenets of rationality and directive creativity take their place among 

the basic assumptions. Pitirim A. Sorokin highlighted the conception 

in his writings. 
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The glimpses of this class of reality-values are given to 
us by true suprasensory-suprarational "intuition", "divine 
inspiration", or "flash of enlightenment" of all the great 
seers, sages, and creative geniuses in all fields of cultural 
creativity. This realm of reality-values is the least suscep
tible to definition or description by words or signs. Very 
symbolically and vaguely it has been designated by such terms 
as Tao, Yen, Zen, "the Kingdom of God", Plato's realm of 
"ideas-forms", or by the terms "the ineffable", "the supreme", 
"the highest", "the divine" forms of reality-value. Quite 
generally this class of reality-values is viewed as the center 
or the source of the highest creativity known to man. Even 
more, it is creativity at,its highest, purest, emd best. Be
ing Infinitely finer and greater thein the merely rational and 
sensory creativity, the suprasensory-suprarational creativity 
ranges all the way from that of the infinitely supreme, pass
ing all human understanding, creativeness of the Cosmic 
Creator, up to the creativity of the greatest human geniuses 
in all fields of cultural activities (Sorokin 1970, pp. 226-22?). 

The third basic assumption, that of man's transcendence of the 

material limits of environment, has been the subject of many a physi

cian's design for restoring health to patients whose physical or mental 

capacities have suffered disruption. 

Certainly normal healthy life is not always ordered and 
anxiety is not alien to it. Shocks and anxiety belong to nor
mal life, but as a rule we are able to overcome anxiety by the 
use of our mental capacities, by foresight, by experiencing the 
hope that the situation may not be so dangerous, or that we can 
bear it, or that the danger belongs to life itself. This takes 
place with the help of one of the most important characteristics 
of man: courage. Courage ultimately reveals its enormous sig
nificance for man not in handling the simple difficulties of 
everyday life but in overcoming the dsinger to existence that the 
difficulties may bring about. It presupposes the highest capa
city of man, his abstract capacity through which he differs es
sentially from all other living things (Goldstein 1959, 1970, 
pp. 181-182). 

One has only to think of those who survived the Holocaust, of 

those who died to protect loved ones or to give witness for a cause 

whose parameters were immeasurable, of those who deny themselves the 

luxuries and conveniences of civilization to serve the needs of the 
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most deprived. From these examples there is ample, living evidence that 

man is not caged by the limits of materiality if he chooses to be free. 

Interestingly enough, experimental psychologists have modified 

the behavior patterns of animeils so that they appear to count, to tap 

out coherent responses, to carry capsules from one station to another 

far distant site; but no horse, no gorilla, no pigeon has been able to 

set down his experiences so that his progeny can make use of the know

ledge thus imparted. Man, on the other hand, leams incredible mys

teries, discovers patterns, speaks, writes, transmits to coming genera

tions the fruits of his labors. Imagine for cin instant how it would be 

if each new animus were to come to life with the need to develop for 

himself the mysteries of fire, the wheel, the fulcrum, the millions of 

accomplishments which the rest of the populace takes so much for grant

ed. "In the human universe the rational reality-values are represented 

by all the rational phenomena discovered and created by the rational or 

a consistent logico-mathematical thought of man" (Sorokln 1970, p. 226). 

Enumerating these, Sorokln continues: 

Such are: a large part of logically consistent science, 
especially mathematics and logic; all forms of rational philo
sophy, rational religion, rational ethics, law cind fine arts, 
rational economics and politics, rational applied arts: sports, 
medicine, agriculture, technology, rational human conduct, and 
forms of social and cultxural organizations. All these cultural 
reality-values exist and function not only as a system of mean
ingful propositions but also as objectified and socialized 
"sensory" reality-values in the form of books, libraries, in
struments, pictures, sculptures, buildings, funds, and human 
groups of scientists, philosophers, artists, politicians, etc., 
who create, use, react to and act upon these reality-values. 
And a large part of all these cultural systems — if all truly 
great scientific, philosophical, religious, aesthetic, ethical, 
legal, said other meaningful systems — axe logically or aesthet
ically consistent in their propositions or style. A large part 
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of these rational cultural reality-values have been discovered, 
cognized, and created by the rational, i.e., logico-mathematical, 
thought in all forms of logic and mathematics (Sorokin 1970i 
p. 226). 

The student would like to comment here, somewhat with tongue-in-

cheek, that this capability of lasting progress is the assumption upon 

which all doctoral students are asked to base their work. 

The last of the five basic assumptions has become the one many 

wish to rid themselves of the most, that is, that one is, indeed, able 

to rule one's instincts. Modem man hopes against hope that someone 

somewhere will prove that he cannot help himself, that he simply must 

give in to whatever whim strikes him at any given moment. Thus, he can 

effectively remove from himself the uncomfortable robe of responsibil

ity for his own actions. However, Carl Rogers from his broad base of 

knowledge — knowledge respected and shared with innumerable other en

lightened professional experts — said: 

For me this is an inescapable conclusion from a quarter 
century of experience in psychotherapy. When we are able to 
free the individucil from defensiveness, so that he is open to 
the wide range of his own needs, as well as to the wide range 
of environmental and social demands, his reactions may be trust
ed to be positive, forward-moving, constructive. We do not need 
to ask who will socialize him, for one of his own deepest needs 
is for affiliation and communication with others. When he is 
fully himself, he cannot help but be realistically socialized. 
We do not need to ask who will control his aggressive impulses, 
for when he is open to all of his impulses, his need to be 
liked by others and his tendency to give affection axe as 
strong as his impulses to strike out or to seize for himself. 
He will be aggressive in situations in which aggression is 
realistically appropriate, but there will be no runaway need 
for aggression. His total behavior, in these and other areas, 
when he is open to all his experience, is balanced and realis
tic — behavior which is appropriate to the survival and en
hancement of a highly social animal. I have little sympathy 
with the rather prevalent concept that man is basically irra
tional, and that his impulses, if not controlled, would lead 
to destruction of others and of self. Man's behavior is 
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exqiiisitely rational, moving with subtle and ordered complex
ity towards the goals his organism is endeavoring to achieve. 
The only control of impulses is the naturail and internal 
balancing of one need against another and the discovery of 
behaviors which follow the vector most closely approximating 
the satisfaction of all needs. Such a person is trustingly 
able to permit his total organism to function freely in all 
its complexity in selecting, from the multitude of possi
bilities, that behavior which in this moment of time will be 
most generally and genuinely satisfying. He thus is making 
use of all the data his nervous system can supply, using this 
data in awareness, but recognizing that his total organism 
may be, and often is, wiser than his awareness (Rogers 19^2, 
pp. 30-31). 

Proceeding with the concommitant assumptions, then, there can 

be found little difficulty in accepting their truth. Nonetheless, let 

us refer to those whose wisdom seems irrefutable. "For generations, 

we have simply assumed that the proper place for education to occur is 

in a school. Yet if the new education is to simulate the society of 

tomorrow, should it take place in school at all" (Toffler 1970, p. 359)? 

It is with this provocative question that the first tenet is 

Introduced: Learning does not occur solely IN school. Is this observa

tion that humankind learned long before the idea of a school existed, 

amiss? Did not Margaret Mead and others in the studies of anthropology 

discover highly formed civilizations — which may have seemed "uncivil

ized" to some of the general public — which had no schools at all? 

Are such suppositions valid that those who are surviving in ghetto or 

barrio conditions know nothing at all? Tribes wandering for generations 

through the Sahara and like places are surely cognizant of the many 

interlacing factors concerning the continuance of life and would most 

probably outlive the learned but uninitiated fool who supposed his 

knowledge of phonemes would overcome the heizards of undulating sands 
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and searing heat. Have the so-ceilled learned so removed themselves 

from reality that they cannot allow that learning — in its broad and 

iinfettered sense — goes on with or without schools? 

And this observation serves to introduce its cousin: Education 

is a LIFE-process which depends on the LEARNER. One assimilates what 

one wishes to assimilate. 

Even after we know, we are impelled to know more and more 
minutely and microscopically on the one hand, and on the other, 
more and more extensively in the direction of a world of philo
sophy, theology, etc. The facts that we acquire, if they are 
isolated or atomistic, inevitably get theorized about, and 
either analyzed or organized or both. This process has been 
phrased by some as the search for meaning. We shall then 
postulate a desire to imderstand, to systematize, to organ
ize, to analyze, to look for relations and meanings, to con
struct a system of values (Maslow 195^i 1970, p. 50). 

A lifetime of discussion, speculation, obseivation might be in

vested on the third of the concommitant assumptions, that is, that per-

sonhood is the only commonality and paradoxically the only vehicle for 

uniqueness in every individual. 

Each person's nature has some characteristics which all 
other selves have (species wide) and some which are unique 
to the person (idiosyncratic). The need for love character
izes every human being that is bom (although it can disap
pear later under certain circumstances). Musical genius, 
however, is given to very .few and these differ markedly from 
each other in style, e.g., Mozcirt and Debussy (Maslow 1962, 
p. 35). 

To bring to a conclusion this treatise on those concepts basic 

to the development of personhood, one must include death as the final 

limit. "Learning to fulfill our needs must begin early in infancy and 

continue gdl our lives" (Glasser 1975i P« 13)' There is no need to 

"prove" death; death is a reality from which no man escapes. No more 
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sentences are expected from Maslow. No more compositions shall be forth

coming from Beethoven. These have finished the life that was given to 

them to live in the parameters and limitations of time. Who they are 

remains who they were at that final given moment. It shall be the 

same for every person. 

The Underlying Philosophy 

In order for there to be aji adequate operative philosophy, 

there must be more than an ethereal and lofty-sounding statement print

ed on onion skin in a handbook which no one reads and which resides 

safely locked within the confines of the steel file in the principal's 

office. 

Individuals composing a realistic philosophy of education for 

a school utilizing the tenets of Personhood Development initiate their 

work in the light of five basic questions: 1) What is our concept of 

a student? 2) What is the purpose of education in the life of this 

student? 3) What is the purpose of the teacher in this educative en

deavor? What contribution does he make? 4) How does the teacher see 

himself operating in the educational world? What part does he play? 

5) Ergo, what is our concept of a teacher? 

The following statement is an example of a "working" philosophy, 

offered to illustrate the underlying structure for a Personhood Develop

ment program. It is, of course, not the ONLY philosophy possible; but 

it does include the elementary and necessary statements that one might 

expect to find if a school claims that it is offering a program of 

worth based on Personhood Development. The philosophy reads; 
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"Every student is a unique human being, a person who can — 

through powers he has been given — reason and choose; a person who 

is endowed with varying degrees of proficiencies through his senses; 

a person who can exercise the intaJigibles of imagination, intelligence, 

intuition, integrity, common sense, self-preservation, endurance; a 

person who can operate through talents and abilities which he can dis

cover within himself; a person who is fitted to live a life among other 

persons similarly endowed. 

"Education concerns itself with the development of such a person. 

The instructor is the chief facilitator, next to the student himself, 

whose major goal becomes the implementation of the student's finer self. 

A teacher capitalizes on the student's incentive to grow, helping the 

student to form a true and positive self-concept, to accept responsibil

ity for his own discipline and development, to examine options and make 

decisions in the light of such analytical thought, to create his unique 

contribution to the milieu in which he finds himself, to act in the 

light of his Origin and his End, to form healthy mental attitudes, to 

cooperate in the fashioning of a better world. Such growth presupposes 

emotionail balance, the formation of moral values, the acquisition of 

such skills as are required to live a happy and fruitful life. The 

school in which such a philosophy operates provides an environment of 

love where children are accepted as they are aJid are enabled to grow 

spiritually, physically, mentally, socially, and emotionally to the ful

fillment of their own potentials and personalities. 
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"In terms of the teacher's view of his work, one must con

sider that what he IS is more important than what he DOES, that his 

contact with the student will unfailingly affect that person for better 

or for worse, that his personal rapport with and confidence in the 

student are of paramount importance, that unkindness to the slow and 

limitation of the quick are both lantenable, that courage must mark his 

path if he hopes to be a significant influence for the future. The 

teacher works WITH euid not OVER the student, creating that atmosphere 

of cooperative respect and courtesy, being prepared for the awesome 

task of the mutual discovery and \mveiling of truth. The teacher 

realizes that he is a member of a team, remaining open to learning 

himself. He seeks constant improvement, fairness of interpretation, 

hiamor to ease the buixiens he and his students carry. A teacher never 

forgets what he is about." 

The acid test occurs, however, when the STUDENT reads and ap

plies that philosophy to what is actually going on in his life. Does 

the STUDENT feel as if his teachers regard him as a unique human being, 

gifted in many ways, living his life among other unique human beings? 

Does the STUDENT see educational endeavors as exercising his develop

mental process? Does the STUDENT know that the teacher is a facilita

tor but that he, ths STUDENT, is the one responsible for implementing 

his finest self? And how does the STUDENT see the teacher's contribu

tion to his life? What role does the STUDENT perceive the teacher to 

be playing? And, in the STUDENT'S view, what kind of person is a 

good teacher? 
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A fxurther area for probing the operative consistency of the 

philosophy concerns the parental view of the answers to these questions. 

Yet another dimension presents itself when one tests the decision

making process on both administrative and instructional levels. Person-

hood Development programs MUST rely on and grow out of such a basic 

philosophy. Everything that concerns the school and its students is 

rooted in the philosophy; and therefore, everyone of necessity must 

KNOW the philosophy and utilize its propositions everyday and in every 

situation. 

An example of how to use a "working" philosophy is presented 

here with a view to illustrating the discussion of this matter. The 

reader will recognize that the philosophy itself has been taken piece 

by piece with a response from a teacher and a supportive statement 

from Perceiving. Behaving, and Becoming, the Yearbook for the ASGD 

of 1962. 

The Philosophy Segmented; l) Every student is a unique 
human being, 

Teacher; I try to use this statement to color my own thinking so that 
I avoid knowing "classes" and make every effort to relate to 
each student in whatever areas we share a mutual interest. I 
try, too, to reflect each student for himself so that he can 
"see" that self he shows to others. 

ASGD 
p. 213i (from Maslow) We have, each one of us, an essential nature 

which is intrinsic, given, "natural" and, usually, very re
sistant to change. . . . Every person is, in part, "his own 
project" and makes himself. 
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2) a person who can — through powers he has been given — 
reason and choose; 

Teacher: The personhood lies chiefly in ability to reason (to examine 
options and probable consequences) and to choose REASONABLY 
from these options. I offer many types of academic choices, 
but more importantly, I concentrate on response-to-value. 
"Choose what you want to do; aJid, if it's worthy of your 
choice, it's worth doing well." 

ASCD 
p. 181: (from Rogers) The hypothetical person who is fully open to 

his experience would have access to all of the available 
data in the situation, on which to base his behavior; the 
social demand, his own complex and possibly conflicting needs, 
his memories of similar situations, his perception of the 
uniqueness of this situation, etc. All of the available data 
would be used, and it would be presented in accurate rather 
than distorted form. 

3) a person who is endowed with varying degrees of proficiencies 
through his senses; 

Teacher: Students have many sense-abilities. No two will write alike 
(nor should they be made to do so), no two see or hear equal
ly well, etc. Students are encouraged to capitsLlize on pro
ficiencies and practice to make deficiencies less hindering. 

ASCD 
p. 181 (from Maslow) To make growth and self-actualization possible, 
-182: it is necessary to understand that capacities, organs and 

organ systems press to function and express themselves and 
to be used and exercised, and that such use is satisfying, 
and disuse irritating. Capacities clamor to be used, and 
cease their clamor only when they are well used. That is, 
capacities are also needs. Not only is it fun to use our 
capacities, but it is also necessary. 
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Teacher: Everyday the students have opportunities to work CREATIVELY 
by my personal encouragement and by their own desires. 

ASCD 
p. 1^2: (from Kelley) Since life is ever-moving and ever-becoming, 

the fully functioning person is cast in a creative role. He 
sees that creation is not something which occurred long ago 
and is finished, but that it is now going on and that he is 
a part of it. When the fearful person withdraws within his 
psychological shell, communication is shut off. It is just 
as difficult for such a.person to give as it is for him to 
receive. The self then is denied that which it feeds on. 
The psychological self feeds on ideas, which come from other 
people. Without the stuff of growth, the self becomes less 
adequate, and the whole person loses its ability to do, to 
venture, to create. The individual comes to see himself as 
impoverished, but he is not able to do much about it by him
self. 

5) intelligence, 

Teacher: 

ASCD 
p. 181: 

I try to show them, not the "easy way out" but the most 
EFFICIENT way of tackling their work so that they form the 
habit of pre-planning. 

(from Combs) The truly adequate person must be well informed. 
One must certainly have a field of perceptions, rich and ex
tensive enough to provide understanding of the events in 
which he is enmeshed and available when he needs them. Rich 
and extensive perceptual fields are a product of the kinds of 
opportunities an individual has been exposed to. . . . Mere 
exposure to an event is no guarEintee that the event will be 
perceived by the individual or be available on later occa
sions. An adequate person seems to have many more such per
sonal meanings. 

6) intuition, 

Teacher: 

ASCD 
P- 35: 

I try to be sensitive to their feelings so that they in turn 
will be sensitive to others. I also want them to "see" 
answers to problems without spelling out the obvious. 

(from Maslow) I include in this essential inner nature in-
stinctoid needs, capacities, talents, anatomical equipment, 
physiological balances, prenatal and nateil injuries, and 
traumata to the neonatus. Whether defense and coping 
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mechanisms, "style of life," and other characterological 
traits, all shaped in the first few years of life, should be 
included, is still a matter for discussion. I would say "yes" 
and proceed on the assumption that this raw material very 
quickly starts growing into a self as it meets the world out
side and begins to have transactions with it. 

7) integrity. 

Teacher: The student is trusted — until he himself changes that 
status. 

ASCD 
p. 213: (from Combs) Because they feel essentially sure about then-

selves, self-actualizing persons can feel a higher degree of 
respect for their own individuality and uniqueness and as a 
consequence are less disturbed or upset by criticism. They 
can remain stable in the midst of stress and strain. They 
can utilize themselves as trustworthy, reliable instruments 
for accomplishing their purposes. 

8) common sense, 

Teacher: I don't make a lot of rules. The students are supposed to 
act in the light of common sense. Nobody should have to TELL 
them not to eat poison. 

ASCD 
p. 118; (from Rogers) Individuals are able to trust their total or-

ganismlc reaction to a new situation because they discover to 
an ever-increasing degree that if they are open to their ex
perience, doing what "feels right" proves to be a competent 
and trustworthy guide to behavior which Is truly satisfying. 

9) self-preservational instincts. 

Teacher: If a student is ill, he is expected to leave the room to re
lieve his symptoms. If he is not well, he is to request per
mission to go home, and he is to stay there until he feels 
sufficiently better to accept the school routine. (Sometimes 
students are a little hard to convince of this; they don't 
want to miss anything!) 

ASCD 
p.14-15; (from Kelley) The self tends to extend in the direction of 

that which promises to make it better off. It withdraws from 
that which seems likely to endanger it. 
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lO) endurcince, 

Teacher: I point out, directly and indirectly, the value of self-dis
cipline — that it is, indeed, a strength — and that there 
axe some things that just HAVE to be done or that AHE re
quired. This is easy to do through literature because it is 
so often a theme. 

ASCD 
p. kZ:  (from Maslow) Growth has not only rewards and pleasures but 

also many intrinsic pains, and always will have. Each step 
forward is a step into the unfamiliar and is possibly danger
ous. It also means giving up something familiar and good 
and satisfying. It frequently means a parting and a separa
tion, with consequent nostalgia, loneliness and mourning. It 
EJSO often means giving up a simpler and easier and less 
effortful life, in exchange for a more demanding, more diffi
cult life. Growth forward is in spite of these losses and 
therefore requires courage and strength in the individual, as 
well as protection, permission and encouragement from the en
vironment, especially for the child. 

11) a person who can operate through talents and abilities which 
he can discover within himself; 

Teacher: 

ASGD 
p. 83j 

In a program of self-discovery suid fulfillment the student is 
encouraged to study himself, by himself and with others, and 
to try many types of experiences in order to recognize poten
tials he may not have realized he had. Where talents and 
abilities are found, I make opportimities to use them in time 
and out of time. 

(from Maslow) This inner core, or self, grows into adulthood 
only partly by (objective or subjective) discovery, uncover
ing and acceptance of what is "there" beforehand. Partly it 
is also a creation of the person himself. 

12) a person who is fitted to live a life among other persons 
similarly endowed. 

Teacher: I frown fiercely on a student who disrespects or refuses to 
recognize values in others, or on a student who encroaches on 
the fulfillment of another student legitimately seeking ful
fillment. Heavy emphasis is laid on communal decision-making. 
A happy environment is fostered through positive people-inter-
actions both in school and in the Isirger society. Disagree
ments are settled through communication; person preferences 
are honored whenever possible. I also lay great stress on 
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disdain of "sneakiness" — ANIMALS sneaJc; human beings hold 
their heads up and act reasonably! 

ASGD 
p. l64: (from Kelley) Man is a social being built in relationship to 

others. The fully functioning person thinks well of others 
and therefore sees his stake in others. The life good to live 
depends on the quality of the people around the individual. 
His world needs to be populated by people whom he can view as 
facilitating. The life good to live is a cooperative one. 
When the person is part of something (consulted and involved), 
then he becomes responsible. 

13) Education concerns itself with the development of such a 
person. 

Teacher: (The teacher made no comment here because it seemed that the 
above was a summarizing statement.) 

ASGD 
p. 67: (Commentary from the editors) All four of these authors are 

at the forefront of a movement in psychological thought 
which has sometimes been called the "new look" or "third 
force" but it is a psychology which seeks to understand man 
in dynamic terms. ... It seeks also to understand the in
ternal life of the individual: his wants, feelings, desires, 
attitudes, values and the iinique ways of seeing and under
standing that cause him to behave as he does. 

14) The instructor is the chief facilitator. 

Teacher: It is my responsibility to maJce the classroom set-up axid my 
own presentations fit the needs of the students. All my 
lessons are "hand-made" and suited to the "now" needs of the 
students. I also scruptilously avoid making a student re-
leam something he already knows. Once he has mastered an ob
jective, we're both happy; and he has to be allowed to go on 
to other objectives! 

ASGD 
p. 149: (Commentary from the editors) The atmosphere for encouraging 

creativity is derived from the expression of teacher attitudes 
that value self and others. The teacher's behavior results 
from his perception of the purpose of the school, the role he 
should play, and the values he holds. Bricks, glass, books, 
desks — the space, facilities and materials in the school are 
important, but it is the teacher's attitude toward their use 
which makes the difference. Although he may not be aware of 
it, the teacher, himself, is creative in that he is creating 
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an atmosphere as he arranges, organizes, interprets, ques
tions or directs. To produce an atmosphere which facili
tates creativity, the teacher must begin by recognizing the 
differences between his world and that of the child. He must 
be aware of the effect of his own attitudes and behavior in 
helping children create their own self concepts. 

15) next to the student himself, 

Teacher: The student needs to feel that he is self-directed — as in-, 
deed he must be — and I try to make my lessons "choice 
orientated" in order to help develop this self-direction. 

ASCD 
p. I5O: (Commentary from the editors) Openness calls for an attitude 

on the part of the teacher which sees his role as that of a 
helper rather than a director. His function is to help the 
learner identify problems, develop interests, satisfy curios
ities and seek solutions to problems. These problems cannot 
be the teacher's problems; they must be sincere concerns of 
students if openness is to be fostered. The "right time" 
to study a question is when interest and enthusiasm are high. 

16) whose major goal becomes the implementation of the student's 
finer self. 

Teacher: My purpose is not to impart facts or relay information. The 
student's personhood is a more cogent value to last a lifetime 
and beyond. All discipline is thought of in this light as 
well as all evaluation of "quality" work. 

ASCD 
p. 152: (Commentary from the editors) The teacher who fosters creati

vity helps the child establish his personal values. He dis
ciplines his own values so that they do not seem to be the 
only values permitted in the classroom. When there is mutual 
respect the child does not feel the teacher has no values. 
Rather, the student feels the teacher is allowing him to build 
his own values. The teacher helps the child discover values 
held by others in other times and societies. He helps the 
learner realize the way values influence behavior. The teach
er communicates his own values by everything he does and 
these must be sufficiently well disciplined so that they are 
not Imposed upon children cind so restrict openness and 
searching. 
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1?) A teacher capitalizes on the student's incentive to grow,• 

Teacher: I believe firmly that EVERY student wants to leaim sind to 
grow — if I don't kill that for him. Therefore, I really 
try to make even the less interesting areas relevant and 
palatable. 

ASCD 
p. 85: (Commentary from the editors) The view presented by our four 

authors suggests that all of us have a basic, interneil, GIVEN 
need to grow that does not have to be imposed; it is there 
already. 

18) helping the student to form a true and positive self-concept, 

Teacher: I explore with each student his self-image, his value orienta
tion, his people-relations, his academic profile, his outside 
interests, and his future possibilities so that he can accept 
himself as a combination of strengths and weaknesses. 

ASCD 
p. 120 (Commentary from the editors) Rather, the production of ade-
& 131! quate self concepts requires the teacher to assume the equally 

important responsibility of assisting the child to see himself 
accurately and realistically. 

Such appraisal, however, must be honest; no sugar-coat
ing, no false praise, no attempt to disguise the facts. 
Children deserve the truth. To know the truth is the only 
sure way they can touch bottom, assess where they are and 
know the progress they have made and have still to accomplish. 
This kind of confrontation with reality needs to pervade all 
aspects of the school situations. 

19) to accept responsibility for his own discipline and development, 

Teacher: Time-wasting is a definite area of concentration of mine. A 
student who doesn't waste time is never penalized, but one who 
does receives counseling and special attention in order to 
help him overcome this habit. Usually, when the student ap
preciates the value of self-direction, he gladly accepts the 
responsibility. The student is frequently given the oppor
tunity to assess his development in growth workshops as well 
as in individual and private analysis. 
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ASGD (from Combs) The accurate, realistic assessment of self re-
p. 84: suiting from acceptance makes possible the use of self as a 

dependable, trustworthy instrvunent for achieving one's piu:-
poses. These people do not kid themselves. As a consequence, 
they are free to devote their energies to what is positive 
and constructive. 

20) to examine options and make decisions in the light of such 
analytical thought, 

Teacher: When less mature or undesirable decisions are made, these 
occasions are used as "learning situations." Even though it 
would be easier for me to direct everything, the students 
have to be Eillowed to make mistakes. When mistakes happen, 
and they DO, then I try to set up a non-threatening "seance" 
where we back off from the problem, analyze the judgment 
made, consider other options, and then get back on the track. 
Maturity is rewarded by concomittant privilege-status. 

ASCD 
p. 198: (from Kelley) The fully functioning person sees the value of 

mistakes — has little need to be always right. The fully 
functioning person leams not to see others as threats but as 
assets. 

21) to create his unique contribution to the milieu in which he 
finds himself. 

Teacher: I ask myself, "What can I do to make this school (this class, 
this group, etc.) a better place to be?" It's within EVERY 
person's power (both student AND teacher) to respond in a 
positive and definite manner to this question. In our work
shops held early in the year, it's a good thing to request 
a statement of positive action from everyone! 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) Fineilly, acceptance requires 
p. 126; the establishment of an atmosphere which is generally hopeful. 

Such an atmosphere gives the child the feeling that he CAN be 
more than he is rather than a feeling that he MUST be more 
than he is — the feeling that he has something to bring to 
this business of education rather than the feeling that all of 
education means acquiring something from somewhere else for 
some unpredictable time in the future. 
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2 2 )  to act in the light of his Origin and his End, 

Teacher: The only dimension of life which makes it all worthwhile (the 
eternal dimension) is that we got it as a gift emd we get to 
return it with any eratellishments we care to use. In other 
words, live it UP! 

ASCD (from Kelley) He knows no other way to live except in keep-
p. 20! ing with his values. He has no need continuously to shift 

behavior, depending upon the kind of people nearest him. He 
has no need for subterfuge or deceit, because he is motivated 
by the value of facilitating self and others. While treading 
new paths is fraught with risk, he does not have to engage in 
a continuous guessing game to make his behavior match new 
people and also be consistent with what he has done before. 
A fully functioning person, holding humaui values, does not 
have to ask himself constantly what it was he said last week. 

23) to form healthy mental attitudes, 

Teacher: I study adolescent psychology all the time and use every op
portunity to help the youngsters over the rough spots. I also 
have a pact with them that I will say nothing behind their 
backs to their parents. The student will be present at any 
conference. He doesn't have to imagine all kinds of night
mares! 

ASCD (from Kelley) Optimism is the natural outcome of an accept-
p. 19' ing view of self and hence of others. Such a person is a do

er, a mobile person, one who relates himself in an active way 
with others. Such activity would be meaningless unless the 
person had hopes for improvement. As has been stated, today 
has no meaning except in relation to an expected tomorrow. 
This is the basis for hope, without which no one can thrive. 
Improvement is that which enhances and enriches self and 
others. Neither can be enhanced by itself. The fully func
tioning personality, having accepted the ongoing nature of 
life and the dynamic of change, sees the value of mistakes. 

2 k )  

Teacher: 

ASCD 
p. 18: 

to cooperate in the fashioning of a better world. 

The world is never going to be better than I make it! 
er and student both need to make that commitment! 

Teach-

(from Kelley) He therefore sees his stake in others. He sees 
that other people eire the stuff out of which he is built. He 
has a selfish interest then in the quaJ-ity of those around him 
and has responsibility in some degree for that quality. The 
whole matter of selfishness and altruism disappears when he 
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realizes that self and others are interdependent — that we 
are indeed our brother's keeper, and he is ours. Coming into 
the awareness of mutual need modifies hiunan behavior. He 
comes to see other people as opportunities, not for exploita
tion, but for the building of self. He becomes a loving per
son, so that he can get closer to the real source of his 
power. 

25) Such growth presupposes emotional bsilcince, 

Teacher: Expressions of honest emotions (sorrow, fear, anger, etc.) are 
valued and respected. There is also a workshop on the rela
tive values of feeling emd knowing, that I conduct with my 
students. 

ASGD (from Rogers) I find such a person to be sensitively open to 
p. 31! all of his experience — sensitive to what is going on in his 

environment, sensitive to other individuals with whom he is 
in relationship, and sensitive perhaps most of all to the 
feelings, reactions, and emergent meanings which he discovers 
in himself. The fear of some aspects of his own experience 
continues to diminish, so that more and more of his life is 
available to him. Such a person experiences in the present, 
with immediacy. He is able to live in his feelings and re
actions of the moment. He lives freely, subjectively, in an 
existential confrontation of this moment of life. 

26) the formation of moral values. 

Teacher; I try to stress the value of OBJECTIVE criteria, ethics, moral 
values, positive healthy attitudes towards problems of sex, 
social justice, personal responsibility, etc. 

ASCD (from Kelley) The fully functioning self, seeing the import-
p. 195 ance of people, develops and holds human vadues. There is no 

one, of coxirse, who does not come to hold values. Values come 
about throiigh the life one lives, which determines what one 
comes to care about. The better the life, the better the 
values accumulated. The one who sees human beings as essen
tial to his own enheuicement develops values related to the 
welfare of people. Holding these values in a world which most 
people consider to be static, he encounters problems in meet
ing static mores. He is, therefore, on the creative edge of 
the generally accepted mores or morals. Values in terms of 
what is good for all people are continuously in conflict with 
materialistic values held by the majority. 
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2?) the acquisition of such skills as are required to live a happy 
and fruitful life. 

Teacher; I have learned to live with the fact that not everybody has to 
be an expert in the declension of personal pronouns to live a 
fiilfilling life! I want the students to learn as much as they 
can, of course, but they know that their value in my eyes is 
not dependent on their brilliance in academics but in their 
personhood. 

(from Rogers) I believe it will have become evident why, for 
me, adjectives such as happy, contented, enjoyable, do not 
seem quite appropriate to any general description of this pro
cess I have called psychological health, even though the per
son in this process would experience each one of these feel
ings at appropriate times. But the adjectives which seem more 
generally fitting are adjectives such as enriching, exciting, 
rewarding, challenging, meaningful. This process of healthy 
living is not, I am convinced, a life for the fainthearted. 
It involves the courage to be. It means launching oneself 
fully into the stream of life. Yet the deeply exciting thing 
about human beings is that when the individual is inwardly 
free, he chooses this process of becoming. 

ASCD 
p. 32: 

28) In terms of the teacher's view of his work, one must consider 
that what he IS is more important than what he DOES, 

Teacher: 

ASCD 
p. 81: 

I put a lot of stress on my own personal development — prayer, 
reading, study, interaction with others, enjoyments, frequent 
examinations of value, etc. 

(Commentary from the editors) The production of this kind of 
sensitivity calls for a somewhat new role for the teacher edu
cation institutions; it calls for the development of people 
who ARE something as well as people who KNOW something. 

29) that his contact with the student will unfailingly affect that 
person for better or for worse. 

Teacher: I say this to myself every morning before I get to school and 
frequently during the day. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) When teachers are accepted as 
p. 7^: people of dignity and worth, as responsible people, as peo

ple who are trying in the only way they see to be adequate 
teachers, they tend to see themselves in more positive ways 
and to become more adequate in their relationships with stu
dents. Administrators and supervisors may help to provide the 
quality of experience and the emotional climate for teachers 
which will help to free them to become their best selves. 
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30) that his personal rapport with and confidence in the student 
are of pareunount importcince, 

Teacher: 

ASCD 
p. 39 
& 239: 

I try to be "social" at some time during the day with each 
student, showing him that I like him and appreciate his 
effort. Students cannot leam from teachers who dislike them. 

(from Maslow) It is necessary, in order for children to grow 
well, that adults have enough trust in them and in the natur
al processes of growth, i.e., not interfere too much, not 
MAKE them grow, or force them into predetermined designs, but 
rather LET them grow and HELP them grow in a Taoistic rather 
than an authoritarian way. 
(Commentaiy from the editors) The teaching behavior of such 
teachers would be characterized as being more responsive and 
less controlling than is current teaching in our schools. 
Such teachers would show understanding and acceptance through 
performing relatively more of such responsive acts as clari
fying, meeting pupil requests, serving as a resource, inter
preting, encouraging, being solicitous, offering alternatives 
and giving specific support. 

31) that unkindness to the slow and limitation of the quick are 
both untenable, 

Teacher: Unkindness is never excusable, but it's worse when directed 
towards someone who is handicapped. Stunting the quick is cut
ting off personal development — and I hope I do not limit any 
horizons for anyone. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) The child who at home is con-
p. 130: sidered far inferior to an older sibling may find at school 

the acceptance necessary for his well being and ability to 
deal with the world. Teenagers who have no place in society, 
who are often denied the opportunity to be accepted as members 
of the community, may find acceptance in a school which pro
vides genuine self-government and significant work experiences. 
The student who expresses a creativity which makes his work 
unusual or "different" needs acceptajace from teachers, for he 
often finds himself estranged from peirents and peers. We 
shoiJLd not discount the importance of an accepting school 
situation for the child in trouble. It may be the one rock 
to which he can cling while riding out the storm. 

32) that coiorage must mark his path if he hopes to be a significant 
Influence for the future. 

Teacher: I'll dare just about anything if there's a good reason. I do 
what I believe in, no matter what. 
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ASGD (Commentary from the editors) A fearful teacher will inhibit 
p. 12?: the development of an atmosphere of acceptance in a classroom. 

He will tend to limit experiences instead of opening the 
field of experience. If school administrators are afraid, 
. . . they will prevent field trips. If teachers are afraid, 
• . . children will be denied experience. 

33) The teacher works "with" and not "over" the student. 

Teacher: I want to give them structure — something to build on — but 
then I give them enough options to choose their own implemen
tation. 

ASGD (Commentary from the editors) A teacher must trust and re-
p. 1^7: spect each individual student as he is, regardless of his be

havior. A child finds it extremely difficult to trust him
self or others until he knows that someone cares for and 
trusts him. 

3^) creating an atmosphere of mutual respect and courtesy, 

Teacher: I'm polite to them and they're polite to me AND to everyone 
else, teachers and students, in the department too. They are 
courteous to visitors — coffee pot in full view — and I try 
to provide treats for them whenever feasible. In case of a 
failure in courtesy, there is a direct correction given. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) The ultimate aim is a class-
p. 14?; room atmosphere in which there is mutual trust and respect 

between the teacher and each student as well as between 
students. Here a student can take the risks required in being 
creative. 

35) being prepared for the awesome task of the mutual discovery and 
laiveiling of the truth. 

Teacher: My lessons are well-prepared and I try to lay sufficient 
groundwork to help such explorations Tae profitable and not 
meaningless or willy-nilly. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) Children must have opportuni-
p. 147: ties to practice the skills of cooperative procedures. They 

need the freedom to define goals, to leam to plan, to inter
act and to try group management. Beginning efforts require 
teacher support and guidance and the security of defined 
limits, but not adult rule. 
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36) The teacher realizes that he is a member of a TEAM, 

Teacher: I work VERY closely with the other members of the teajn be
cause I think it is the best way. I try to be as open amd 
flexible as possible when teammates suggest schedule changes 
or other plans. Also, the students know that I support fully 
the other members of the team and that "cut-downs" of teach
ers don't go over too well with me. 

ASGD (Commentary from the editors) Teaching for creativity re-
p. I6l- quires creative teaching. It calls for a facilitating en-

162: vironment and a restructuring of learning activities. It is 
not easy teaching, but makes new demands of every teacher and 
every resource. The price is high, but the development of 
adequate personalities who are creative and open to experi
ence is the function of the school and the price must be met. 
Schools are invariably organized with emphasis on either the 
person as a learner or on the program which must be slavishly 
followed. Some research that analyzed the roles of extension 
leaders indicated that leaders were either oriented predomin
antly toward the person or toward the program. The schedule 
can be flexible, thus providing opportunity for children and 
youth to expand beyond the "two by four" teaching methods 
(within the two covers of the book and four walls of the 
classroom). Flexible scheduling makes it possible to extend 
the classroom so that the open environment becomes a living 
laboratory. In these new settings there are varied oppor-
tianities for extended learnings ajid creative leadership. 

37) remaining open to learning himself-

Teacher: I do try to listen to others about educational techniques and 
to keep furthering my own knowledge of "how to" work. 

ASGD (Commentary from the editors) Children learn from their teach-
p. 215- ers who they are and what they are, while teachers learn the 

216: same things from children and from the teacher's colleagues 
and supervisors. It is a difficult, if not impossible, task 
to teach what one does not feel is true in his own experience. 
It follows, then, that the first step in the production of 
persons of dignity and integrity must be a staff with members 
who feel this way about themselves. 

38) He seeks constant improvement, 

Teacher; I welcome visitors and evaluators because their suggestions 
could help me. I also visit other classrooms, hoping to leam 
by observation. 
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ASCD (Commentary from the editors) Teachers who view themselves 
p. I5O: and others in the process of becoming recognize the value of 

process rather than product. 

39) fairness of interpretation, 

Teacher: I try to avoid jumping to hasty conclusions before hearing all 
sides of the story. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) We must meet these challenges 
p. 180: if the young people of today aire to become active, responsible 

and trustworthy citizens of tomorrow. We must resist losing 
faith in our youth and cracking down on their freedom. In
stead, it is necessary to trust them, support them, encourage 
them to venture, and accept them as they are. 

40) humor to ease the burdens he and his students carry. 

Teacher: I LOVE to clown! 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) One characteristic of the ade-
p. 235! quate personality is his enjoyment of nonsense, fantasy, and 

laughter. 

4l) A teacher never forgets what he is about. 

Teacher: I really know a great sense of well-being and joy in teaching. 

ASCD (Commentary from the editors) The person who has a positive 
p. 253' view of self, who is open to experience, who is creative, who 

is trustworthy and responsible, who has values, who is well 
informed, and who is aware that he is in the process of becom
ing is the person most able to survive and deal with the 
future. What is more, he will do a better job for the rest 
of us. 

It is to be understood that other comments from other authors 

are plentiful, completely supportive of each statement of the above 

segmented philosophy. However, using this one source, an authoritative 

one to be sure, brings together all the strands in simple sind concise 

terms. 
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Generational Ob.jectlves 

From the basic philosophy already stated and illustrated, there 

flow four generational objectives, objectives which at once summarize 

the functional aspects of the school cind encapsulate the heart of the 

curriculum. These are: 

1) To provide learning experiences illustrating the twenty internal 

elements of the self, 

2) To provide learning experiences in the use of the five avenues 

of modification in personhood development, 

3) To provide learning experiences in planning for personal growth 

and positive change, 

U) To provide an environment where every person — adult and child 

— can maximize his/her potential. 

Each of these objectives is a base on which are built specific 

behavioral goalsj thus, each generates activities and thought patterns 

necessary to shape the hvmian being gradually as every minute of his life 

is lived. Though it is true that the person himself is chiefly re

sponsible for his own development, it is also true that certain provi

sions will surely enhance that person's chance of shaping his destiny in 

a positive manner. This last statement is not intended to negate the 

person's ability to utilize ANY environment, to make the most of ANY 

circumstance in which he finds himself. However, it is substantially 

factual that where no advantages are provided and no environmental bol

stering is present, the human being has less chance to identify himself 

adequately in order that he may discover the growth potential and util

ize it to his best interests (Bandura 197?)• 
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The first generational objective, that of providing leeirning 

experiences to illustrate the twenty internal elements of the self, con

cerns the inventory which composes the actual status of that person's 

collective history. In a certain sense, it is a "stopping of the 

clock" in order that one may see "what time it is" in one's life 

(Purkey 1970). 

The second generationcil objective, that of providing, learning 

experiences to exercise the five avenues of modification, concerns the 

output and input from those united twenty basic elements. The internal 

elements constantly fluctuate, and this flux occurs as a result of one's 

relating, valuing, thinking, working, relaxing efforts as well as those 

vicissitudes which impinge on a person's life largely through the efforts 

of others (Purkey 1970). 

The third generational objective, that of providing learning 

experiences in order to manage one's personal growth pattern, concerns 

itself with the comparison of how one sees himself at present with how 

he wants to see himself develop. Out of this comparison comes the plan 

he formulates in order that he may become the person he truly wishes 

himself to be. As must be obvious, the Inventory must be as complete 

and as accurate as possible so that such growth is feasible. Also, the 

human condition being what it is, such growth is gradual ajid must be 

accomplished a little at a time. To perceive this concept even more 

clearly, one can compare a beginner with a professional in any field 

whatsoever. Except in a very few cases, the professional did not become 

proficient in his skills without continual practice and striigglej and 

most of his expertise depended on hard work and took a long time. So 
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it is with the human being. If one is shaping one's life actively, he 

will be pressed into evaluating and comparing, cleirifying and directing, 

choosing among the options he has, throughout the length of his life 

(Purkey 1970). 

The fourth generational objective, that of providing an environ

ment where ALL human beings of whatever age are encouraged to meiximize 

their potentials, concerns itself with the areas of acceptance — the 

acceptance of self, the acceptance of others, the allowing of others to 

accept oneself. Thus, factors which encourage growth and factors which 

inhibit growth are identified with a mind to majcimizing the former and 

reducing the latter. In clarifying the vision of what helps and what 

hinders, the human being clears his path to be as comfortable as possible 

with each stage of his growth. There is a recognition factor here as 

well; ONE person is not the OKXY one working at this. Students AND 

teachers, parents AND children are all involved. Psychically it is 

being said by everyone in the programs Be patient with me — I'm not 

finished working on me yet! Each person NEEDS that patience; ajid 

theoretically at least, that person is less prone to be impatient with 

others or ridiculing of others when they stumble as inevitably everyone 

does (Purkey 1970). 

As can be readily seen, each one of the four generational ob

jectives activates the program. None is a theoretical non-entity posing 

as a reality. Every one of the four begins with the words, "To pro

vide," which in themselves are the keys to the kingdom of Personhood 

Development. 
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Of course, if the philosophy is to be followed as outlined, 

then these four generational objectives are inescapable; they are the 

logical consequences of the philosophy. 

Specific Behavior Goals 

From generational ob.jective one; There are four specific be

havioral goals arising from the first generational objective: 

1) To define each element of the internal status, 

2) To assess one's personal status realistically, 

3) To plan appropriate and positive development/modification of 

each element. 

To set short-range goals monitored by cybernetic adjustments for 

directional guidance. 

The first of these behavioral goals, defining each element of 

the internal status, focuses on those aspects of the human person which 

constitute his personal history to the present and which will continue 

to constitute his personal history as he progresses through the time 

allotted to him. 

So that there may be no confusion about the matter under consid

eration, these elements are listed briefly here: age, childhood, pre

vious experiences, inspiring factors, readiness, personality, disposi

tion, habits, work capacity, motives, desires, sures, fears, talents, 

aptitudes, training, hopes, prejudices, preferences, and general health. 

The rationale for the inclusion of these will be given in the curriculum 

plan itself. They are merely listed here to remove any residual cloudi

ness about the issue (Purkey 1970). 
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It is of utmost importance that the person studying himself 

through this plan be aware of what is meant by each term listed as an 

internal element; he can be expected to follow throiagh with his assess

ment only if he understsoids the terms in light of his age and maturity 

level. Therefore, one can see that the definitions will, of necessity, 

continue to broaden as his grasp of the concepts broadens (Purkey 1970)• 

After a clear base has been established by the person in the 

program, he then proceeds to the second of the behavioral goals, that 

of assessing his .personal status realistically. Here is found what has 

been referred to before as "the inventory" which must be taken. To 

assess a status in each one of the elements mentioned above, one must be 

as in touch with himself as possible; thus, one csin see why threaten

ing circumstances can only serve to destroy this possibility. If one 

cannot BE himself because someone else will think that self inadequate 

or whatever, then one will inevitably lie to himself and begin operat

ing a life which is not his own (Purkey 1970). 

The key word, however, in the second behavioral goal is "real

istically" because that implies a balance of positive and negative 

qualities, of lesser and greater amounts of proficienciesj and for 

some, to imagine themselves less than perfect in every or any way is a 

serious psychological problem — to which, by the way, the educational 

system as it is presently constructed contributes in no small measureJ 

In fact, it may be inferred that the society, formed greatly by its con

tact with the educational sphere, has within itself many such attitudes: 

If one is not an "A" student, if one does not live in a proper house, if 

one's skin color or socio-economic background is not "right", if one 
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becomes something "less than" a professional, if one's relatives are 

questionable people, — the list could be endless — then one is not 

socially acceptable. However, removing all layers of coverage, everyone 

finds positives and negatives, advantages and drawbacks, to the life he 

considers ideal. To the person who is hiding behind a facade and able 

to see only other facades, the perception of reality becomes a lonely 

experience. He sees that only HE has problems, only HE has difficulties, 

only HE is unacceptable because either he lacks something or has too 

much of something else (ASGD Yearbook 1962; Maslow 1959, 1970; 

Purkey 1970). 

Another advantage to realism is that, if one finds something 

within himself that CAN be adjusted to enrich his life, then the green 

light is clearly on. 

The third behavioral goal, that of planning appropriate and 

positive development/modification of each element, follows quite logic

ally the other two — the definition and the inventory or assessment. 

It is precisely at this point that self-direction assumes power. Even 

if one chooses to do nothing to adjust any one of the central elements, 

he is directly controlling his development (Maslow 1959, 1970). 

As with the other areas of life, there are infinite varieties 

of combinations which make up the human person; each one finds himself 

in different degrees of awareness about what makes up his inner self. 

And uniquely, each one has a different ideal for which to reach and 

different strategies for attaining those ideals which appeal to him. 

Thus, the inclusion of the words "appropriate" and "positive" in this 

specific behavioral goal. One can always find out what is inappropriate 
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and/or negative experientially; but it is to be hoped that within the 

program there will be a means by which appropriate and positive measures 

can be encouraged and supported. Always, it must be remembered, the 

person doing the changing must also be choosing the chcinge desired. 

Hence, the power of motivation (ASCD Yearbook I962). 

The fourth specific behavioral gOEil, that of setting and moni

toring one's goals, be they short- or long-range, of course becomes the 

next logical step. If one sees what must be done to attain a specific 

status and then does nothing, then there was little point in seeing what 

needed to be done. Most persons, caught up in the process, have need 

for feedback. Those on diets need to weigh themselves more or less fre

quently; those in Personhood Development, having decided on a plan, 

need to "weigh" their responses to that plan periodically and to adjust 

their output/input levels accordingly. It does little good for ANOTHER 

person to see progress in the one who is progressing if the one who is 

progressing is unaware of such progress (Purkey 1970)! 

It should be noted here as well that, if the person is just 

"spinning his wheels" and getting nowhere because of inadequate planning, 

then he needs that information too whether he gets it from his own or

ganism or from someone who is helping him in a supportive manner 

(ASCD Yearbook I962). 

From generational objective two ; There are seven specific be

havioral goals which emerge from the provisions of the second genera

tional objective: 

1) To articulate one's relations with others in his target areas. 
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2) To define the nine value systems, exploring each as age and 

maturity require, 

3) To assess academic experiences, placement, and school-related 

activities realistically, 

k) To investigate opportimities that will best utilize potential, 

5) To experience a variety of positive activities suitable for the 

enjoyment of leisure, 

6) To assess the utilization of the avenues of modification, 

7) To plan for positive goal-setting in his use of these channels. 

One bit of clarification will be necessary here before proceed

ing with the task at hand. "Target areas" designate all the peripheral 

surroundings in which the human being finds himself. Thus, the persons 

with whom one relates at one period of life may differ according to the 

way the life progresses. For example, there are differing classmates, 

differing authority figures (though some remain the same), differing 

outsiders, differing incidental people, even differing family members 

in some cases. The value systems acquire maturing adjustments. The 

academic areas — or, as is the case with the adult involved in Person-

hood Development, the thought areas — will expand, deepen, broaden. 

The life work of a person will be anticipated through changing activities 

or developing perspectives. That target area section represented by 

leisure will also be concommitantly enriched and adjusted to suit the 

developing human being. 

In terms of the basic plan of Personhood Development, every ele

ment and every channel re'^iain the same terms; only the target areas are 

subject to change. It is easy to see, then, why the plan can be 
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ments and the avenues of modification are the common denominators in 

every person's life, the target areas — those to which the person 

reaches out and those which reach in — are constantly being updated 

and remain current to the life status as it is lived in the here and 

now. 

Having explained what is meant by "target areas", the writer can 

proceed with the discussion of the specific behavioral goals in line 

with generational objective two. 

The first of the specific behavioral goals is that of articialat-

ing one's relations with others in his target areas. Quite apart from 

the advantages of adequately and correctly assessing the positive/nega

tive forces which characterize the person's attitudes, responses, and 

feelings, the articulating of these requires a degree of specificity 

that mere passing thoughts will never be able to command. Such articu

lation commits one to a stance regarding the others in one's life. It 

is to be said, however, that the articulation thus encouraged is not 

an "out loud" general confession type of thing. It is sufficient if the 

articulation is committed to a journal or spoken of to a friend or sup

portive helper. What must be stressed is that the articulation so com

mitted be kept track of in order that some change for the better may be 

duly noted. As changes occur, the articulation is also adjusted and 

committed in differing terms (ASCD Yearbook I962). 

Defining and exploring the nine value systems form the activi

ties required by the second behavioral goal. Though each system is dis

tinct, all operate in conjunction with one another. Briefly, the 
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listing reads as follows: l) the abstract values — those usually con

sidered character qualities, e.g., consideration for others, kindness, 

possessiveness, generosity, selfishness, courtesy, etc.; 2) the cul

tural values — those which constitute the culture of nations, e.g., 

art, literature, music, drama, dancing, etc.; 3) the mental and physi

cal and emotional health values — those which concern diet, cleanli

ness, proper rest, check-ups with the doctor, care of the body, coping 

with stress, etc.; 4) the intellectual values — those which arise 

from the nature of intelligent beings, e.g., reading, conversational 

arts, study habits, matters for thoughtful consideration, etc.; 5) 'the 

moral values — those which have a "right or wrong" connotation to them, 

e.g., honesty, truth, integrity, respect for life and property, etc.; 

6) the sexual values — those which depend upon the sexual characteris

tics of the human being, e.g., mutual attractiveness, the marvels of 

sexual functioning, the conception of children, the birth process, mas

culinity, femininity, etc.; 7) the familial values — those which cen

ter on family life, e.g., family ties, love for one's parents, brothers 

and sisters, children, relatives, etc.; 8) the societal values — 

those which are concommitant with life in a society, e.g., social aware

ness, political matters, community participation in activities, racial 

equality, matters of justice and peace, matters of ecology, etc.; 

9) the material values — those which may fall under the heading of 

potential ownership, e.g. money, clothes, house, possessions, car, 

etc. (ASCD Yearbook 1962) 
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Of course, one can hardly value what one doesn't even know 

about. Unfortimately, as the reader harks back to the imposing list of 

problems emd needs which forms the underlying rationale for this study, 

he may perceive that most problems occur when the value systems go 

awry. If the problems and needs are to be addressed at all, it will be 

chiefly through the defining and exploring of the value systems that 

solutions will become evident (ASCD Yearbook I962). 

The third specific behavioral goal concerns the assessment of 

the academic experiences, placement, and school-related activities. 

Again, the reader will note the inclusion of the word "realistically." 

Grossly unjust to the student, the system which continuously subjects 

him to ephemeral and meaningless grades, which perseveres in lock-step 

procedures, which is priced out of business by glossy-textbook compan

ies, which masquerades the standing of the individual under the mean, 

median, or mode of the group, which refuses to set up consistent con

tinuous-flow curricula becomes the chief agent of malfeasance in this 

area. The student needs to know what he has learned, what he hasn't 

learned, what pertinence the lessons and activities in the school have 

in his life (Purkey 1970). To inform the student and his parents that 

he is reading "on a third grade level" or that he is presently "a 7A 

student in arithmetic" is of no assistance. Who knows what these state

ments mean? However, to say that one has mastered seven uses of the 

comma, to say that one can explain lucidly the causes for a particular 

war, to say that one has yet to leam the methods of square root, — 

these are specific, and as such, can be attacked (Esbensen I968). 
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Furthermore, no child (and one might say, no adult) needs to be matched 

in academic prowess with any other. Every person needs to leam what 

HE can learn in as much quantity as he CAN learn and WANTS to leam. 

Again, labeling the student as a "B student" or "merely average" can be 

most clouding to his vision of himself and to the vision others have of 

him. One teacher's G may be another's Aj one school system's "satis

factory" may be another's "failure" (Dreikurs 1968). One administra

tor's effort to avoid disputes and "boat-rocking" in his school becomes 

another administrator's headache. The ultimate loser, of course, is 

the student. He has very little idea ordinarily just what he IS able to 

do until he hits the job market. For most, that is too late. 

The fourth goal, that of investigating opportunities that will 

best utilize potential, comes as a logical consequence of the third. 

If the student knows to what he may aspire, if he is aware of those 

opportunities which will exercise his potential and the alternatives 

from among those opportunities open to him, his life takes on a whole 

new meaning. A child is not someone who is waiting to be someone else 

(ASGD Yearbook I962). 

The fifth behavioral gOEil, experiencing a variety of positive 

activities suitable for the enjoyment of leisure, seems to many a waste 

of time. Yet, it has been overwhelmingly proven that one major cause of 

juvenile crime and delinquency lies precisely in this court: the young

sters were bored, didn't know what to do with their time, wanted to get 

some fun out of life, etc. Would it be so terrible to acquaint them 

with other options? Reducing this discussion to the mundeine, the read

er may wish to ask himself: Which will cost m.ore in dollars and cents, 
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programs to build leisure time into profitable relaxation or programs 

to police the country, protecting society from violent outbursts so 

prevalent in this day (ASCD Yearbook I962)? 

As must be evident by now, though the avenues of modification 

are distinct from one another, they aire not separable. One relates in 

the light of one's values; one values in the focus of one's thoughts: 

one works and relaxes as one thinks, relates, aJid values. The inter-

nrelatedness is endless. Therefore, the sixth of the specific behavioral 

goals presents itself: the assessment of how these avenues are present

ly operating and of how these avenues can be brought to better usage 

(ASCD Yearbook I962). 

The seventh goal listed under the specific behavioral goals, the 

plan to utilize these channels in goal-setting, again becomes the logic

al consequence of the other six. This seventh area of concentration 

leads quite naturally to the third generational objective and its 

specific behavioral goals (Maslow 1959i 1970). 

From generational objective three: As with the behavioral goals 

from objective two, there are seven which become operative from object

ive three: 

1) To articulate particular strengths that are a part of one's per-

sonhood, 

2) To discover one's talents, aptitudes, etc., 

3) To identify sources for information, direction, and support, 

4) To define desirable habits, 

5) To replace what one finds negative, inauthentic, unharmonious, 

dis-easing. 
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6) To foresee and articulate sets of consequences which accrue to 

choices, 

7) To make a realistic plan for developing one's personhood which 

will include short- and long-range goals. 

The first of these goals, that of articulating particular 

strengths, produces some stress for it requires that, without conceited-

ness or inordinate self-satisfaction, a person recognize in himself — 

oftentimes through help from others — what it is that is of particular 

benefit in his life. Those areas of his personhood on which he can cap

italize are of primary importance. Undoubtedly, many persons INTERIORLY 

can secretly admit a certain amount of joy in special aptitudes; but to 

articulate these strengths is quite another matter. To articulate them 

without fear of reprisal can be especially painful to one who has been 

brought up to believe that such articulation is not "virtuous" or "wise" 

or whatever. If one is to make the most of his potential, then he must 

know what it is that he has to begin with, what he can most safely in

vest in (Rogers 1959). 

The second of these goals, that of discovering one's talents and 

other favorable features, operates with the first. Most people would 

agree that it is a common experience to find out "accidentally" or be

cause of being placed in certain circumstances that they did not know 

that they had such-and-such a quality or talent or aptitude. How for

tuitous it would be, then, to search out these talents and aptitudes in 

the early stages of one's life so that they could be utilized to best 

advantage! Herein is another soiirce for the investment of energy, a 

"capital gain" so to speak (Combs and Soper 1959)• 
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The third goal, that of identifying sources of information, 

direction, and support, gives the person the added edge when he real

izes that there are persons, places, and things to which he can refer 

for help. For instance, in a school situation, most students feel that 

the counselors are of help; but sometimes the youngsters do not re

cognize that instructors, administrators, secretaries, and numerous 

others are there to assist. It is difficult —if not impossible — for 

a humaii being to build a personhood in isolation because he does not 

live in isolation (ASCD Yearbook I962). 

The fourth specific behavioral goal, that of defining desirable 

habits, has to do with the identification of those habits which, when 

acquired, will be extra advantages to the person as he lives his life. 

This goal also serves to give direction to the one who is working out a 

personhood plan because it points up the areas which need work. He can 

also differentiate between those desirable habits which he has sind those 

which he has not. In this way, the fourth goal is very much like the 

first and second (Combs and Soper 1959). 

The fifth goal, that of replacing the negatives with positives, 

the Inauthenticities with authenticities, the unharmonious with the har

monious, and the dis-easing with the easing, requires recognition and 

action on the part of the candidate in Personhood Development. For 

example, one recognizes first that he is UNfriendly in order to become 

friendly; one sees first that he is not who he wishes to be before he 

can aspire to fulfill that vision of himself; one perceives that some

thing in one's life is out of harmony with his professed status before 
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he can restore harmony; one is cognizant of factors which cause him 

to feel DIS-eased before he can take the steps to be at ease within 

himself (Rogers 1959)-

The sixth behavioral goal, that of foreseeing and articulating 

sets of consequences which accrue to choices, is the key to wise deci

sion-making. Without an operable consequent-perceiving mechajiism, a 

person can make — often DOES make — serious mistakes which can cause 

irreparable harm to him and cancel out an entire life plan. This goal 

is the "yellow warning light", helping to activate prudence. Through 

it, the examination of alternatives takes place, an examination which 

includes the sets of consequences tied to every alternative. Only 

when one has decided on the set of consequences with which he can live 

can one make a triJ.y informed decision (Mallow 1978). 

The last of the specific behavioral goals from generational ob

jective three, that of realistically planning one's development, is the 

logical consequence of the other six. When one has proper cognition 

and motivation, then one can proceed to make a plan that is at once 

realistic and feasible — one that will most probably be attained 

through step-by-step implementation (Maslow 1978). 

From generational objective four; The specific behavioral 

goals from objective four, providing an environment where every person 

— adult and child — can maximize his/her potential, are four: 

1) To recognize factors which encourage positive growth, 

2) To identify factors which inhibit positive growth. 
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3) To implement the tenets of acceptaxice as they are defined in 

the scope of personhood, 

4) To individualize one's learning experiences. 

The first of these goals, recognizing factors which encourage 

positive growth, is aligned with that diagnosis already made by the 

individual who is studying his personhood. One of the pinrposes of mak

ing a diagnosis in the first place is to assess the present status of 

the collective life experiences in order to be able to enhance what is 

already a reality. Of course, in order to better a status, one must 

recognize what is to be of benefit. For example, if one's general 

health is poor due to lack of proper rest, then a factor in improving 

health would be to get adequate relaxation. Being cognizant of this 

factor becomes the first step towards bettering the situation 

(Maslow 1978). 

The seoond of the behaviors elicited from generational objective 

four, identifying factors which inhibit positive growth, goes hand in 

hand with the above. If there are conditions which are definable ob

stacles to improving one's status, then these need to be identified and 

either lessened or eradicated altogether. As in the example about gen

eral health, if a person needs more adequate rest in order to feel bet

ter, but the workload is too heavy to allow for this rest, then the 

workload needs to be lightened; so the factor inhibiting growth in 

this case would be the workload (Maslow 1978). 

The third behavioral goal, implementing the tenets of accept

ance, takes three forms: l) the acceptaJice of the self, 2) the ac

ceptance of others, and 3) "the allowance by the individueil for others 



to accept oneself. This, perhaps, is the most difficult of all the 

behavioral goals because it is composed of so many layers of meaning 

as well as so many facets of motivation. "Acceptance" of itself does 

not indicate "liking" or "agreeing vfith"; rather, it fcills in the cat

egory of recognition/admission. The person needs to recognize the 

truth of the circumstances and to admit that these circumstajices do 

exist indeed so that the coping process may be set in motion. For in

stance, if a member of a family is a fanatic prevaricator, to expect 

truth from that member would be unrealistic. While it is unpleasant 

to admit that such a condition exists, in order to cope with the situ

ation an individual needs prudent questioning skills; else, other — 

and worse — problems may arise. In the meanwhile, the prevaricator 

may be in the process of growth himself; therefore, to establish him 

concretely as untruthful emd thus discount EVERY word he utters could 

be grossly unjust. These matters of acceptance will be more fully 

dealt with in the currlculmn plan and in the methods axeas (Kelley 

1962, Rogers I962, Maslow I962, Combs 19^2). 

The fourth behavioral goal, that of individualizing one's 

learning experiences, is two-pronged: it depends on the lecimer and it 

depends on the instructor. The learner may be totally open to individ

ualization; but if the instructor is totsilly closed, there may be a 

hazardous crisis in embryo (Esbensen I968). However, it is possible 

for a learner — aware of how learning should proceed — to tailor what 

he is receiving to suit his own needs. Probably the cleaxest example of 

what is meant here may be taken from the field of art where the students 

study the masters, perform similar tasks, exercise certain skills, and 
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then develop their own artistic styles according to their own tastes 

and talents. Again it must be stated, nevertheless, that whatever the 

intention of the learner or the instructor, the learning IS an individ

ual matter (Bandura 197?)• 

In summary, then, from the philosophy arise the four genera

tional objectives! from these four flow the specific behavioral goals, 

twenty-two in number. The next step will be to discuss the subject 

matter, methods, student production, application to aillied curricula, 

and evaluation — formative and summative. 

Subject Matter 

Each design for a course in Personhood Development includes the 

same basic subject matter. Simply stated, the twenty internal elements 

Eind the five avenues of modification are the building blocks of the 

curriculum. These are common to every charting of Personhood Develop

ment, no matter the age or the occupation of the individual doing the 

exercises. 

As has been noted, the target areas clustered about each avenue 

of modification are peculiar to the client. While these are obviously 

of great importance, they are secondary and changeable. What makes the 

difference in such a study is the depth of imderstanding with which the 

individual works. A small child's grasp will be in sharp contrast with 

the adult's perception. Deeply sensitive persons can be expected to 

operate differently from superficial persons. 

Clearly, creative teachers have their work cut out for them. 

Lessons centering on habits, for instance, must be structured to cap

ture the interest of the student(s). More than that, the presentations 



must be geared to the needs currently experienced in the students' 

lives. For these reasons standard textbooks with pre-set lessons can

not adequately provide the necessary interaction. Nor can prograinmed 

learning packages — again pre-set — supply immediate focus on current 

needs. A whole new, and much less expensive, mandate is called for. 

There may be fewer books, but there will be more ideas, more creativity. 

The twenty-plus-five building blocks in diagnostic work ajid in 

future planning may be combined in any number of mutations. School 

courses in Personhood Development may thus be designed for daily ses

sions, for weekly sessions, for monthly sessions. There may be work

shops two times weekly or they may be held for full days. In other 

words, the subject matter may actuedly be hemdled in whatever way is 

most suitable to the facilitators and clients involved. The material 

is elastic, meant to fit in any type of scheduling. What must be kept 

in mind, however, is that each session is planned with the philosophy 

in mind. Every phase needs to be rooted in the philosophy. What does 

not square with the philosophy cannot be used. 

Methods 

Ordinarily, each session includes five basic partsi the pre

sentation, the interaction, the socialization, the internalization, and 

the production phases. The presentation provides for the exposition of 

the plan for that session, information needed if all is to proceed ami

cably. Through the interaction phase there is opportunity for the dis

cussion of mutual experiences and/or thoughts, oftentimes based on 

sources from outside the milieu of the meeting room or classroom, e.g., 

films, quotes, books, etc. The socialization phase allows for informal 
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interchange which frequently enoi^h spring out of the paxticular area 

under consideration. The internalization solidifies the thinking of 

the person through individual work designs. These may be artistic 

representations, journal cards, dramatic interpretations, workbooks, 

etc. It must be noted that the individual is responsible to internal

ize the work as the production phase takes place, but no production can 

take place unless and until tVie person has done some thinking about the 

matter. Even if he chooses to reject what is being promoted, he has 

internalized by right of his negating point of view. The methods used, 

however, must be those most acceptable to the group. Those who find 

group work well-nigh impossible should not be forced to operate in this 

way until they are ready to do so. Creative teachers will be able to 

think of alternatives while the students are approaching readiness. 

Student Production 

As individuals the students themselves must be responsible for 

their own personal assessment. No other person can do this activity 

for them. They participate in the sessions to the best of their abili

ties, setting up growth plans for themselves. While facilitators may 

give a good bit of guidance, ultimately the last word is said by the 

client in Personhood Development. He needs to be able to give cyber

netic feedback to himself in order to adjust his own conduct just as he 

needs to be able to get feedback from others for formative adjustments 

in his own practice of a chosen program. 
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Applications to Allied Matters 

Though Personhood Development provides the matter for courses 

based squarely on the subject, it does not confine itself to these. 

The approach is one which can be and should be — even must be — util

ized within the entire framework of the lives of the people involved. 

If a student assimilates in a regular course in Personhood Development 

that advantages accrue to positive behavior patterns, he must be able 

to see this for himself in the ways others are acting. For example, if 

he leams and assents to the fact that courtesy is a valuable quality 

to have and then perceives that two of his five instructors are inde

scribably rude — actively eliciting rudeness from him — he may as well 

not be taking a course in Personhood Development in that school. That 

is not to say that a person is to have all peaches-and-cream experiences 

in life. It IS to say that he must be able to see rational and civil

ized behavior patterns recognizably contributing to a productive milieu 

so that he will WANT to be reasonable and well-mannered. Therefore, 

every instructor, every administrator, every secretary — in short, 

everyone — connected with that organization has to operate in line 

with the philosophy. An atmosphere of respect and regard provides the 

best climate for a successful Personhood Development program. 

The faculty caught up in the excitement of the program may 

utilize its tenets in other ways as well. Some suggestions for using 

the Personhood Development diagnosis as it pertains to other subjects 

in the curriculum will be more fully discussed in Chapter 4. 

It seems apparent that the student who has positive experiences 

six hours a day in an atmosphere at once advantageous and pleasant is 
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more likely to try the techniques learned in his home ajid in the "out

side" world as well. School and what happens there are powerful influ

ences. On the other hand, family members have here a potential for 

helping to promote the very best possible development in one another. 

For this reason, workshops for parents furnish opportunities to learn 

more about the art of parenting. Where the student, his home, and his 

school actively seek unified goals, education has the impact it was 

meant to have from the beginning. 

Evaluation 

Evaluating a program of Personhood Development includes provid

ing for many complexities. Because the program involves the human being 

in a way no other course does, subjectivism is bound to enter in. Cog

nitive areas are relatively simple; affective areas are not. 

Ultimately, the effectiveness of any program depends on whether 

it worked or not (Casciano-Savignemo 1978). To measure "growth" in 

the human psyche is, indeed, tricky; but it is this internal mechanism 

which directs rational decision-maMng. Both facilitators and clients 

are chaJiging through this growth-process, so there is no constant,, no 

control. Furthermore, changes are sometimes imperceptible even to the 

person doing the changing. Attitudinal tests themselves are limited by 

reason of the fact that attitudes are unlimited; it would be impossible 

to capture on paper every single attitude ever held or ever likely to 

be held. Therefore, a good deal of evaluative activity will center on 

observations made by the professional facilitator and on introspection 

by the clients. 
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Because it is so vitally important that the program fits the 

student needs, formative evaluations — short-term feedback — must be 

constantly utilized. Personhood Development is not an English course 

or a math course effectively measured by what the student is able to 

imbibe and regurgitate. Freedom to design the sessions is elementary 

to the subject; that feature cauinot be compromised. Static programs 

offer little if any relevance. Thus, one can see quite readily that 

summative evaluation, in its usual role, is compromised before it is 

ever begun. Summative evaluation CAN be used, though, to weigh the 

impact of the APPROACH used in Personhood Development. If the program 

depends on flexibility for much of its success, then the summative 

evaluation can direct its attention to what this approach has done for 

the students and for the facilitators. 

Examples of what would constitute matter for such a summative 

evEiluation include the viewing of relating skills which have changed 

over the months, or examining the increasing valuing opportunities taken 

by the students, or weighing the thinking and/or studying determinations 

evident in client behavior, or observ^ing more positive points of view 

in regard to the concepts of working, or finding significant growth in 

creditable and worthwhile leisure activities. Conditions of mutual 

acceptance as well as self acceptance should prevail; to the extent 

that they do is also material for summative evaluation. Obviously, 

evidence of change exists in the preparations and presentations teach

ers make to their students not only in Personhood Development classes 

but also in other areas of the total curriculum such as English, math, 

history, etc. It must be clearly understood that such summative 
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evaluations are participative, i.e., everyone involved in the program, 

the staff, the students, the parents, the public peripheral to the 

organization, should be tapped for response in this all-important 

phase of the operation. 

Chapter 4 of this dissertation lends itself to the construction 

of the basic curriculum plan. That which has been foretold is now 

ready for implementation on the printed page — the plan, the subject 

matter, the methods. 



CHAPTER k 

PERSONHOOD DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

Entirely dependent on a single pattern, representative of the 

human being, the core of the Personhood Development Program presents 

to the mind's eye a portrayal in static form of the essential elements 

basic to the person as well as of the avenues of modific3.tion through 

which those basic elements change. Contingent to the avenues of modi

fication, target areas are constructed according to the experiences 

presently operational in the life-functions of the individual. Funda

mentally, from birth until death the twenty internal elements remain 

with the person, forming the collective and integrative history of his 

life, his base from which he operates. The avenues of change also con

tinue their processing. Thus, the sole alteration, obviously, is that 

which occurs as a natiaral outcome of the maturing course one follows 

and the environmental surroundings in which one lives — his paxticular 

milieu. 

In the overall plan one perceives that three basic steps mark 

what is actually happening. These are: an assessment of the present 

(status a), a sight-setting on a foreseeable future (Status B), and a 

strategy for maJcing that future possible, in order that it becomes the 

new Status a. This cycle is continuous, allowing the human being to 

direct the activating of his own potential in the manner he chooses. 

80 
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Self-direction, self-motivation, self-realization, all are key terms 

in the assimilation of necessary understanding. 

As vrilth any other complex organism, the human being cannot be 

segmented and neatly compartmentalized. One cannot, for instance, 

speaJc of age without at the same time considering general health, 

readiness, habits, etc. Yet it is possible to focus on single elements 

and discuss their particular contribution to the personal development 

process, while at the same time recognizing their connection with other 

elements. Physicians as a matter of course do precisely this type of 

focusing when they are diagnosing illness. Faulty hearts ultimately 

wreak havoc on all parts of the body; surgical procedures — while 

concentrated on specific organs — are not lightly undertaken without 

innumerable studies on how such surgery will affect the entire well-

being of the patients; infections frequently begin as modest little 

sores in localized areas which, unattended, may in the end destroy life 

completely. 

The diagnostic procedures, therefore, recommended in the study 

of Personhood Development simulate those diagnostic exercises required 

in any other study of the himan being; it is in this manner that the 

investigations take place. 

Again, the avenues of modification, while clearly delineated on 

the portrayal as separate entities, actually do not function separately. 

For example, one relates according to one's values; one chooses one's 

work in line with one's thought; one's recreational choices frequently 

depend on one's relating skills. And so it goes, the complexities and 
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simplicities of life are interwoven to form the person as he is. None

theless, the focusing mechanism comes into play here as well; it is 

possible to consider one's relating skills, highlighting strengths and 

weaknesses, without destroying the essentials of the person. In fact, 

it is to aid the person in his quest for self-actualization that any 

such scrutiny takes place. 

The same diagraMnatic form is utilized in each person's study 

of himself. Target areas, however, change from time to time. Most 

notable among these alterations are the targets that vary. Adults, by 

reason of their relative independence, of their broadened social milieu, 

of their professional activities, may have other targets. Operating in 

a mobile society, the individual of today may find several circum

stances contributing to changing target systems. Nevertheless, the 

inexorability of the pattern cannot be denied. 

In order that the above may be clearly recognized by the reader, 

it may be well to halt the reading process and consider the persons 

significant in his life now, comparing that listing with another from 

ten, fifteen, twenty years ago. Some names may be the same; others 

may differ. Undoubtedly, even with the duplications, there will be 

some difference in the relationship — love has grown stronger, ties 

have been strained, constant companions of yesteryear have become the 

casual acquaintances of today. In ten, fifteen, twenty years from now 

there will most probably be other changes to note. The relating func

tion, though, continues. 



other target areas worthy of note center around the valuing 

avenue. Merely a cursory mental glance convinces one that the material 

values of the seven-year-old are vastly different from the material 

values of the adult. And so it is with much that is held dear. In an 

appropriate set of circumstances life itself may be less valued than 

some other consideration. Home, fajnily, comfort, and a host of worthy 

goals can be sacrificed in pursuit of adventure, fame, glory, personal 

fulfillment. One person's set of targets — while falling within the 

same categories — may be quite the reverse-of another's. 

Remarks for Facilitators 

Before one commences the study of Personhood Development with 

a group of educators or with anyone else, one must define one's terms, 

considering what is meant by such a study (already partially covered in 

previous chapters), what it is intended to do, what it is NOT intended 

to do, what role the facilitator has in the process, and how to go 

about it to obtain the most favorable results. No doubt, as time goes 

on, other and better methods will be forthcoming; but for the present, 

what is given here will suffice for the inauguration of the program. 

As it applies to educators, Personhood Development falls with

in the parameters of analysis, the self-analysis of a person who has 

chosen to be an educator. This same statement may be modified to suit 

whatever the compilation of clients. Such an investigation can only be 

accomplished adequately, however, by the person himself who is in actu

ality the sole agent capable of drawing conclusions from evidence 

gleaned by means of definite, on-going processes. The basic pattern of 
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the human being forms the foundation — the twenty central elements 

in constant flux, transferring from status to status by means of the 

five avenues of modification. A course of this type claims no pretence 

to more elevated and technical studies of the human person— the kind, 

perhaps, that one would associate with psychiatry or psychotherapy. 

Fersonhood Development is a course for the layman, the ordinary human 

being maJcing the most of and actualizing who and what he is and is to 

become. 

Perceiving the course from this point of view, one must accept 

the fact that Personhood Development is not "taught" in the strictest 

sense of the word. The individual who assumes the role of teacher is, 

in fact, a guide, a facilitator, who acts very much like a person con

ducting a tour through an art gallery where there is an opportunity to 

make selections from among the vaduables presented and to adopt such 

as one's own. Or the facilitator may be likened to a person leading a 

group of friends along a buffet table where there are many delicacies 

from which to choose in order to maintain and refresh oneself. Already 

aji axiom surfaces: the facilitator does not dictate the choicesi 

One vital factor that bears repetition can be stated here: 

Personhood Development is a PROCESS and is not to be confused with a 

vitamin injection, a sugar cube doused with Salk Vaccine, or a flu shot 

administered annually to avoid some sort of plague. It takes TIME! 

In order that those pursuing this study may be as comfortably 

situated and yet as challenged as possible, the course-orgamization 

plan must be done ahead of time. From the options one has in the vary

ing forms of education available to students past high school, the 



choice of medium dictates the time segments allowed. For example, if 

the course is to be handled as a twenty-eight hour in-service program, 

the process will have to be adjusted to meet that time limit without 

leaving out or rearranging any essentials. On the other hand, if the 

course is to be a forty-five hoxu: university offering, the process will 

again lend itself to revision, always ensuring that no essential will 

be omitted and that logical, clear presentations are built, each suc

ceeding the other in pyramid fashion so that a truly integrated program 

will be the result. 

The person who says, "Tell me all there is to Personhood Devel

opment in twenty-five words or less," is in for a big disappointment. 

Nor is it possible to jump into the middle of the course and lash 

axoimd forwards and backwards without damaging the integrity of the 

structure and, one might add, running the risk of doing something harm

ful instead of helpful. 

Another factor which it would be good to keep in mind is that 

the facilitator needs extraordinary levels of sensitivity for each per

son with whom he is working. Many times it is necessary to read the 

body language as well as hear the spoken word, to interpret the moment

ary frown as well as catch a glimpse of a silent effort to respond, to 

note eye movement and to recognize a contribution non-judgmentally, to 

meet questions with perceptive understanding and to answer patiently. 

It is difficult at best to leam "to read" oneself; but in 

this course, such a "reading" is of the essence; each client is his 

own text and must be handled with care. No folding, no stapling, no 

mutilating. The facilitator, then, exercises prudence in his choice of 



methods and examples. He is not there to stun anyone with his wis

dom; he is a human being sharing a common experience with other humam 

beings similarly endowed. Let it be stated again: NOTHING is left to 

chance; PRE-presentation planning to suit the group (or the individual) 

with which he is working must be the consistent practice of the facili

tator, no matter how familiar he is with the subject nor how many times 

he has presented it to others. There is a tremendous amount of psychic 

energy expended by the guide. He who seeks to "wing it" with the 

group can be likened to a plane without fuel — he isn't going to be 

aloft longJ 

In terms of what the course is intended to do, those associated 

with it must veer sharply away from psychoanalysis and from any sem

blance to sensitivity sessioning. Personhood Development provides a 

vehicle whereby a person may assess his present status and plan effect

ive ways to become a truly self-actualizing person, the person that he 

himself (and not anyone else) wants him to become. There is a world of 

difference between active growth and inordinate, passive expansion. 

Thus, the facilitator is neither evangelist, doctor, dictator, nor 

judge; any resemblajice to these must be effectively squashed. Individ-

als differ; Personhood Development not only recognizes this fact but 

is orchestrated in such a way as to provide the individual with the 

directional skills needed to live a positively integrated life. 

There is a certain degree of pressure which is felt by the per

son involved in such a program. Mechanics of setting up the personal 

project are detailed and organized because the success of the program 

depends a great deal on the clarity of the "reading" of the personhood. 
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If notebooks (binders, whatever) are aillowed to become "collection 

heaps of handouts" or disorganized jottings, then the diagnostic work 

done will form a hodge-podge and ultimately will wind up in a drawer or 

closet of indiscriminate misadventures. And there's always the waste 

basketJ This loss is most likely to occiu: if the directions given by 

the facilitator are all stated at once and then never repeated, never 

modeled, never clarified. Therefore, it is well to break up the pro

jected diagnostic set-ups into small parts which then can be checked in 

by the facilitator as they are completed. A list of these may read as 

follows: 

1) The set-up of the internal elements 

2) Diagnosis of the internal elements** 

3) The set-up of the relating target-areas 

4) Diagnosis of relating target-areas** 

5) The set-up of valuing target-areas 

6) Diagnosis of valuing tairget-areas** 

7) The set-up of thinking target-areas 

8) Diagnosis of thinking target-areas** 

9) The set-up of working target-areas 

10) Diagnosis of working target-areas** 

11) The set-up of relaxing target-areas 

12) Diagnosis of relaxing target-areas** 

13) Summary sheet/goal-setting of relating areas (finished)** 

14 through 17) Summary sheet/goal-setting of other areas (finished)*'* 

**Indicates areas NOT reeid by the facilitator 
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(Note: The areas marked with asterisks are not read by the faci

litator because these represent areas which are private to the individu

al client. However, they are "checked", i.e., presented as completed.) 

In formed courses where grading is the mandatory custom of the 

institution — would that it were not! — none of the above seventeen 

items are graded per se, but they are "checked in" as finished. The 

tasks performed in making the set-ups are short; the tasks of diagno

sis are longer and require a great deal of "lonesome time" and "lone

some thought" on the part of the student. Since a diagnosis of a self 

by a self is purely personal in nature, no guide has the right to read 

what is written there, even if the student requests such a reading. 

(The temptation for the student to write in order to impress another 

favorably is thus neutralized.) The facilitator simply checks that the 

work has been done. (See Figures 3 If the student has invest

ed time, energy, and money into the course and then chooses to "cheat" 

or to write meaningless things, he has wasted his hours, his strength, 

and his finances for nothing — and that's HIS problem, not the faci

litator's. 

Adequate amounts of time, invested in thinking about the is

sues and responding to them in a climate of mutual acceptance, accom

pany the personal diagnostic efforts as these relate to objective sour

ces outside oneself. Where the study takes place in a school setting, 

such activity may be and should be carried on both in class time and in 

times of solitude. Helpful interchanges among clients within the group 

can aid the process. Interactions of this nature often suggest areas 

that may otherwise remain unexplored. 
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Most classes have entire textbooks which then become meat for 

exercises in speed reading and comprehension. It has been found ex

tremely effective to slow the educative process down, providing not 

whole books but simply eighteen to twenty controversial statements from 

experts in the fields of psychology and education. One thinks immedi

ately of Shostrom, Kelley, Maslow, Combs, Rogers, Toffler, etc. Exam

ples of such statements will be included as supplemental in the section 

comprising the first encoimter. For younger students simple exercises 

in "What do you think?" may follow fables or other shared experiences. 

The student must clarify in his own mind his staJid on each statement, 

eaid he thus winds up writing a sort of "term paper" in depth} younger 

children learn to represent their ideas orally. For one who is old

er an impressive technique is to give the quotes of a piece, asking 

that these be cut apart literally, affixed to the notebook.leaving 

space for his own comments and reactions to each statement, and com

mented on and reacted to as he sees fit. The instructor reads these 

comments carefully when they are finished because this is one way for 

him to become acquainted with his students' points of view. Again, 

these are checked in when they have been completed. 

Another area to consider in the logistics of planning concerns 

the placement of the handouts in the notebook. These are attached to 

the pages if the notebook is spiral, or they are hole-punched and 

placed neatly in a binder type of notebook. These are fixed in an 

orderly fashion; and once having been completed (after the last hand

out is given), they are also checked in by the facilitator who provides 

a checklist for the students in order that they may double-check 



themselves. It is helpfial if the student is provided with a large 

9 X 12 envelope in which to keep the handouts until they have been 

properly inserted. Much of this type of work can be done in intersti

tial class times. 

Assisting the thought process involved in Personhood Develop

ment, the design of a unique and original project by each student sup

plies additional motivating force. A list of such projects is attached 

to the overview of the course, given to the student at the time of the 

first encounter. While there are several suggestions as to what types 

of things may be done, the list is not exhaustive; other ideas may be 

more helpful to individual students, and such originality is not to be 

discouraged. If these projects lend themselves to a "shciring" experi

ence, then the facilitator may allow clients who wish to do so exhibit 

their work for the group. However, there is no NEED to do this, and 

no student should be FORCED to such sharing. Teachers of elementary 

cind primary children can adapt this phase to their own usage. 

Questions for the final examination ordinarily concern the cog

nitive material presented and its application to the life-situation. 

Thus, at the end of each unit, the students are asked to submit a card 

with one or two questions which would be suitable final exam queries 

for them personally. These are checked by the instructor in order to 

see that they are valid and not too broad or too narrow so that the 

student may show to the best advantage what he has indeed chosen to 

master from the wealth of the material presented. As will be seen from 

the course plaJis and expectations, a final exam does not have to be 

contracted for if the student has negative feelings regarding such 
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tests. He may still obtain a good grade in the course vrithout the 

final; or in certain cases, he may negotiate for those extra ten 

points. The coiurse has been given and taken in order that it may be 

helpful to the client and not in order that he may pass an examination 

in the subject. 

All of these remarks lead quite naturally to the topic of the 

contract. There are course requirement delineations with concommitant 

value points. After the first five encovinters, students vd.ll have a 

good idea of how they wish to go about getting final credit for the 

course. Their plans, drawn from the options given them, are written on 

a contract card which is kept on file with the facilitator. If, in 

the course of getting the work done, the student wishes to alter the 

contract, such an option may be left open at the discretion of the in

structor. On the other hand, if the student does not meet the specifi

cations of the contract, that is HIS responsibility and is treated as 

such. He has drawn up the agreement according to the guidelines which 

provide adequate freedom; therefore, it is HIS choice to do certain 

of the activities. It has been found that students often go beyond the 

limits set in the contract and do much more than is reqviired just be

cause of the freedom of atmosphere, personal interest, and the climate 

of the class experience. 

Referring eigaln to the final examination — which would be a 

part of the contract if the student so chooses — the reader will note 

that such a test may take whatever form the student wishes. From ques

tions which he selects, he attacks a FEW. Actually, if these are 

broad enough, two may be adequate. He may take the exam orally; he 



may take it in written form as a "take-home" exercise, or he may write 

it during the final period of class. There are, of course, other vari

ations. This type of option is offered in order to allow the client to 

do his best in the method which seems suited to his style of operation. 

Instead of suffering through a frustrating exercise, then, with its 

attendant anxieties, he finds that he is encouraged to learn what is 

most pertinent to his life. He WANTS to do well, and he has EVERY 

CHANGE to do well. Again, the facilitator's role is one of ministering 

to the needs of every individual. There is no "magic" hour or "lucky" 

day on which this exercise can take place. The facilitator makes room 

in his scheduling of the class so that the student can manage the final 

at the most convenient time. 

The final examination is ordinarily not an issue in in-service 

workshops or in other than secondary schools and colleges. Really the 

ultimate test is in the use each person makes of the course and in 

whether he continues what he has started. If the course has been well 

presented by a respected person, it is unlikely that the material will 

be forgotten even though it may not be used fully. 

Outside reading from a number of sources is encouraged. Such 

selections are optional and are chosen because of the interest of the 

STUDENT. However, in Personhood Development programs, the amount of 

reading is not at issue; the depth of the reading and the thinking 

about what one has read are the important elements to consider. Most 

students do much more than the instructor would assign, simply because 

they are free to do so. Those who do no outside reading have chosen to 
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abdicate that right to read. Remember, though, mandated reading has al

ready been incorporated via the controversial quotations used. If 

these have been carefully and thoughtfully done, the student would have 

done some very good reading. 

Motivation in courses of this type — as one might dare say in 

ANY type — is best when it comes from the student and is not imposed 

from outside. There ARE requirements, but meeting the requirements is 

up to the student and not up to the facilitator. The facilitator has 

responsibilities and requirements of his own. 

There is something to be said here for organization. Tabs may 

be used to mark the sections of the notebook. This notebook is the 

most valuable of all the materials presented, so the worker's efforts 

at organization cannot be overlooked or overstated. By tabbing the sec

tions, the various parts can be found with ease when reference to these 

parts is made. When the overview of the course is handled — a feature 

coming up shortly — this last suggestion will become much more clear. 

Each encounter, or class period, ordinarily incorporates five 

types of activities: presentation, interaction, socialization, intern

alization, and production. Though the socialization process is usually 

one considered by some to be unnecessary and extraneous, it has been 

found by those engaged in this work that the socializing opportunities 

help to "unctuate" everything else that goes on within the parameters 

of the class. Barriers that otherwise might be insurmountable somehow 

disappear, leaving a warm and friendly atmosphere in which the clients 

may work with the facilitator comfortably and feel at ease with one an

other, Therefore, these must not be left out, even "in the interests 

of time". If the instri'.ctor cannot socialize with his students (nor 



they with each other or vdth him) vdth some measure of ease, then he 

had best confine himself to other types of courses which are more me

chanical and less human-oriented. 

There is one final point to be made. A great measure of the 

success of this program depends on cybernetic feedback. EVERY encount

er that takes place ends with a journal card written by the student. 

5 X 8 is a good size. The card is dated and labeled with the student's 

name. On the journal card, the student summarizes briefly the day's 

exercises and then reacts to these with further questions or pertinent 

comments. The facilitator carefully reads these cards, answering them 

usually in a different color ink, and returns them to the students at 

the next encounter. The cards are attached to the notebooks. In this 

way, the student has a record of the progression-of-thought in the 

course, and the facilitator is able to individualize in response to 

student feedback. Therefore, any questions that require discussion can 

be worked out; any individual guidance needed may be provided; issues 

which need further clarification can be addressed immediately during 

the review section of the next presentation. The students ordinarily 

appreciate such attention, euid a more open environment is the result. 

It must be apparent by this time that the facilitators have a 

mighty responsibility. True, the learning is done by the client who is 

reading himself. However, if the structure has been neglected or slop

pily erected, if the atmosphere is strained or overly relaxed, if there 

is little challenge euid questionable discipline, if the work is not pre

pared in proper fashion, the blame rests with the facilitator. What is 



more, in such muddy water no student will be able to see clearly enough 

to read anything, let alone himself. As Chaucer most likely would say, 

were he present in this day and age, "There is no more to say." 

Content and Process 

In the work which is to follow these introductory remarks, the 

reader will notice that the content and the process are treated almost 

as one. The COlfTENT itself is relatively limited and simple; it is 

the PROCESS which activates the content, creating experiences, food for 

thought, motivational impetus. To allow the two to remain separate 

would be a dreadful mistake, very like experiencing a symphony by look

ing at the small jots on a five-line staff. The jots are, indeed, the 

music; but the orchestration is what brings the music to life. 

Because of the wealth of processes which can be created, how

ever, several extra suggestions are slated for inclusion. These con

cern the subject of Personhood Development itself as well as its ramifi

cations in other allied curricula. Patterns for use by the facilitator, 

inserted as thought-provokers merely, will also be incorporated. 

Time Allotments 

While one hesitates to set down absolutes when one is speaking 

of time, the necessity of working through em entire cycle cannot be 

overrated. Though the segments of time may differ, e.g., an entire 

year, a semester only, three weeks of workshop, seven sessions of in-

service, the following breakdown can serve the prospective facilitator 

to do prudent planning. It is based on a nine-month school year. 



Roughly, there would be 11^ of the time spent on the motivational intro

duction (growth importance), 22% on the internal elements themselves, 

56^ on the avenues of modification, aJid on the growth plan. Other 

variations can also be employed. The vital factor is that AIL of these 

parts be given their proper due and that NO part be omitted. 

The Encounters 

As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the work is 

adaptable to several types of scheduling plans. Therefore, in setting 

up this program a system of encounters forms the appropriate design. 

These encounters may be segmented according to the time allotments 

available. If there is too much in a single encounter, the material 

may be treated in several succeeding sessions. It is, however, some

what important to keep the line of progression as it is drawn. Vhat is 

more, the various lesson parts — presentation, socialization, inter

action, internalization, and production — should not be sacrificed in 

any session. For example, it is not wise to do all the presenting at 

one time, all the socializing at one time, all the interacting at one 

time, etc. The break provides variety and keeps the client's attention 

focused where it needs to be. There is a sample lesson set-up given 

for each encounter so that the reader may grasp the intent. 

It is fitting that the first set of encounters are those in

tended for educators because no one can be a capable facilitator unless 

he has worked through the exercises for himself. It is not correct to 

suppose that einyone who has been through the exercises of Personhood 

Development is AUTOMATICALLY suited to the role of facilitator. 
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Actually, such is not the case. The facilitator is a person who is 

interested and interesting, particularly sensitive to the feelings of 

others, challenging but non-threatening, creative, organized, efficient, 

and clear. His attitude towards himself is affirmative while at the 

same time realistically cognizant of his personal limitations and foi

bles. An attitude like this will enable him to communicate to his cli

ents his real desire to continue his own growth while he encourages 

self-realization in others. 

Record Keeping 

A simple chart such as the one given in Figure 3 can provide the 

facilitator with a record-keeping device to be used as the encounters 

multiply. He can see at a glance how each client is proceeding. He 

may also wish to keep such a record on the group. Such thorough care 

for the details of management will ensure a finer experience for the 

student and will provide objective feedback to the instructor. 

Figure 3 is constructed around the internal elements. Figure 4 

has to do with the avenues of modification. It is to be remembered that 

these charts Eire merely suggestions and not mandatory for the success of 

the course. 
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Encounter One 

Lesson Plan I. The Overall View of Personhood Development; 

Presentation: Business matters — 
a) Check registration 
b) Fill out information cards for the facilitator^* 
c) Use name tags^ 
d) Make personal introductions, facilitator and 

students 
e) Explain pages on plans and expectations, 

requirements, etc. (See Plates 1 ff.)** 

Acquaintance with the subject — 
a) Examine definition of Personhood Development3 

(See Plate U) 
b) Examine structural chart for educators'^ 

(See Plates 5 and 6) 
c) Discuss " 'Vale' from Carthage" by Peter Viereck^ 

(See Plate ?) 

Socialization: Break (Note: It is well to have some refreshments be
cause the sharing of a common food and/or beverage or
dinarily helps the group to relax and talk together, 
preparing informally for what is to follow formally.) 

Interaction: The quotations from the experts (See Plates 8, 9. lO)^ 

Internalization: The arranging of the quotations, explanations, and 
questions 

Production: The journal card, summarizing the session and reacting 
to the encounter' 

Instructional 4X6 cards with rajidom numbers fixed ahead of time 
Supplies Name tags 
Needed: Recording sheets for the instructor 

Handouts (all the plates listed above) 
9 X 12 envelopes for the students 
Assignment envelope for collection of journal cards 
Package of $ X 8 journal cards, lined 
Refreshments 

Note: If the instructor can manage this, the students 
will appreciate it if supplies — scotch tape, glue, 
staplers, scissors, etc. — are available. The clients 
can chip in to pay for these as they are used so that 
each person does not have to invest in more than he 
really needs. The same proviso goes for refreshments. 

*Superscript numerals refer to explanatory notes shown at the end of 
each encounter. 

**Plates — the hajidouts -- are in Appendix B. 
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1. Each facilitator may ask that the clients fill in a 4 X 6 card with 

pertinent information for his use. It is always wise to have a tele

phone contact number in case there is a change of schedule or some 

other emergency about which the students need to be notified. These 

blank cards should have been fixed ahead of time, each card with a ran

dom number written on it; any table of random numbers can be used to 

obtain these. The random number will be of use when identifiable but 

anonymous work is to be done. Thus, for example, when the student takes 

the EPFS — one of the optional exercises — the random number will be 

used instead of the name because it is important that the facilitator 

have no idea about which person answers which questions in what way. 

True, the facilitator can always look up the numbers from the cards; 

but it is important that he does not do so. He needs the record of the 

numbers, however, because if someone misplaces his number, he caxinot 

very well claim the appropriate answer sheet. The students keep a re

cord of what their number is for use whenever it is needed. Other in

formation besides the name and telephone number may be of interest to 

the facilitator, e.g., addresses, area of expertise, present assignment, 

number of years in education, etc. Such items help the instructor to 

get to know his students much more quickly. They are also of assistance 

in his gearing of the presentations to meet the interests of the clients. 

2. The name tags are provided so that students and facilitator may be

come more easily familiar with names. These are worn only until the 

names are mastered by everyone. About three or four days into the 

class the instructor may ask, "Can everyone in here name everyone else?" 

If some cannot, the name tags continue to be worn until everyone can. 
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3. The definition of Personhood Development must be discussed with 

the group because it is vitaJ. that no one begin the study without the 

appropriate knowledge as a foundation. It is advisable to maJce the 

point that the subject is timeless aJid timely — timeless because it 

could well have been studied by anyone throughout history, timely be

cause the major psychologists are of one voice when they speak of know

ledge of self being essential to the well-being.of the individual. In 

this class the text is actually the student himselfj each student, 

therefore, has his own unique text to read. 

4. A cursory glance at the structural chart is also done at this time. 

The chart for the educator differs from charts for anyone else only in 

the target areas. If time could stop at this very instant, each person 

would have developed in each internal element and in each avenue to a 

particular point. The chart is a picture of his collective and inte

grated history, a history which is constantly changing and growing. 

5. Facilitators may differ in their choices of tone-setting materials 

for their sessions. One such tone-setter has been given here — " 'Vale' 

from Carthage" by Peter Viereck — because it has fostered thought in 

students from adolescence through old age. The poem tells of the death 

of a young and energetic friend, a victim of war. It is particularly 

poignant because he died without fulfilling himself in this life. Cne 

has the feeling that he was cut off prematurely, much before his time. 

Universally, the death of the young has been regarded as especially sad. 

Unfortunately, many persons "die" while they are young because they 

never consciously continue their growth, their fulfillment, allowing 

instead for life to happen to them in hopscotch fashion. There are 



some obvious parallels here. Nonetheless, a facilitator who is un

comfortable with this tone-setter may choose something else. 

6. Examples of quotations of the experts are included in this study. 

They will be found in Appendix B. Others may be taken from various 

parts of this dissertation cUid/or from other sources. The ones included 

in Appendix B are samples ONLY and aire surely not the only ones which 

can be chosen. Any educational text, in fact any newspaper, can pro

vide controversial statements of interest to educators. Matter per-

tcdning to personhood, of course, is required. 

What is supposed to happen in this exercise is that persons begin to 

articulate "where they are" when it comes to such statements. They may 

strongly agree or strongly disagree; they may have several shadings of 

agreement or disagreement. It is good to use these with continuum lines. 

Most of the time, the members of the group do not know one another be

fore the class starts. That being the case, the discussion begins some

what hesitantly; but one cannot swim vinless one gets into the water! 

The facilitator may find it helpful to do one or two of these quotes 

with the entire group in order that they may understajid how to proceed. 

It is advisable to inform the group AHEAD OF TIME not to jot on these 

sheets. The quotes are to be cut apart aJid fixed to the notebook at 

the appropriate time. 

?. There are many purposes to the journal card: it serves as a record 

for the student because it is returned to him at the next class session; 

it serves as a source of input for the facilitator; it is a means of 

individualizing instruction; it provides an instrument for communica

tion between student and instructor; it guides the instnactor to choose 
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methods and discussions of particular interest to the group. The jour

nal card is placed in the 9 X 12 assignment envelope by each student as 

he prepares to leave for the day. This envelope is for the use of the 

facilitator, preventing loss, providing an easy carrying contedner, 

making collecting convenient. Facilitators as a whole find this method 

of collecting written work most helpful. 
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Encounter Two 

Lesson Plan II. Self-acceptance and EPFS; 

Presentation: 

Interaction: 

Socialization: 

Internalization: 

Production: 

Explain the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, 
an optional exercise for the student" 
Discuss briefly the Johari Window9 
Analyze self-acceptance^® (See Plate 11) 
a) The levels 
b) The lens effect^ 
c) Examples 12 

Continuation in groups of the quotations begun in the 
previous encounter 

Break 

The taking of the EPPS for those who wish to do so 

The test performance 
The journal card, summary and reaction 
Initial work on organizing the notebook 

8. No student needs to take the EPPS if he does not wish to do so. If 

he DOES take it, his name will not appear on the answering key. Only 

the random number assigned in the first meeting will be used. He will 

also mark his sex, since the norms are rated in that way, and his age 

bracket. Because age is not necessary if one is working in adult groups, 

it may be eliminated. However, the instructor may wish to have some 

indicated area of age to help him plan his examples for class discussion 

and activities. The following is an easy, non-threatening listing: 

Bracket 1 — over 65, bracket 2 — 60-64, bracket 3 — 55-59t etc. 

Brackets are drawn up to include the entire group of clients. 

There is a great deal of information in the EPPS manual about the 

test. The reason it has been chosen over other tests of the sort is 

that is does not have negative outcomes. It investigates I5 areas of 
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human life activity, and its results show to what degree a person would 

choose these in relation to the others given. It is a forced-choice 

test, so the student is cautioned to make the best choice he can in the 

circumstances given. If the student omits an answer, presumably because 

both choices are abhorrent to him, the corrector will flip a coin and 

circle whatever answer is indicated by the toss of the coin. Therefore, 

the profile will be that of the COIN and not that of the student. The 

results are ordinarily most startling to the person who takes the test, 

and that is precisely the value; we are not always who we think we eire. 

Thus, we have an objective (but LIMITED) instnment to give us some 

ideas. The test will be given during the LAST hour or so of the class 

period. It is not a timed test; clients may have whatever time Is 

needed. 

9. A topic of considerable Interest to the general population is the 

Johari Window. Information regarding this topic comes from the National 

Training Laboratories, "Himian Relations Training News," National Educa

tion Association, 1201 - l6th St., N.W., Washington, D.C., Volume 5i 

Number 1, Spring I96I. Elucidating the concepts illustrated in the Jo

hari Window will lead naturally to a fuller understanding of the con

cepts of self-acceptance which form an integral part of the Personhood 

Development approach. The inclusion of a discussion of the Johari Win

dow is not essential to this encounter, however, and may very well be 

omitted at the discretion of the facilitator. It is very important that 

the work pertaining to self-acceptance is done BEFORE EPPS is given and 

BEFORE anything else is started because this matter of self-acceptance 

is absolutely vital, considering the material to follow. 
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10. The Levels of Acceptance: 

The Realm of the External — the way a person looks, laughs, walks, 

talks, uses his hands; the state of being young, old, loud, quiet, 

tall, short, fat, thin, neat, messy, stooped, straight, attractive, 

homely; what one weaxs or doesn't wear; what manners, speech patterns, 

region of origin, name, nationality, color skin, hair, facial expi«ssion, 

job or position, socio-economic background one has; the million-and-

one other classifications which are external to the individual. 

The Realm of the Internal — HOW a person thinks, plans, practices 

character qualities (kindness, generosity, thrift, etc.); evidences of 

common sense, preferences, enthusiasms, likes, dislikes, etc.; the 

aptitudes and/or lack of aptitudes one has in particular areas; the 

way one thinks about strangers or others, i.e., suspicious, naive, etc. 

The Realm of the Ideas — WHAT a person thinks, considers humor, takes 

as a political persuasion; what methods a person uses to attack prob

lems and/or accept challenges, etc. 

The Realm of the Ideals — what a person's goals are, what he considers 

valuable, what he bases his decisions on, how he manifests his beliefs, 

his philosophies, etc. 

The Realm of the Hidden Self — (the area of risk) how a person truly 

feels about things, what and whom he loves, where he is weak, where he 

needs help, how he feels dependency, what has the power to hurt him, 

what he considers good or less thaJi good about himself, what makes him 

feel insecure or. guilty, etc. NOTE: It is to be especially emphasized 

that this final realm is known only to the person and is only revealed 

to perhaps two or three people other than himself in the whole course of 
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a lifetime. However, parts of the hidden self may be revealed in the 

interests of friendship or love, or they may be revealed in seeking 

counsel from a doctor or some other professional person. 

The first two realms of acceptance of self (and others, though the 

encounters treat the acceptance of others at a later time) are necessary 

as bases for healthy perspective. The second two realms form the bases 

for healthy growth and development because no one can grow or develop 

unless he has ideas/ideals to inspire him to go in certain directions. 

The last realm, the realm of the hidden self, is the basis for the 

human/humane dimensions of life — the "inner innards." 

11. The "lens" effect of acceptance is also an important concept. We 

look out at everything from the realm of the hidden self. That hidden 

self is comprised of all our internal elements and our avenues of modi

fication along with the perceptions and perspectives that these inter

actions help us to formulate. Just as a series of lenses will tend to 

distort (or to clarify) something we see, so these levels or realms do 

the same. 

12. For example, take a person's physical features. From his hidden 

self he emerges through his ideal of what physical features OUGHT to be 

to be PERFECTLY SATISFACTORY. This ideal is going to color how he looks 

at his own physical features when he gets that far in the process. He 

passes next, ideal in hand, through the lens of ideas — ideas he has 

gleaned of his own features and those of others he hais compared himself 

with. That again "bends" his views. Clutching those two perspectives, 

he emerges further through his thought-process mechanism which allows 

him to see that he can avoid letting others see his less-than-perfect 
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features if he covers them up in some way. (Women sometimes do this 

with cosmetics, and so do men.) Finally, he admits his actual, physical-

features to himself as he sees himself in the mirror. Thus, his last 

step is acceptance or non-acceptance of his features the way he per

ceives them through all the lenses. 

The scirae process is followed for the realm of the internal, HOW a 

person thinks, only this .time, he not only passes out through all the 

lenses but he also passes in through the external level again. 

This entire process of acceptance becomes more and more complicated 

as the realms get deeper; for example, if one is trying to accept his 

hidden self, he must pass th3X)ugh the entire gamut of lenses going out 

AND coming in. One cein readily see, then, how it is possible to fool 

oneself about oneself. And it can also be readily seen that if one 

fools oneself, he becomes someone else entirely, playing a role with 

all the inauthenticity he has been able to sell himself. 

It must be mentioned here that acceptance does not mean "liking"; 

acceptance, in the sense that personhood uses it, means recognizing as 

fact both things that aire more and things that are less attractive and 

coping with them in positive manners. It means admitting to what is 

FACT. This is the saune meaning we use when speaking of acceptance of 

others. We do not have to LIKE everything about another — indeed, that 

would most probably be a psychological impossibilityJ — but we should 

be able to read others correctly (as correctly as we can, given our 

limitations) and to accept as fact that such-auid-such is true and that, 

as the person grows, such-and-such may in fact change. It means "leav

ing the door open" for such changes to occur. Thus, we are encouraged 
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and become encouTciging when someone changes for the better, just as we 

axe not "shocked" or "horrified" if someone's choices lead him to be

come less than he can be. 

Returning to self-acceptance, it must be realized also that if we 

cannot accept ourselves, it will be more difficult to accept others. We 

won't even be able to KNOW others because we are operating from a false 

base ourselvesi 

At this time, the other two analyses of acceptaiice axe not covered 

because we need only self-acceptamce to prepare the mind to answer the 

questions in EPFS and to accept what will be given as the definitions 

ajid diagnoses of the internal elements. 
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Encounter Three 

Lesson Plan III. Twenty Internal Elements; 

Presentation: Discuss the twenty internal elements — 
a) Define each element^^ 
b) Elucidate how every element, in itself and in 

combination with other elements, forms the "basic 
personhood 

c) Illustrate the parts emotions and feelings playl5 
d) Incorporate thoughts on motivation!^ 

Interaction: The discussion in groups of how each element has its 
effect in the work done by an educator^? 

Socialization: Break 

Internalization: The beginning of the personal diagnosis in the note
book. (Some time may have to be given for finishing 
the notebook organization task.) 

Production: The work on diagnosis; the notebook set-ups; the 
journal ceird for reactions and summarizations 

13. The internal elements defined and discussed: 

Age. When one considers age, one considers the factor of elapsed time. 

The person says, "I have had (this many) years to develop as a person. 

I have had (this mcuny) years to develop as an adult. I have had (this 

many) years to develop as an educator." Ordinarily, the young adult is 

not as broadened as one who is older, though there are notable exceptions 

to this statement; but then, he should not expect to carry the full 

weight of what experience, gained in time, will give him. This general 

rule of thumb may be applied to an educator too. A teacher who has had 

one year to develop as a teacher OCCASIONALLY performs with prowess evi

dent in the veteran; but for the most part, inexperienced Instructors 

need time to develop their skills. Some persons are noticeably unhappy 

or discontented with their ages. They wish to be older or younger than 
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they are for reasons widely divergent. Some wish added years for added 

seniority — and thus, it is supposed, more salary and less flak — 

while others wovild like to be older because of some advantage known 

only to themselves. Some wish to be younger than they are because they 

miss the advantages of youth and its vigor, not to mention its beauty. 

It needs to be stated that every age has its favorable ajid unfavor

able aspects. By being continuously unhappy with one's age, one fore

goes what pleasure is there and looks at life through negative glasses. 

One may not change one's age. He may not advance himself a few years 

or forever remain thirty-nine. Time ticks away, inexorably witnessing 

to the truth. 

The old admonition, "Act your age," is one that needs examining. 

Everyone inevitably acts the way he FEELS. Problems arise, however, 

when one is forty ajid acts as though he were ten. An exchange of ideas 

on activity appropriate to the varying decades may be in order here. 

Childhood. The education-growing-up may well include formal schooling; 

but more importantly, valuable lessons learned along the way axe the 

meat for this element. Most persons can laughingly relate how they 

first perceived behavioral improprieties which brought penalties as well 

as familial experiences which helped fonnxilate their present values. 

That which is warp and woof of childhood constitutes much of the basic 

fabric of adult life. Because of family customs, even family recipes, 

the persons' preferences and non-preferences are often formed. For in

stance, if the parents smoked, the child may find a total abhorrence for 

cigarettes or he may take to smoking quite naturally. In Personhood 

Development the discussion of the element, childhood, provides a clear 
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picture of integrative history just as the discussion of age provides 

a clear picture of collective history. Neither element formulates the 

whole, but both aire good examples of what is meant by collective and 

integrative history. 

Previous Experiences. This element is aJcin to the childhood element, 

but it is not as limited. Previous experiences axe those which flow 

from and follow on childhood. They concern work experiences, good for

tune, hardships, etc. Education and all that attended the educative 

process, attitudes held because of things that happened in life, human 

relations, travels, professional advancement, marital status, and hun

dreds of events contilbute to this category. Again, here is a picture 

of integrative history; people axe shaped in great measure by what has 

happened in their lives. 

Inspiring Factors. Life becomes more palatable often because of in

spiring factors — persons, places, things which call forth the more 

noble of human aspirations. Persons who may inspire one with ideas and 

ideals may be living or dead, knovm personally or not; but what is 

known about them is of assistance to the individual. Sometimes the per

sons may be fictional, a character of great nobility from a novel or 

an epic poem. Places too may be sources of inspiration. The ocean, the 

mountains, a favorite shady nook, scenes of memorial significance, sites 

with special characteristics (quiet, darkened, lighted beautifully, etc.) 

— are all potential areas for provoking thoughtful contemplation. Pic

tures, photographs of loved ones, music, art, books, songs, and various 

other things aid the individual to think and to feel more deeply than he 

might otherwise. If the individual in Personhood Development has firm 

religious beliefs, these would fit under this element, inspiring factors. 
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Readiness. Readiness is the degree of determination one has to do what 

needs to be done in his/her own life or in his/her professional life to 

improve it. For example, consider the following questions: How well do 

I keep resolutions? Am I convinced that I am already perfect and have 

no further need for improvements? How much does criticism bother me? 

Do others make up my mind for me? Am I afraid of being wrong or of 

making mistakes? Does it bother me if someone I don't like gets 

praised? Does it make me glad if someone I don't like has to suffer a 

little? Must I always have my own way? Do I enjoy taking pot-shots at 

people? Do I try to make myself look better in the eyes of others by 

rvinning my competitors down? There are literally hundreds of ways to 

check oneself on readiness! One must allow that one has reached a 

particular level in relative maturity, maturity being defined as that 

characteristic which allows the individual to make appropriate choices. 

Personality. Books and books have been written about the subject of 

personality. For Personhood Development, however, a very simple inter

pretation will do. Consider the adjectives which describe the way an 

individual acts: serious, humorous, cso^free, stubborn, intense, intro-

vertish, extrovertish, generous, selfish. In this axea it is vital to 

be able to see the positives as well as the negatives because the per

sonality we have dictates the manner in which we show ourselves to 

others, revealing to them who we eure. 

Disposition. Ordinarily, the disposition of the individual is his in

terior "mood", how he feels within himself and, therefore, how he re

sponds to others. Consider the adjectives depressed, happy, sympathetic, 

self-satisfied, optimistic, pessimistic, etc. 
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Habits. The habits of a person, it may be said, compose an extremely 

importsait element. These include what a person does CONSISTENTLY and 

without any particulsir thought process going into deciding what to do. 

Acts done frequently, daily, weekly, as a matter of course have their 

basis in habit. Habit formation probably is one of the easiest elements 

to comprehend. The oftener an act is done, the more automatic it be

comes. What is continually done in a particular way soon becomes eas

ier because the pattern has been set. Educators must consider here 

also the various mannerisms one might have. It is good for an educator 

to be consciously aware of developing pleasing mannerisms and avoiding 

those which can irritate. Sometimes these mannerisms — the results 

of habits — can be most annoying and/or pleasing. The use of one's 

voice caJi serve as one example. 

Work Capacity. Capacities for work differ from individual to individu

al. One must ask himself, "What types of energy are within me which 

are task-oriented?" Then, he needs to examine the efficiency/ineffi

ciency, the organized/disorganized, the thorough/non-thorough manner 

he employs. Along with these considerations one may also consider his 

endurance and concentration. Some persons operate well if work is done 

in small segments with frequent breaks. Others prefer to do work all-

at-once to allow a longer period for relaxation. The educator cein be 

sensitive to this feature in himself and most insensitive to his stu

dents! 

Motives. There are additional remarks on motivation in note 16. How

ever, when one is doing a personal diagnosis of motives, there are some 

facets which need consideration. The individual diagnosis includes an 
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examination of WHY I do what I do; to get ahead, to make friends, to 

avoid making enemies, to do something that makes me feel good, to be of 

service, etc. One may have one set of motives accompanying a particular 

action and smother quite different set of motives accompanying some other 

act. Only by a long process of careful thought can motivations be dis

covered, No one likes to impute to himself unworthy or humiliating 

reasons for acting, and rationalizations often take over. In spite of 

the most thorough introspection, though, motives can remain hidden for 

a variety of causes. In going through the exercises of Personhood De

velopment the client comes to understajnd himself in light of his motive-

machine. Unless there is some reason to suppose that an inordinate 

amount of malice underlies his actions, he will find himself possessed 

of varying combinations of motivations, some good and, perhaps, some 

less good in his own estimation. It is to be hoped that a motive of 

preserving his personal integrity and assuring a sense of authenticity 

within himself will serve to restore harmony. 

Desires and Hopes. These two categories of elements may be contrasted 

for better understanding. Desires include edl the "I wishes — " in an 

individual's life. They may be totally unrealistic or even somewhat 

plausible, but most of the time they axe the stuff of which dreajns axe 

made. For example, a person may actively say, "I wish I had a million 

dollars," without the faintest possibility of his ever getting the 

million. On the other hand, a person may say, "I wish I could go to 

Hawaii," and there may exist a real possibility of his going there some

day in the future. He may actively work to get there, saving his money 

and planning his time. 
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Hopes represent those possibilities lERMANENTLY desired in a most 

serious and realistic way. These are not passing fancies but rather 

deeply experienced aspirations. One could hope to be a good teacher; 

and by dint of hard work, he can become a good teacher. Something 

which may begin as a desire can turn into a hope. For instajice, the 

young child who wishes he were adult ultimately sees himself actually 

becoming axi adult. The important phase of these two within the 

study of Personhood Development is the identification of the desires 

and hopes, differentiating one from the other. In this way, reality 

becomes clear; and time is not wasted on fruitless daydreams but is 

invested in positive hopes. 

"Sures". When one uses the term security, one runs the risk of being 

not at all clear about what is meant. In this day, security has come 

to mean something financial, something very large and major. That's 

well and good, but in Personhood Development the exercise concerns it

self with what one is actually SURE OF — and these may be very small 

but exceedingly important details in one's life. Until a person realis

tically assesses the myriads of "sures" he has, he never really appre

ciates his position. Because of the emphasis on economic security in 

this society, many an individual considers himself insecure when, in 

fact, he has much about which to feel secure. Such feelings and/or 

cognitions may rise out of one's abilities or skills as well as one's 

wealth of human relations which are positive and affirming. It must 

be stated here that most people find that there are MANY things in or

dinary life of which they sire sure, many MORE than those things which 

represent fear. 
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"Fears". It is in this realm that the word insecurity may be used with 

accuracy. "Fears" include what a person is not sure of. Much depends 

on the individual, but such fears often concern hating to fly, speak

ing in public, death, wax, etc. Unless there is other than a normal 

milieu in which to operate, many persons find there is a lot less to 

fear than there is to feel secure about. Sharing fears one feels often 

helps the individual. The articulation is a terrific aid because some

times fears have been allowed to blot out everything else. An assess

ment such as this makes fear lose a lot of its punch. In some cases, 

fears can even be lessened or overcome through such a study. Where 

fears' causes can be determined, remedies can be applied. If the cause 

of the fear is rooted out, the fear itself disappears. It is amazing 

how often people cling to their fears when they could be rid of them by 

taking some simple corrective measures. 

Tailents and Aptitudes. These two elements have special definitions in 

Personhood Development. Talents are those abilities which individuals 

have without any formal instruction. In this sense, then, they can 

refer to many more phases of one's life than, for instance, the arts. 

Society as a whole speaks of a talented pianist, meaning that he has 

learned his art from others and has gone far because of his aptitude. 

In Personhood Development we speak of a talent as an aptitude inherent 

in the individual. Thus, one may be a brilliant conversationalist; one 

may be able to sleep as soon as one's head hits the pillow; one may 

possess an unerring sense of color. To appreciate what one has innately 

constitutes a special feature of Personhood Development. 
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On the other hand, aptitudes denote those abilities which, when 

tutored, blossom into proficiencies. These are GOOD in themselves, but 

they need to be recognized as leamed-from-others features. For an ade

quate self-analysis, the individual needs to know what he has from with

in him and what has been given to him from others. 

Training. Training includes what has contributed to help a person with 

his/her work, whether teaching, couaseling, being an administrator, etc. 

Training is both formal-and-structured and informal-and-unstructured. 

For instance, classes aire formally structured kinds of things whereas 

exchanging conversation is Informal and non-structured, 

Prejudices. What really BOTHERS someone or INFLUENCES someone's judg

ment STRONGLY is a prejudice. Prejudice may be both negative (e.g., 

hating a particular nationality) ajid positive (e.g., loving someone 

blindly or fanatically following some cause beyond reason); and in 

Personhood Development it is of importance to recognize such elements. 

Whatever influences our thoughts strongly or bothers us inordinately 

needs to be identified. It may be that the prejudice will not change 

— it doesn't have to. The awareness of its presence is enough to sig

nal cautionJ and forewarned is forearmed. 

Preferences. These are very weak prejudices. They are a matter of 

"rathering" — one wovild rather paint with yellow than with green; one 

prefers crab to shrimp; one chooses this pattern rather than that. 

Again, identifying these brings the individuail more self-awareness than 

he would have otherwise. Incredibly enough, there are persons who do 

not know that they have preferences. They consider themselves totally 

indifferent, but humans can and do CHOOSE. They have preferences. 
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General Health. When taking inventory of one's health, one recognizes 

both positive assets and limitations. Because the state of health de

termines to a great extent what can and cannot be done, and because the 

state of health is undergoing constant fluctuations, a simple assess

ment is advisable. As with several of the other elements, it is a 

matter of being AWARE of one's physical status. There is no need to 

dwell inordinately on this issue, but it is to be remembered that a 

healthy mind is at its best in a healthy body. The welfare of the body 

influences the mind just as the condition of the mind affects the body. 

This is not to say that those who are ill cannot develop within them

selves tremendous reserves of strength. They can — but it is not easy. 

1^. The elements are in a state of constant flux. If one element is 

altered — and the elements are constantly being altered — the others 

are changed too even if only slightly. For example, general health 

changes may alter preferences; age may alter general health. This is 

good material for a general class discussion on the matter. Helping 

clients see these interactions and articulate their perceptions pro

vides a fine introduction to the creative workings of personhood. 

15. Emotions and feelings interact in the elements. Emotions are not 

listed on the personhood chart simply because they are ephemeral and at 

one instcint interact with some elements and at another instant may be 

working on an entirely different set of internals. Also, they cannot 

be separated from the entire life process in exactly the same way that 

the other elements can. Adults can readily grasp this fact, having 

themselves had by this time extensive experience with ephemeral and/or 

deep emotional feelings. 



16. Motivation may te positive, intentionally to perform "good" acts; 

motivation may be negative, intentionally to perform "bad" acts; mo

tivation may be indifferent, non-directive in either positive or nega

tive ramifications. RATIONAL beings always act from SOME motivation, 

even if they are not conscious of what the motive may be or even that 

the motive is there. Even the way one sits or stands. . . 

Some motives have been personally experienced; some motives have 

been imputed to others. If one has performed some action from a parti

cular motivation, then one may impute to another who does the same 

action the motive that prompted oneself — clearly a risky situation. 

It is highly unlikely that a person has passed through life without im

puting, whether rightly or wrongly, a motive to another. The perfect 

example can be vicarious experience one picks up in a novel or film, 

in history, in current events. We say to ourselves, "That person did 

that act because. . ." One errs often. Learning to suspend judgment 

is difficult but necessary. 

17. In performing an exercise to see the effect of the elements in the 

life of the educator, it may be helpful to give each element a weight 

(1, 2, 3» 5) IN order to see some relative importance of each. For 

example, if one's general health is not up to par, one may become irri

table or apathetic, cope-less or over-compensatory with students; if 

one's aptitudes do not incline one to communicate effectively, then 

obviously, teaching is not going to be the best accomplished task for 

that person, etc. General health would probably rank as extremely im

portant while others may rank less. On the whole, clients will find that 

ALL elements contribute to the profession of the active educator. 
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Encounter Four 

Lesson Plan IV. The Avenues of Modification; 

Presentation; Continue the discussion of constant fluxlS 
Introduce topics 
a) The handling of changel9 
b) The five avenues of modification20 
c) Reach-out21 
d) Positive vs. negative reach-out22 
e) The educator's reach-out^S 

Interaction; A sharing of reach-out Insights through the various 
avenues. Note; If the group is working well together, 
the questions considered here may be personally con
tained (i.e., How do YOU manage. . . ?) If the group 
is not going to be comfortable with this method, the 
questions may be impersonally contained (i.e.. How 
does AN EDUCATOR manage. . . ?) 

The questions are; 
a) How do you manage a positive reach-out to each 

of the targets in relating? 
b) How do you exercise choice and continue personal 

growth in each area of the values? 
c) What have you found helpful in each of the think-

areas to develop advantageously? 
d) How do you practice good techniques in doing ef

fective work? 
e) How do you handle relaxation in each target area? 

The last question is given but not answered in the 
group. It is of necessity personal, and therefore the 
cinswer is private and mentally given by each client. 
f) Where can you see your areas of need in managing 

positive reach-out? 

Socialization: Break 

Internalization; Returning of the EPPS scored papers^^ 

Production: Work to be done on the notebook; the journal card. 
Note: It is best to give out the results of the EPPS 
during the final period of class because otherwise 
the people are too distracted to think of anything 
else. 

Facilitator may begin to check in completed parts of 
the notebook set-ups. (See introductory notes.) The 
clients should be cautioned to do the diagnosis a bit 
at a time so it is well done and not hurried through 
without careful thought. 
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18. In order that individuals involved in Personhood Development be 

cognizant of the constant flux, a discussion of the issue is pertinent 

at this stage of the encounter. Examples of constant flux can be seen 

through the following comparisons: a) AGE as a child, as a teen, now, 

in the future — 

What are some of the characteristics of each of these stages? 

Did these characteristics of age impinge on any other element? 

Do they now? Do you expect them to in the future? (One may expect 

several answers to each of these questions. For instance, as a child 

one's health may have been different just as one's preferences and ap

titudes may have been. Ten or twenty years down the road one may ex

pect alterations in these as well as in other elements.) 

b) GENERAL HEALTH as a child, as a teen, now, in the future — 

Again, the same questions. 

c) V/ORK CAPACITY as a child, as a teen, now, in the future — 

Again, the same questions. Continue the discussion until the point 

has been made sufficiently lucid. 

19. Problematic in some lives, the handling of change is undoubtedly 

one of the greatest areas to tap potential for growth. Change often 

brings problems and frustrations. The way these are met can result in 

NO growth, SOME growth, MUCH growth. It must be noted here that there 

is a difference between "growth" amd mere "expansion" or "spread", the 

latter two indicating indiscriminate and passive acceptance of whatever 

happens. The individual who abdicates self-direction and choice has no 

franchise to gripel 
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If a person confronted with change beyond his control loses rational 

and directive control of himself, there is little cheince he will grow 

as a result of the experience. It is a fact that such changes — and 

the concommitant reaction to them — will produce downright destruction 

in the life of the individual. For example. In the Crash of '29 majiy 

simply could not "roll with the punches" and chose Instead suicide or 

other methods of escape. 

But what If the change is not one of tremendous impact? Supposing 

it is merely an inconvenience or some minor difficulty which will pre

sent some measure of frustration. The person who exhibits a capable and 

rational response can surely expect that he can benefit from the ex

perience, even if it is not a pleasant one. Minor irritations and 

frustrations are bound to occur because life is constantly changing. 

Inordinate raging or hysterical tears are non-productive; they accom

plish nothing and only aggravate the situation more. 

There are, however, changes which bring horrendous problems and 

frustrations. What about them? Instances of this sort aire not raxe. 

One has to give up a well-loved position, to lose a loved one through 

death, to suffer personal or familial tragedy. Anger, tears, solilo

quies of more or less eloquence — these often accompany the event; but 

when the first response has been made, a level-headed assessment of the 

situation and a carefully thox;ight out coping technique are the best bet 

to assure some growth, even much growth. The human being can be enno

bled by how he deals with what foils him. A saying that bears some 

thought seems apt here: I am able to see the moon more clearly now that 

my house has burned down. 
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As an exercise for this particular topic, the class may vdsh to dis

cuss how frustration is handled by a small child, by one who is a teen

ager, by one who is in his early adi£Lt life, by one who is middle-aged, 

by one who is older. The wee mite may kick and scream; the teen-ager 

may shout or write on the bathroom walls; the young adult may quit his 

job or suffer inordinate depression; the middle-aged person may seek 

solace, but not quit a good job; the older person may be able to find 

some way of solving the dilemma. These, of course, are not hard and 

fast characteristics. On the other hand, if someone fifty years old 

is still kicking and screaming, something is wrong! 

20. Tliere are five avenues of modification, (See Plate 5) These are 

relating, valuing, thinking, working, and relaxing. It is by means of 

these five avenues that the person reaches out to life and that life 

reaches in to him. Mainly through these channels come the chief sources 

of change in the person's Status A. 

There are several ways that an underbalance in individual growth may 

take place. First, if the feedback which comes as a result of the life 

process is one-sided, a very definite imbalance may result. For exam

ple, if one gets a totally positive or a totally negative picture of 

himself from others, he loses the proper perspective of himself as a 

human being. He may build from the stance that he is perfect and Ccin, 

therefore, make no mistakes, suffer no setbacks, brook no response but 

adulation from others, etc. Life can give such an individual a terrific 

joltJ On the other hand, the individual who perceives nothing good in 

himself and who receives no positive feedback from others is gradually 
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led to despair. Life is meirely a major futility to be endured. He 

cannot be happy, fulfilled, growth-oriented. Even when something posi

tive Is brought to his attention at some later time, he will be ridden 

with doubt, anxiety, and insecurity about it. 

Second, there is the underbailance which comes about when any one of 

the five avenues is treated detrimentally by an outside force. This is 

actually reach-in rather than reach-out, but the two-way movement in 

the avenues needs to be examined when the avenues of modification are 

first introduced. Examples of this kind of imbalance occur when one is 

not allowed to have friends, when underprivileged conditions cut off 

sources of value, when one is not given time to think or matter to think 

about, when one is denied the right to work, when one is permitted no 

form of relajcation. These are not the only instances where an under-

balance can be seen, but they can serve as a springboard for other 

ideas. 

Third, there is the individual who cuts himself off by shutting down 

one of the avenues. Because such a condition is dictated by the person 

himself, it is, perhaps, the worst of all. If one refuses to relate, 

becoming reclusive, it is easy to see what possible harm he is doing to 

himself. If he refuses to value anything, if he abdicates his power 

to think, if he makes no effort to do anything — whether working or 

relaaing — he is heading for disaster. Mental institutions can accom

modate his physical presence euid that's all. 

Examples of overbalance also exist. Overbalance occurs when one 

avenue is over-emphasized to the detriment of the others. The person 

who "relates" in the office — without getting his work done; the per

son who sits around "valuing" like mad — and forgetting to pay his 
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billsj the person who is so busy "relaxing" — neglecting to think; 

these are all people who are suffering overbalance. Actually, overbal

ance is the sophisticated way of delineating playboys (and girls) or 

workaholics or any other anomalies present in society today. 

When doing a diagnosis of the five avenues, one key issue to check 

is this matter of balance. If the client sees that he is not exercis

ing his options through these channels — ALL of these channels — then 

something needs adjusting in his life. The real tragedy occurs when one 

cannot exercise his avenues because of his minority status. Those who 

survive in ghettoes or in unrelieved squalor are victims of cruel and 

unusual punishment, for they cannot even live fully the life that was 

given to them. 

21. Following hard on the previous discussion, some words about reach-

out are in order. Obviously, reach-out is the means by which the person 

interacts with his milieu. There are a few principles to keep in mind 

here: a) Every individual reaches out from his own Status A and from 

no one else's; b) Every individual reaches out from his own acceptance 

of himself; c) Every individual reaches out from wider or narrower 

perspectives/perceptions of reality. 

A PERCEPTION is WHAT one sees. A PERSPECTIVE is HCW one sees it. 

Two witnesses may perceive the same event; but depending on their per

spectives, each one may have seen something quite unique, something not 

seen by another. 

No one caJi assume another's posture actually. We can THINK we know 

how another feels; but if we have not had the same set of life experien

ces — and we haven't — we cannot say we KNOW how another feels. It is 
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possible only to guess, to approximate. For this reason, perhaps, 

Marie Antoinette should not be faulted for her famous (or Infamous), 

"Let them eat cake." If SHE had had no bread, that is what she might 

have done. It may never have occurred to her that they had no cake 

either! History is full of such instances. So is fiction. 

Discussions centering on the above can be most valuable to 

the group in Personhood Development because, by such considerations, 

they find themselves becoming more ready to suspend judgment and 

strive for empathy in their dealings vdth others. 

22. By this time, positive vs. negative reach-out can be handled 

quite well. (See Plate 12) If the instructor is of a mind to do so, 

he may mention the Transactionail Analysis categories of parent, 

child, adult. He may also introduce the topic of body language, 

always something beneficial to consider. 

One may make an EFFORT to exercise the avenues of modifica

tion in a positive way or in a negative way. Seeing himself as un

pleasant, one may consciously direct his activity towards being 

pleasant. He may also direct himself to be negative if he so 

chooses. In the heat of the battle, it's not always easy to remind 

oneself to keep one's balance; but the effort to do so can become 

less painful with practice. 

The freime of mind exercises quite a bit of influence. Going 

back to disposition, one of the twenty internal elements, the indi

vidual can find his moods dictating his actions. On the other hand, 

one must avoid "rut" thinking, the type one associates with Polly-

auina, with Scrooge, with Groupthink, etc. (See Plates 13 and 1^) 
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Z J .  The educator's chief reach-out, by reason of his position, is to 

students, co-workers, parents, authority figures, etc. Since his work 

by its very nature is socially directed, he needs a tremendous amount 

of this kind of exercise. He also reaches out in the other four avenues. 

It is this exercise which determines his degree of excellence as an 

educator. His values, his thoughts, his methods of working and relax

ing count as wondrous modifying channels. 

24. The fifteen areas tested on EPFS plus the word consistency are 

listed on the board or on a chart. The manual given with EPFS will be 

needed by the facilitator for this work. These fifteen areas are: 

achievement, deference, order, exhibition, autonomy, affiliation, intra-

ception, succorance, dominance, abasement, nurturcince, change, endurance, 

heterosexuality, aggression. (Reminder: Be sure to list consistency.) 

Each person is given a card on which he writes these sixteen words in 

list form. After that, each person is asked to write on his card on a 

scale of 1 - 100 how he THINKS he might have rated in EPFS. Of course, 

the items are done one at a time as the facilitator reads the definition 

of each to the group from the manual. 

Now the papers are returned. Each person records on his card, next 

to the figures he first put dovm, how he ACTUALLY did perform on the 

test. 

The third figure he puts on the card will be how he'd LIKE TO HAVE 

DONE in each particular- category. 

The usefulness of this exercise can be readily seen. If what he 

THINKS, what he DID, ajid how he thinks he OUGHT to have done or would 

LIKE to have done axe all the same or very close, then he seems to have 
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an adequate picture of himself. On the other hand, if there are 

differences, then he knows several things: he is not who he thought 

he was, or else he is not who he'd like to be yet; and if he has some 

modifying to do on himself in order to bring his ideas and his ideals 

into line, he has some indication of where to begin. 

Again, it is EXTREMELY important to say that it is impossible to 

get a "high" score in every area because the test is not constructed 

in this way. It is also important that the RELATIVITY of the areas is 

influenced by the test structure. A low score on any area does not 

indicate a negative. For instance, if one scores low on heterosexual-

ity, that does not indicate anti-sociability. Also, one who scores low 

in heterosexuality is not necessarily homosexual in persuasion; homo

sexuality is an entirely different subject, not handled in this test. 

A score on any area indicates the DEGREE to which a person would have 

chosen that performance, GIVEN ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE. 

See Plate 15 for a handout to be given to the students which will 

help them cope with the test results. 
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Encounter Five 

Lesson Plan V. The Avenues of Modification (continued); 

Presentation: 

Socialization: 

Review constant flux discussion of internal elements 
Ask, "What, then, reaches IN to cause flux?" 
Discuss four categories of influence25 
Discuss reach-in^S 
Compare positive and negative reach-in^? 

BreaJc 

Interaction: 

Internalization: 

A sharing of reach-in insights through various avenues 
with the same personal/impersonal containment as found 
in Encoxinter Four. 

The questions are: 
a) In what ways have you experienced i«ach-in from 

outer sources of relating? 
b) In what ways have you experienced your interned 

elements being modified by your values? 
c) In what ways have your thought areas been influ

ential in your life? 
d) In what ways have your tasks helped to make you a 

better individual? 
e) In what ways have your leisure time activities 

helped you to grow as a person? 

Again, the last question is privately answered: 
f) What positive suggestions can you accept for your

self from what was said in the group and from 
what you have thought of yourself? 

Movement towards completion of internal elements in 
diagnosis; contracts cire to be made in the next en
counter. 

Production: An extra card is to be used for suggested fineil exam 
questions (l or 2) for those who wish to take an exam. 
Notebook work is done. Journal cards are done. 
Journal cards and exam cards are both placed in the 
assignment envelope. Journal cards are returned as 
usual in the next encounter; exam cards are kept by 
the facilitator and returned for additions by the 
students after the tenth encounter. 
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25. There are four categories of influence, sometimes not terribly dis

tinct from one another. These are: a) major, b) minor, c) blatant, 

d) subtle. Examples of major influences would include war, moving, 

change in economic status, marriage, divorce, serious illness, etc. 

Examples of minor influences would include the same small problems and 

frustrations thought of as everyday living experiences, the ups and 

downs which come singly and in clusters in every life. Examples of 

blatant influences would include "discipleship", criticism, direction, 

corporate entities, groupthink, "the system", and similar types of ob

vious persuasiveness. Examples of subtle influences would include ad

vertising, peer pressures, social acceptability/acceptabilities, moral 

support, frowns, smiles, etc. Interestingly, education fits into ALL 

FOUR categories: ergo, the importance of "doing it right"J From the 

previous,notes on the avenues of modification, one can easily transfer 

to the reach-in phase, especially in light of these four categories of 

influence. 

26. The discussion of reach-in should include the following points: 

the review of the two-way direction in the avenues of modification, the 

two modes of underbalance, overbalance, action vs. reaction, self-sup

port and networks of support, the principles governing reach-in, and 

finally, "answering.the phone". 

There are ample notes for the review of the two-way direction. 

UnderbaJance would include unfortunate milieus which do not allow for 

enough development, i.e., "small town" mentality, totalitarianism; and 

it would include the individual's effort to close the door on any oppor

tunities or overtures from others. 
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Overbalance includes "blowing with every wind"; lacking the ability 

to discern what's happening and opening oneself to any "con" that comes 

along. Emphasis can be laid on the need for wisdom and csireful pru

dence in weighing decisions. 

Action vs. reaction points up the fact that one's life may be mere

ly a long succession of reactions to what happens instead of initiating 

actions. If one is a passive receptor, simply reacting and never really 

acting, one risks the achievement of self-actualization. 

It is necessary both to support oneself and to have networks of 

support. Supporting oneself means to be affirming of one's own being. 

This affirmation comes as a result of careful decision-making and suc

cessful attainment of goals, be they short- or long-range goals. Net

works of support are those ties which one has with others. Difficulty 

comes, especially for the elderly, as members of such networks die or 

become incapacitated. Therefore, a need constantly exists for such net

works to be renewed and continually regenerated. 

The principles governing reach-in are the same as those for reach-

out; a) What effects one is met by that one's Status A, b) What ef

fects one has influence only by means of his own acceptance of himself, 

c) Perspectives and perceptions provide added lenses for filtering. 

"Answering the phone" refers to goading a person to respond to teas

ing, tantalizing, or taunting. There are techniques to avoid such re

sponses, i.e., being prepared, thinking before speaking, remaining calm, 

analyzing WHY the botheration was there, and taking self-corrective 

measures. The red bsilloon of the teaser or taunter or tantalizer is 

effectively de-aired by a neutralizing response. 



27. It is a good thing to remember when comparing positive and negative 

reach-in that different folks do need different strokes. What may be 

wonderfully pleasing to one person may be absolutely abhorrent to an

other person. And so it is that some things that happen modify the 

perceptions and perspectives in a positive way while other things that 

happen modify these perceptions and perspectives in a negative way. For 

example, for someone who loves affection, a kiss may be pleasing, a hug 

or a smile may lighten the heart and brighten the day, providing some 

sort of affirmation. For another person, less given to affection, such 

token gestures are avoided at all costs. Just as the individual must 

be sensitive to those around him, so they must be sensitive to him. 

Reaching in to the educator are students, co-workers, administrators, 

parents, the media. These point up the necessity of doing keeping-up 

exercises in discernment and choice. If the educator refuses reach-in 

and is neither ready nor motivated to grow, he/she will inevitably ex

pand but will do so uncontrollably and with no aim or direction, being 

victimized — by choiceJ Such characters may be compaxed to cement 

blocks or sand dunes. 
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Encounter Six 

Lesson Plan VI. AcceptaJice of Others and by Others; 

Presentation: Discuss the writings of one or more authors who have 
analyzed the human being in terms of his self-actual
izing abilities. (Everett Shostrom, MAN THE MANIPU
LATOR, pp. 36-39, ^5-̂ 6, h9-51, 5 -̂55, 65, 58. This 
is ONE example of a base for such a discussion.) 
Use other creative examples: the Zoochees (copyright 
1978, A.M. Emrick), the Palace Intrigue, different 
foods, different colors, number lines, kitchen appli
ances, utensils, etc.28 
Analyze acceptance methods29 
Illustrate the factors of admiration and disdain-^ 
Discuss reversal of admiration and disdain-^ 
Utilize the two charts on acceptance as it refers to 
others (See Plates 16 and I7) 

Interaction: 

Socialization; 

Internalization: 

Production: 

The on-going discussions from reach-out and reach-in 

Break 

An examination by the self of at least 9 persons in 
one's life to see how one is accepting these persons 
and allowing them to accept oneself. 

Continuing work on the notebook; the journal card. 
The contract is also drawn up indicating how each per
son is going to go about fulfilling the work reqioired 
for an evaluation and/or grade. The examination 
cards may be reviewed by the students, especially if 
the facilitator has some questions about them; but 
they are kept in the assignment envelope after the 
review is finished. 
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28. Humorous ways of analyzing people have been used throughout his

tory. In this day of media control, one has merely to think of the 

cartooning and caricaturing which are found in newspapers and magazines, 

providing depictions of the human foibles to which many are prone. 

The Zoochees axe character types one might find on a school faculty. 

A fuller explanation of these will be given in another publication. 

Palace Intrigue is a game which uses the various characters found in a 

castle to delineate those found in an organization. Such characters 

might be the Grown Prince, the Emperor, the Courtesan, the Wizard, the 

Jester, etc. The reader is advised to be imaginative! Foods ELISO can 

serve as characterizations: the Roast Beef, the Ham, the Egg, etc. 

Different colors, borrowed from the spectrum as well as from mixtures 

more or less of human devising, call to mind the personalities of 

those characters found in the Graind Central of civilization: the Red, 

the Blue, the Grey, the Gold, the Purple, the Brass, the Opalescent, 

etc. Number lines are quite clear expressers of sentiment as well, and 

one hears now and then that on a scale of one to ten, she is a minus-

sixtyJ OR on a productivity continuum, he is about an eighty. Kitchen 

appliances describe humans too: the Pressure Cooker, the Microwave, 

the Toaster, the Coffee Pot, etc. And lest we forget, the lowly uten

sils can be used: the Sieve, the Slicer, the Measurer, the Knife, etc. 

The point of using these is to highlight foibles in an objective 

and non-threatening manner in order to lay the base for the acceptance 

discussions. Classes ordinarily enjoy such diversions because of their 

ability to identify with the cartooner and with the cartoonee. Some

times peculiarities become so inflated that they blot out the really 
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important issues. Letting the air out of them in such discussions as 

this facilitates the process of the understanding of self and of others 

too. 

29. Acceptance methods: a) People we like have commonalities with 

us, usually several elements not in conflict with elements in ourselves, 

e.g., if both persons value orderliness, if both are goxarmets, etc. 

b) People we like have non-commonalities with us, usually several ele

ments which are different from elements in o\urselves but which do not 

clash, e.g., if one is tall and the other is short, if one likes or 

prefers one sport while the other chooses a different sport, etc. 

c) People we dislike have commonalities with us, usually several ele

ments which are in conflict with those same elements in ourselves, e.g., 

if both persons are envious people, if both persons are physically at

tractive or skilled in the same ways, thus rivaling one another, etc. 

d) People we dislike have non-commonalities with us, usually several 

elements which are different from elements in ourselves and which are 

in conflict, e.g., if one values cleanliness while the other does not, 

if one is boisterous while the other is not, if one values courtesy 

while the other values discourtesy, etc. 

30. The factors of admiration and disdain may be set up as opposite 

ends of a continuum, or they may be considered as weights in a scale. 

If both factors are balanced perfectly, a condition of indifference 

exists. If there is heavier admiration, there is a positive attraction. 

If there is heavier disdain, there is repulsion. 
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31. In tipping the balance from aximiration to disdain (or vice versa), 

several things can be instrxmental. Additional discoveries (plus or 

minus) about another can leaid to attraction or repulsion. For example, 

if I have judged another unfavorably because of his seemingly money-

grasping ways and then find out that he is earning every possible cent 

he can in order to provide medical care for a critically ill child, the 

balance can be definitely changed in his favor. 

Additional discoveries about ourselves can upset the status quo. If 

I consider myself a superior scholar — because in THIS particular 

milieu the competition is not so chaillenging, though I may not realize 

this — and then I move to another area where competition is rougher, 

I may take another look at those who seemed so inferior, admiring their 

former efforts as I must now admire my ownJ 

Outside influences and pressures may also make a difference. If 

one is pressured by political necessity to "like" another or to "dis

like" another, the balance can once more be disturbed. For instance, if 

I belong to and value a particular club where those of another race are 

excluded, then in order to belong properly, I must dislike those of an

other race. 

The client in Personhood Development exercises a firmer control on 

his perceptions and perspectives, suspending judgment where possible 

and making the effort to see as much of the truth — positive AND nega

tive — as would be required to have an adequate assessment. One meth

od of doing this is the "benefit of the doubt" method. Alternate ex

planations, as many as possible, sire considered when one perceives 
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a situation so that snap judgments are NOT made. For example, if one 

observes another person crying, there COULD be a number of explanations, 

sadness being only one. 

31. If, in spite of all considerations, an individual comes up with 

a negative attitude towards another, there are several ways to cope 

with such antagonism. First, there is a need to examine reasons for 

disdain. Is it MY perception/perspective that colors the person unfa

vorably? Does the person appear negatively in my sights because he/she 

is REacting to ME? Second, a balance sheet listing all the plusses and 

minuses about the individual may show that there are indeed many 

favorable characteristics in the person for whom disdain is felt. 

Third, returning to the system of alternative thinking (see note 30). 

I may find enough "excuses" to alleviate the feelings of animosity. 

Fourth, the earnest effort to avoid reacting to another is best put to 

work here. Being a solid and confident self and minimizing the control 

of others can both strengthen and ennoble one. 

32. In the Analysis of Acceptance I (see Plate 16) there is a simple 

chart system to help the individual to determine how he is accepting 

the others in his local community, that particular group of people with 

whom he must relate. The levels of acceptance have already been dis

cussed (see note lO), and now these are applied to others who are also 

in the position of having these levels of being. On the chart, nine 

persons axe represented (A through l) who are to be named, the actual 

significant people who interact with the client. He asks himself, 

"Just how much of Person A (my son) can I accept?" The facilitator is 

cautioned to remind the students that accepting doesn't mean likingi 
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"Do I accept his externals, reminding myself that they axe merely ex

ternals?" The individual doing the exercises in Personhood Develop

ment often discovers that he has rejected an entire valuable being on 

some basis as foolish as skin color or physical ability or social man

ner. Thus, walls are at least knocked at, if not lowered altogether. 

The Analysis of Acceptance II (see Plate 1?) is like the first. 

The same persons who occupied places from A to I are again named, but 

this time the individual is asked how much of himself he allows others 

to accept. Is he loathe to share his ideas or ideals? Is he too shy 

to speak up in class for fear others will think him a slow thinker? 

Another caution: Level 5 — self-revelation, the Realm of the 

Hidden Self — is totally private. Self-revelation may be made par

tially only to one or two others in one's whole lifetime. However, 

the other realms may more easily be shared. 
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Encoimter Seven 

Lesson Plan VII. Goal-setting for Target Areas; 

Presentation: 

Interaction; 

Study the chairts on goal-setting (See Plates 18, 19, 
and 20)33 
Introduce preliminary considerations — 
RELATING; What can I reach almost immediately? How 
can I reach it? What might it cost me? 

VALUING; What areas need immediate implementing? 
What areas can be tackled most easily? What areas 
will provide difficulties? From listed possibili
ties for each of the nine areas, what costs would 
accrue to their implementation? 

THINKING; What areas are remiss? What can be im
proved with little effort? What areas will take 
more effort? What will it cost me to write up my 
personal philosophy of education and to implement 
it immediately? 

WORKING: What areas need attention? How can I find 
out how to Improve? What might it cost me? 

RELAXING: What do I need to do here? How do I leam? 
What might it cost me? 

Discussion of possible methods/means, etc., of reach
ing target areas 

Internalization: The actual written diagnosis of each area, the Status A 
of the avenues. 

Socialization; Break (This break will be staggered because different 
people will have different stopping times in this 
activity listed above.) 

Production; Notebook work; journal caird. The illustration of how 
a colored pen may assist one to "see" one's actual 
diagnosis. The pen is used in each area of the major 
chcirt (see Plate 5) "to color in the degree of complete
ness the client feels. (See Plate 21) 
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33* One considers how one relates now and how one would LIKE to be 

able to relate in, say, another YEAR. The same consideration is made 

for each avenue. The vision of what one would like to be plus the 

Status A Inventory will facilitate the foreseeing of obstacles and ad

vantages to his pursuing a course of self-development. He must weigh 

the alternatives eind consider the consequences of any resolve he may 

choose to make so that the cost of such effort will be clear. For ex

ample, if one values his health and needs to lose weight to enhance his 

health, he must consider which ways he can accomplish this improvement. 

Diet is one; exercise is another. Obviously, there is cost involved. 

If he is imwilling to pay the cost, he is not going to achieve this 

value. If he does choose to pay the cost, then he must make a plan, 

using strategy and some tactics in order to fac'litate the weight loss. 

The choice of action involves any or all of the facets of growth. 

(See Plate 20) In another year — if that is the time chosen by him — 

he will have to adjust the inventory again because he will have a new 

Status A and he will need to repeat the process to attain a new Status B. 

The goal is continuous growth. 
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Encounter Eight 

Lesson Plan VIII. Goal Implementation; 

Presentation: Continue the work of the previous day to be built on 
the diagnostics of each individual 
Set up the goal-implementation, the summary sheet for 
each area in the notebook (See Plate 3) 
Utilize time for discussion and questions 

Interaction; The questions for discussion in this phase are — 
a) What strengths have you observed in educators? 

In yourself perhaps? 
b) What talents? (Reminder: Talents in Personhood 

Development are defined as those skills which a 
person has "naturally" without anyone having to 
teach him. Thus, these may include a number of 
things which ordinarily would not be considered 
talents in the sense of aptitude-development which 
is the usual definition of talents.) 

c) What sources are available for information, di
rection, and support? 

d) What habits are desirable in any educator? 
e) What habits should be less noticeable in an edu

cator? 

Socialization; Break 

Internalization: Comparing Status A with Status B; weighing costs; 
beginning to formulate early internal plans 

Production! Notebook work, the diagnosis pages; the journal card; 
listing personal strengths, talents, sources, habits 
to cultivate, habits to lessen or eradicate 
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Encounter Nine 

Lesson Plcin IX. The Cycle for Excellence (SHARE); 

Presentation: The Cycle for Excellence, SHARE (Sharing Helpful And 
Revitalizing Elements), is a sysiem for group develop
ment. Total notes are provided.^ However, students 
may need only the first page of the program — the ab
stract — and/or the final page of it — the diagram — 
in order for them to study the plan. (See Figure 5) 

Interaction: The questions for discussion are — 
a) To what degree could SHARE be of help in a school 

year for a faculty? 
b) What about an entire school system; would it 

help for everyone to use such a system? 
c) In what ways could teachers help to get it 

started? 
d) In what ways could administrators help? 
e) What benefits accrue to the implementation of 

SHARE? 

Socialization: Break 

Internalization: Working on the personal plan; working on the project. 
(Note: Work on the project may be done outside the 
classroom, especially where extensive library research 
may be being utilized or where extensive art work has 
been chosen.) 

Production: The continuance of the project, the notebook, and the 
journal card. 

Note: Figure 5 and page 145 may also be used as plates 
at the discretion of the facilitator. 
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3^* The Cycle for Excellence; A Tentative Solution to See and Fill 
Teacher Needs (copyright 1978) 

A. Remote 
Prepcirations: 

V 
B. Proximate 

Preparations: 

C. The Program 
Itself: 

-Professional reading; educational background 
-Knowledge of requirements for certification and 
re-certification 
-Knowledge of general aims of education 
-Knowledge of varied teaching theories 
-Knowledge of subject matter to be taught 

-Climate of openness set by administrators, facili
tators, teachers in the system 
-Facilities to foster openness: social atmosphere 
preceding and following faculty meetings, luncheons, 
picnics, potluck suppers, whatever lends to enhanc
ing the socicil picture 
-A clear knowledge of and study for the programs so 
that tentative scheduling may be conducted 

-Planting: 
Step 1 Psychological stage-setting 
Step 2 Acceptance; efforts to be non-judgmental 
Step 3 The Goal-Outside-Self 
Step 4 The Goal-Within 

-Buildings 
Step 5 Creation of evaluation standards/criteria 
Step 6 Varied viewpoints on proposed criteria 

from administrators, parents, those out
side the professional ranks of education 

Step 7 Recommendations by teachers for helping 
admi nlstrators 

-Renewing: 
Step 8 SHARE sessions (Sharing Helpful And Re

vitalizing Elements) 

-Supporting: 
Step 9 Supporting eind fostering by teachers and 

administrators of what is reaching the 
internal and external goals 

-Forming Community: 
Step 10 Esprit de corps enabling all to question, 

"Where can we Improve?" 

D. Annual Renewal of Cycle for Excellence (See Figure 5 . )  



REMOTE 
PREPARATION 

plus 

PROXIMATE 
PREPARATION 

PROGRAM INITIATION— 
1. Administrator 
2. Facilitator(s) 

Steps! 
1. Psychological stage-setting 
2. Acceptance 
3. Goal-Outside-Self 
k. Goal-Within-Self 
5. Planning evaluation 
6. Added input 
7. Input to administrators 
B. SHARE sessions 
9. Mutual support 
10. Esprit de corps 

CLIMATE 

FOR 

GROWTH 

Step 9 

Figure 5- The Cycle for Excellence 
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A. Remote Preparation; 

Those essentials listed under this heading are pre-supposed fac

tors before a teacher is hired. They would be covered in his profes

sional preparation as well as in his on-going development in the field. 

Granted, there are those who have not "cracked a book" in some years and 

who are waiting out their days to be let out to pasture. That CANNOT be 

allowed to put such a negative damper on the program that other teachers 

who are willing to make professional progress may have their efforts 

stifled. Under the title "professional reading" we should understand 

that courses in education, curriculiam, philosophy, psychology, etc., are 

counted. 

B. Proximate Preparation; 

The climate for openness is of primary importance! The CHIEF 

ADMINISTRATOR of the school is responsible for FOSTERING this essential, 

but every member of the school faculty is also responsible. The admin

istrator's introduction must include WORDS and ACTIONS (most especially 

actions!) determined to inform and convince his teachers that he and 

they can do so much if they work together as a TEAK. 

If it would be to the advantage of the school, the administra

tor (who may himself not be a dynamic person, though he must be sincere) 

can invite a facilitator or a team of such persons (perhaps three) to 

work with the entire group in presenting the ideals of the Cycle for 

Excellence. Sometimes an outsider can move a group a little more ob

jectively, a little more easily, especially if thei« has been some break

down in communications between administrator and staff. 
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Those who have been in the system for a longer time can in many 

cases be called on to aid the climate in the formulating of realistic 

goals. Unfortunately, there axe some who neither can nor will do such 

contributing; but again, it must be stressed that their influence 

CANNOT be allowed to sour the efforts of the others, (if you have a 

lemon, squeeze it and make lemonade1) 

Facilitators may be members from the teaching profession, nom

inated by the teachers themselves, or they may be highly qualified and 

experienced members of psychologists' institutes. There may be in some 

schools members of the faculty who are respected enough by the teachers 

cind administrators to do the job. At any rate, someone needs to ini

tiate and continue to move forward the project at hand. The teachers 

themselves (AND the administrators!) are going to be directly benefited 

in the working out of the cycle. 

It has been found to be beneficial if the faculty has a kind of 

"social initiator" — a person who provides opportunities for faculty 

socializing. So many activities can be planned and enjoyed as a whole. 

This type of activity is far from a waste of timej in fact, such "wast

ing of time" is of prime importance because, before all else, teachers 

and administrators are PEOPLE. 

Not only "playing" but also THINKING can be a most profitable 

pursuit, a teacher exchanging ideas with members of his own profession. 

Intellectual exchange and problem-solving not only lend themselves to 

creativity but they also are tremendous ways to get to know one's col

leagues. (Over beer? Cigars? Coffee? Donuts?) 
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The concept cam be introduced in such a way that the teajchers 

themselves can set up some scheduling, at least for the first few 

goals. If there is an unusual amount of fear or hesitancy in the 

teachers, the facilitator(s) can set up a few dates, at least mentally, 

so that there is an opportunity to go through the process in the year. 

C. The Program Itself; 

Planting: .The group may be benefited by some types of workshops 

/ on group dynamics and personal interaction. Clever uses 

/ of a build-up can sometimes bring about curiosity and 

/ interest; the administrator himself can refresh his 

/ memory on the tenets of good administration; a lot of 

Step 1 responsibility for the groundwork is his, even though 

\ facilitators may share in it. Some type of input regard

ing basic maturity in individuals — as applied to teach

ers in particular — can be valuable. Workshops of many 

types and kinds have been worked out by psychologists in 

training big-business personnel. 
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,The acceptance-of-others concept is not as difficult 

as it may seem. Like so many other things, it requires 

a step-by-step implementation. We accept others in 

this way: a) externals, b) internals, c) ideas, 

d) ideals, e) hidden self. (See note lO) Obviously, 

if we do not accept on the first plane, we will be very 

Step 2 slow indeed to get to the second. If we can't get past 

either of these, there will be little hope to work more 

deeply. Each step above is a deepening one in a rela

tionship. Nor will we be able to accept immediately or 

deeply on every plane. With some persons we can be al

most "soul mates" but with others we find our foibles 

— and theirs — get in the way. 

The Goal-Outside-Self is the COMMON TASK upon which the 

reasons for teaching and certification are based. This 

will apply especially to parts c, d, and e of Step 2. 

The Goal-Outside-Self may center on "student-oriented 

education" — for instance, what are the best ways to 

reach youngsters and do an effective job of teaching? 

All of this is geared to OBJECTIVITY, which is an im-

'portant factor in any type of evaluation work. 

Step 3 
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/

The Goal-Wlthin Is the PARTICULAR TASK upon which the 

reasons for teaching and certification are based. There 

cire two questions flowing quite naturally from the a-

Step 4 bove common task, and these attack the particular task: 

\

a) How do I reach youngsters? and b) How do I do ef

fective teaching? Both of these questions are serious 

determinants of good teachers. 

Building: From the above-mentioned particulars, there is a return 

I to objectivity. The teachers themselves must plan 

/ stcindards amd criteria by which they themselves can be 

/ measured. Careful thought can prevent stifling creati-

/ vity when this task is performed. Instructors thus en-

/ gaged do the actual work of formulating axid polishing 

/ their instrument. Such ̂  tool, worked out by those to 

Step 5 be evaluated, in an honest exchange, can be a valid 

technique — far more valid, it may be argued, than one 

made by outside critics. The teachers can then begin 

their own personal evaluations in the classrooms. The 

criteria have to be tested; no instrument is of value 

unless it is somehow tried. And growing out of the 

"think-tank" process, the sharing of personal evalua

tions is quite natural, especially where the climate 

has been created and MAINTAINED. 
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,Having dravra up a working draft, the teaching team now 

Invites outsiders to sit In with them and make sug

gestions on the proposed criteria. Administrators will 

add their particular points of view; parents can add 

valuable Insights; students give excellent articula

tion, especially when they know their teachers are will

ing to hear them (and often the students SHOULD be 

heaxdJ); the secretarial staff and maintenance per

sonnel can be tapped for feedback. 

By this time, it should be apparent that administrators 

can with profit take suggestions from the teachers re

garding administrative practices. Here is another form 

of feedback which is of great Importance. If the teach

ing is to improve, the milieu in which the teaching and 

learning axe done must Improve as well. Besides, ad

ministrators need certification also; teachers axe in

valuable sources of good Ideas regarding procedures 

used by administrators. 
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SHARE sessions are held between teachers and — 

a) their professional equals 

b) their students (done by survey or group sampling; 

questionnaires, if worded well, can tell much about 

teachers without asking for out-and-out criticism; 

for instance, a form can list all the subjects al

phabetically for a student who will then rank the 

subjects "hardest to easiest" and/or "like-the-most 

to like-the-least"J students can answer questions 

such as where they feel the "most secure" or where 

they do their "best work"; just this much can give 

valuable feedback to teachers without being unneces

sarily threatening.) 

c) their associates in other departments (for broaden

ing techniques and gaining new insights) 

d) their department heads ̂ d/or administrators 

SHARE sessions can take the form of — 

a) expressing satisfaction with certain techniques and 

procedures ("I have found that such-and-such is 

really. . .") 

b) questioning what seems irrelevant or detrimental to 

their original goals ("Don't you think that such-and-

such procedures can be streamlined or updated or 

discarded or . . . ") 
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,,c) suggesting creative ideas to better the program 

("I think we could do better if we. . . ") 

d) sharing matters of indecision ("Would it be better 

if I . . .") 

e) visiting other classrooms ("Let me see how you hsin-

Step 8 die such-and-such. . .") 
(cont'd.) 

f) speaking of troubled areas in their own teaching 

("I wish I could. . .") 

g) inviting suggestions ("How could I. . .") 

^h) opening their own classrooms to others ("Gome and 

see what happens when I. . . ") 

Supporting: , Teachers and administrators and their aides form a 

supportive team for ideas, plans, programs; ajid this 

team fosters what is most effective in reaching the 
Step 9 

internal and external goals — 

a) Are we reaching the youngsters in a positive way? 

^b) Are we teaching effectively? 

Forming ^We like us! And we're willing to go through it again 
Community: 

because it was great! We can see where we've been, 

where we're going, and some more ideas on how to get 

Step 10 there. The effect of the esprit de corps cannot be 

overrated; where the morale is high and the motivation 

is good and the teachers work well together, there is 

bound to be an upsurge of new thinking and development. 
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Encounter Ten 

Lesson Plan X. A Working Philosophy; 

Presentation: Set up the game of mlx-and-match (See Plate 22) 
Do several readings35 
Introduce five points of a working philosophy36 

Interaction: The on-going discussion, begun in the previous days, 
which will now include some comments on the five 
points of the working philosophy 

Socialization: Break 

Internalization: The presentation of a sample philosophy; the compo
sition of one's own philosophy, using the five points 
given at the beginning of the session 

Production: Notebook work continued; the journal card; the per
sonal philosophy 
Final exaun cards are returned for additions from the 
last five sessions. These are handed in with the 
journal cards. 

35- The game of mix-and-match is played in order to set the stage for 

the building of a personal philosophy. Statements will read somewhat 

like this: "Students are (animals): the educational process is to 

(torture them); the teacher contributes by (trapping them); his/her 

role is therefore to be (an animal trainer)." The parenthesized words 

are replaced -- more or less to the horror of the clients — to illus

trate some of the basic ideas in building a philosophy. The more inimi

cal to the alternatives the students become, the clearer their own ideas 

will become. That is why it is necessary to use such terrible examplesl 

36. After this introductory phase, the five points of a working philo

sophy are given. These points serve as a skeletail structure to focus 

attention effectively and to avoid the airy and unsubstantial state

ments usually found in meaningless philosophies. 
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The five points of a working philosophy are: 

1) What is my concept of a student? 

2) What is the purpose of education? 

3) What is the teacher's purpose and/or contribution? 

What role does the teacher play and how does he see himself 

operating within the educational milieu? 

5) Therefore, what kind of person must the teacher be? 
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Encounter Eleven 

Lesson Plan XI. Role Expectation; 

Presentation: Define role expectation, stereotypicism, stereotyp-
itis, stereotypectoray37 
Discuss roles3P 

Interaction: The working out of some school roles and the matching 
of these to the continuum lines39 

Socialization: Break 

Internalization: The 
N a 

b 
c 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 

consideration of these questions — 
What do your co-workers expect of others? 
What do your administrators expect of others? 
What do your co-workers expect of YOU? 
What do your administrators expect of YOU? 
What do you expect of THEM? 
What do you expect of your students? 
What do they expect of you? 
Are expectations (a) through (g) realistic? 

The consideration of the ideals — 
a) My co-workers are going to be. 
b) My students are going to be . . . 
c) What must I do to get them that way? 

Production: Notebook work; project work; journal cards 

37- What is role expectation? It is the defining of who a person is by 

means of the role he carries rather than by the reality of his person-

hood. For example, we pre-judge the stereotype to be the reality when 

we imagine that all gamblers are slit-eyed crooks in pin-striped suits. 

Where does role expectation come from? It comes from fiction, from 

motion pictures, from bigotry, from any n\wiber of other sources. 

The "virus" stereotypicism is a "germ" that operates where inordin

ate role expectations are thriving. It produces an "illness" that 

results from ingrown role expectation. The "cure" is an awareness of 

it and the performing of a stereotypectomy to root it out. 
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38. What is in the mind of the action-initiator (actor) and in the 

mind of the action-receptor (receiver) meets sometimes in a situation-

interaction which is perhaps the only thing the two have in common. 

a lot of what happens in this situation-interaction depends on the ini-

ticil perception/perspective. Thus, some continuum lines can be drawn. 

The two extremes of each line are; l) fulfillment and frustration, 

2) admiration and disappointment/disdain, 3) surprise and no surprise, 

k) love Eind hate, 5) friendship and enmity. For instance, if a 

student's experience has led him to believe that teachers Eire really 

rotten people, what happens when he gets a teacher who doesn't fit that 

bill at all and who thus destroys the mold? And what if the reverse is 

true, where he expected someone fine and got someone not so fine? 

There axe literally dozens of examples to illustrate these continuum 

lines. Note 39 will give some direction on this matter. 

Some typical roles outside the school milieu can illustrate the 

stereotype: elderly people (helpless, doddering, cranky, foolish), 

lawyers (rich, wily, windy), politicians (crooked, power-hungry), 

car dealers (unscrupulous, dishonest), etc. 

Some typical roles in the school milieu can also illustrate the 

stereotype: principals (unrealistic, crabby), young teachers (poor 

disciplinarians, flighty), janitors (lazy, slow-witted), etc. 

What happens when a role is before us and the acts of the person in 

that role do not fit the role? ("Rain" by Somerset Maugham; Msiria when 

she first met the von Trapp children; Christ and the people who wanted 

a pre-set version of the Messiah.) The point is that many persons cling 

to the stereotype — and miss the personI Very bad news for a school. 
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39• The work in this discussion centers around the roles in a school. 

The group names the various roles represented in the academic scene and 

then discovers how each role may fit the continuum lines. For example, 

how does a principal contribute to the fulfillment or to the frustra

tion of his staff? How does a teacher contribute to the fulfillment 

or to the frustration of his/her students? What makes students admire 

some good teachers and disdain others? 
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Encounter Twelve 

Lesson Plan XII. The Art of Decision-Making; 

Presentation: 

Interaction: 

Discuss decision, the kinds of decisions, and the 
agents of decision-making^^ 
Illustrate the decision-making process^^ 

Silent consideration on given points 
a) I want to be a good teacher. 
b) I do not want ANYONE to know I actually earned a 
million dollars last year. 

Socialization: Break 

IntemcLxization: The examination, carefully made, of the sets of con
sequences that will accrue to my own actions in get
ting from my Status A to my Status B. If some stu
dents would like to share their sets of consequences 
that are not too private, they may do so if time per
mits. 

Production: Notebook work; project workj journal cards 

40. A decision is the making up of one's mind to choose a particular 

selection from alternatives offered; a judgment; a firming-up from 

loose possibilities. If there are no alternatives, then the decision 

becomes actually a forced choice. For example, if one is falling down 

the stairs, he does not stop at each step and decide to go one more or 

to stay where he isl 

Sometimes we make our own decisions, and sometimes others make 

them for us. The more we can control our own decisions, the more we 

are able to direct our lives. 

The same categories used in Note 25 may be used in this work on 

decision-making. The following example may serve to spark the group 

discussion: 
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Decisions made by the individual: 

MAJOR — to go to war, to get married, to get a job, to change 

employment, to go to college, etc. (deliberate assent, 

usually requiring quite a bit of thought) 

MINOR — what to eat first, what to bathe first, how to sit down, 

whether to scratch my nose, etc. (one by one, more or less 

attentively addressed) 

BLATANT — to take a stand on an issue, to go to court, to ask a ques

tion, to cheer a team, etc. (attentive and purposeful) 

SUBTLE — the millions of judgments made as the senses are bombarded: 

that person is dressed, a car is coming, that smells good, 

the phone is ringing, etc. (inattentive amd sometimes ac

cidental) 

Decisions made by someone else: 

MAJOR — a new governor takes office on the death of the old, etc. 

MINOR — traffic signals turn every 45 seconds, these tomatoes are 

33!^ each, etc. 

BLATANT — bussing to achieve integration, somebody maJces me poor by 

stealing my money, etc. 

SUBTLE — someone decides you look nice, someone judges your manners 

imsuitable, jello is served for dinner, etc. 

It is to be noted that major and blatamt distinctions are blurry, just 

as minor and subtle are blurry. Also under differing circumstances, a 

minor may become a major, etc. 
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41. In this discussion the material centers aroxmd the ACT of making 

decisions. In making decisions, THOUGHT precedes ACTION whether the 

thought is conscious or not actually. So what is thought about? It is 

very much like voting because before you pull the lever or mark the 

box, you consider what is likely to occur if this person or that is 

elected. Therefore, before acting, one thinks of the consequences of 

the act and considers them carefully. One does not get into the water 

if one does not wish to get wet. It is also noteworthy that conse

quences come in SETS, not just one by one. This fact should be obvious, 

but for an example, one may think about what happens to the compulsive 

liar. 

The ART comes in, as with every other art, as I polish up what I 

need to use to make decisions, my CPM (Consequence Perceiving Kechanism), 

that is, how quickly, accurately, and well that I can choose correctly 

from alternatives, rejecting or accepting as I go along in the process. 

The following situation may serve as an example: 

I am considering the advantages of having money. Here is a bank. 

The action is getting the money. I caJi l) go in and get it by force, 

2) go in and get a loan, 3) go in and remove it from my account if I 

have one, ij-) do without. Here is where further perceptions and perspec

tives enter in: l) How do I see stealing/robbery? 2) How about bor

rowing from an institution? 3) What about removing money from my ac

count? 4) How do I see doing without? 

If none of these appeal, drop the bank idea and go back to squaxe 

one: I want to get some money. What other acts may I do? I can get 

a job, but if I do. . . I can borrow from a friend, but if I do . . . 
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I can sell something I have, but if I do. . .1 can beg for it, but if 

1 do • • • 

Ever and ever finer whittling takes place until I can make a de

cision, getting down to a set of consequences I can be satisfied with. 

From this short scenario the students can grasp the concepts of 

decision-making very clearly. 

k2. The students will consider the statements one at a time because 

each one is a distinct and separate ex-ample. 

The first is: I want to be a good teacher. The act is, of course, 

doing good teaching. How may I go about getting to be a good teacher 

and thus doing good teaching? For each possibility during the silent 

thought time, the students try to think of sets of consequences for 

every step taken. 

The second is: I do not want ANYONE to know I actually earned a 

million dollars last year. The act is keeping a fact totally hidden. 

How can I go about hiding the actual status of my finances, given the 

fact that I earned a million dollars? Again, with each possibility 

there will be a set of consequences, some of which will be terrible to 

think about. For example, if I really don't want anybody to know, I am 

going to have to destroy some records of the person who paid me. I may 

even have to do away with himl 

The point of this last question is to show that doing something is 

much easier than hiding something that has been done. At any rate, the 

decision process will surely be quite clearly understood after this 

session of sharing aiid interacting is over. 
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Encounter Thirteen 

Lesson Plan XIII. Developing Diagnostic Skills; 

Presentation: Define diagnosis. (The act or process of deciding 
the nature of a diseased condition BY EXAMINATION; 
a CAREFUL IN\'ESTIGATION of the FACTS to determine 
the nature of a thing; the DECISION or OPINION re
sulting from such examination or Investigation. 

Consider the words: dls ease 
crisis (Chinese — danger + 

opportunity) 
Discuss harmony, authenticity, ease. 
Discuss disharmony, inauthenticity, dis-ease.^3 

Interaction: 

Socialization: 

The analysis of the five avenues of modification in 
light of the above presentation^ 

Break 

Interaction 
(continued): The analysis of group behavior (e.g., faculty) in 

light of the above presentation^5 

Internalization: Discovering within the self the areas of inauthenti
city and disharmony and dis-ease which need replac
ing with other modes in order to come to harmony and 
authentic selfhood. 

Production: Notebook; project; journal cards 

43. For Personhood Development's diagnosis an individual needs to KNOW 

two things: l) What's harmonious and authentic? 2) What's not har

monious and authentic? (These, of course, refer to the life of the 

educator.) 

Herein axe included notes from Bernard Tyrrell's work CHRISTO-

THERAPY that will be helpful to the facilitator. This definitive work 

provides material which can aid the understanding of the concepts which 

are included in this encounter. 
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(not a direct quote) p. 6: As light dispels darkness and 
truth dispels ignorance, so harmony must displace un-harmony 
and authentic integrity must remove inauthenticity. 

(quoting Dr. Thomas Hora, psychiatrist) p. 6-7'. In the 
last analysis, we may arrive at the momentous discovery that 
what we as psychotherapists say has little or no effect (un
less at times detrimental), and what really matters is WHAT 
WE AEE. Thus we come back to a Taoist insight of over 2,000 
years ago pronounced by that Chinese sage Lao-Tzus "The way 
to do is to be." 

p. 10: Existential diagnosis involves the discovery or 
understanding of the meaning of the negative factors in one's 
life. . . the disharmonies which one experiences. 

p. 11 (italics mine): Existence speaks from the body VIA 
the symptoms, from the mind VIA the mental condition, from the 
destiny VIA the unfolding of personal history. 

p. 11: ... it is impossible to move toward the positive 
without also coming to grips with the negative. 

p. 37' Responsibility, then, is a key concept in reality 
therapy. To act responsibly is to fulfill one's needs without 
depriving others of the ability to fulfill their needs. 

p. 39! Response-ability is an ability . . . whereby one 
is able to respond to authentic value. From this perspective 
responsibility is not a duty or burden but a gift, a privi
lege, a capacity for growth toward enlightenment. It is 
through responsible action that we actively receive inner 
fulfillment. Bernard Lonergan lends support to this approach 
to responsibility when he stressed that to achieve authenti
city and self-fulfillment it is necessary for an individual 
to obey the inner exigencies of the human spirit. Lonergan 
indicates that the imperative "Be responsible" is the cul
minating existential imperative in the series of what he 
terms the four transcendental precepts: Be Attentive! Be 
Intelligent! Be Reasonable! Be Responsible! Self-fulfill
ment, in Lonergan's terms, involves constant fidelity to these 
imperatives of the spirit. Failure to obey these dynamic 
spiritual exigencies puts us in a state of war with ourselves 
and precludes the possibility of the fulfillment of what Glas-
ser terms the basic human need to be and feel worthwhile to 
oneself emd to others. 
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p. 66: The human person as he exists is in the process 
of becoming. He exists somewhere between zero and infinity. 

p. 66: For there is a gap between what the person 
presently is cUid what he is called to become — and self-
image and transformation in self-image axe mediating fac
tors between what is presently in the individual and what 
is yet to be. 

p. 69: ... an individual tends to operate in accord 
with the image he has of himself, and his operations in tvim 
tend to confirm him in his self-image and to mold the self 
in accord with the self-image. A certain self-fulfilling 
prophecy becomes operative. 

p. 76: In his chief work, REASON AND EMOTION IN PSYCHO
THERAPY, (Dr. Albert) Ellis points out eleven major irra
tional ideas which he finds rather commonplace in our cul
ture, and which often lead persons who hold one or more of 
them into various forms of emotional illness or neurosis. 
Among these irrational ideas are: l) the idea that it is 
necessary for an adult to be loved or approved by every 
significant person in the community; 2; the idea that one 
must be completely competent in all possible respects in 
order to be worthwhile; 3) the idea that it is awful and 
catastrophic when things sire not the way one wants them; 
4) the idea that human unhappiness is externally caused, 
and that one has little or no control over sorrows and dis
turbances; 5) the idea that it is easier to avoid the dif
ficulties and responsibilities of life than to face them. 
There is need to discover and then put off certain false men
tal attitudes and to put on a more positive rational mentality. 

4^+. With all of this in the framework of Personhood Development, ana

lysis of the five avenues of modification is possible. The students 

may maike suggestions for what types of being/acting would be authentic 

and harmonious with one's life as an educator. Mention needs to be made 

of some modes which are not harmonious and not authentic too. A remind

er seems in order here: every individual must make his own "map" and 

his own way; therefore, it is important to LISTEN and NOT to JUDGE. 
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The same operational terms may be used for group behavior. For 

example, what modes would render a faculty harmonious? Inhaxmonious? 

Authentic? Inauthentic? Dis-eased? Eased? 
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Encounter Fovirteen 

Lesson Plan XIV. Problems Educators Face In Developing Personhood; 

This section can take the form of a round-table discussion where the 

problems are brought and solutions suggested. It can also be profitably-

useful to have a film, one which would help to personify what authenti

city or harmonious modes are possible in professional people, or one 

where some actual diagnostic skills may be used in analyzing a person 

on the screen. If this is done, the best possibility would be a film 

about a teacher, e.g., "Good Morning, Miss Dove" or something similar. 

For other suggestions, see Plate 2. 

Encounter Fifteen 

lesson Plan X ' J .  Final Examination. Sujiunative Evaluation, Miscellany, 
Field Trip; 

The concluding session integrates the business and pleasure of having 

shared the experience of learning which Personhood Development has pro

vided. The facilitator ajid .the clients contribute input for upgrading 

and evaluating the course, the process, the materials. A social affair, 

a picnic or luncheon or potluck supper or swim party or whatever, is a 

good way to conclude. Such is, after all, representative of the fifth 

avenue of modification, relaxing. 

Conclusion 

This concludes the FIRST phase of Chapter 4 of the dissertation. 

Three parts of this chapter remain: l) how to adapt the course for life

time usage, 2) how to Implement the philosophy in allied curricula, 

3) evaluative considerations. 
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Universal Applications for the System 

In the beginning of this project the system of Personhood De

velopment was said to have broader implications than a basic cuirriculum 

of purely academic abstraction. To set the tone for thinking along 

this line, it will be necessary to revert to the original design with 

its twenty central elements and its five avenues of modification. Em

phasis, like a spotlight, can then progress through the advancing ages 

and life styles so that alleged relevance may be more clearly seen. 

Infancy, especially to the first-time parent, supplies a series 

of puzzles, the complete collection of which is dubbed parenting. Gen

erations have laid the groundwork with tentative solutions to the mys

teries of child-rearing. Pronouncements of psychologists have led this 

or that parent in this or that direction; but no one has risen from the 

morasses of weighty theories with an all-time, all-place plan, foolproof 

emd totally in command of the situation. To tell the truth, there isn't 

any plan because every child is unique, fitting no mold exactly. He is 

predictably non-predictable, wonderfully so. However, he has in common 

with all other humans the same basic plan of personhood. From his ear

liest days he has age and general health, most definite preferences and 

strong feelings about things, desires, motives, habits, disposition, per

sonality, and readiness. As time goes by, he acquires proficiencies in 

his aptitudes and begins to manifest his talents. He sorts out fears 

from sures, collecting and amassing what is to be the history of his 

childhood and of his previous experiences. Little by little he receives 

training in his familial and cultural milieu; early hopes are bom; in

spiring factors are introduced in formal and informal ways. Ultimately, 
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he can stand for longer periods and walk ever greater distances as his 

bones, muscles, nerves take on new strength and size. 

Would it not be of benefit to parents to have a basic guideline 

so that life becomes the fullest possible experience from the child'f 

earliest recollections? And daring to dream even further, would it not 

be of immeasurable advantage to have the educational system continue 

that plan initiated by parental concern so that the goals of home, 

school, and child are imified? 

The terms used in Personhood Development are purposeful in 

their simplicity, useful to everyone, possible in implementation. In

stead of the do-and-don't approach — which tends to negate the child's 

uniqueness — innumerable combinations of experiences are made for ap

plicability to suit the individual. As soon as he is able, the child 

is allowed to initiate his own growing plans, thus putting in motion 

the self-actualization he can practice all his life. He also operates 

through the five avenues of modification. His first relating activi

ties involve his parents in his life. In quite a large measure, they 

are responsible for his introduction to values, many of which they 

will hold all their lives. They are the first tutors of thought and 

of work and of relaxation. What a monumental responsibility they have! 

The first "journal" of the life the child lives is dictated by him to 

them for careful chronicling. 

Target areas are added as the child advances in age, widening 

his horizons. With every new person, each new value, response-ability 

increases. Learning experiences abound. For the first several years 

he, with his parents, is investing in his Personhood Development; he is 
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not just waiting around until he gets to be a certain age. Each period 

of life has its advantages, and he can savor these without impatience 

— if the "climate" is right. 

From the basic diagram flow programs for children in the pri

mary, elementary, and secondary schools. There are possibilities for 

courses for adults in college, courses for facilitators, for educators, 

and for any other professional and/or religious groups. The mode can 

be adapted for group development also. People in their middle years 

can seek renewal through its methods; so can persons in retirement. 

Wherever there are people, there can be Personhood Development's ap

proach. Keeping in mind the terms as they are defined, the facilitator 

need only adjust the target areas to fit the bill to any need. 

Lessons 

To illustrate how lessons can be created for students, some 

sample sessions are included. (See Appendix C.) Educators will readily 

see how these can be modified to fit older or younger pupils. The ones 

shown in Appendix C were originally designed to aid junior high school 

students in their Personhood Development quests. TITLES are the same; 

the THEMES differ depending on what is being emphasized in the lesson. 

Personhood Development is based on personal decisions; hence, the 

word "Decision" with the current yeax, e.g. "Decision '80". 

The first unit — Theme: From Rags to Riches — was utilized 

to set the tone for the year, illustrating growth advantages and im

portance. The avenues of modification are the focusing agents given 

in the lesson introduction. Using art in a creative way helped to 
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make the lesson more enjoyable. Articulating resolves — actually 

printing the words — contributed to definite practicality. It should 

be noted that those who went through this exercise had already experi

enced two years of growth according to the Personhood Development plan. 

This particular lesson could be expanded to a series of shorter classes 

or to cin entire day's workshop. 

The second unit — Theme: Habits of the Mind That Can Destroy 

Us — grew out of the value of mental health and the internal element 

of habits. However, there are several other elements and avenues which 

the lesson hits. The reader is advised to peruse the unit carefully 

for his own interpretations. 

The third session provides a loose planning of time for an all-

day workshop. Its theme, Patterns in Communication, calls to mind the 

avenue of relating. A transition lesson, it works towards the growth 

plan. Notice the movement from how-I-am to how-I'd-like-to-be which is 

worked into the format. Disposition and personality are also definitely 

emphasized, though neither is mentioned specifically. This vinit is a 

hot-off-the-press one, growing out of a discussion by the team of 

teachers regarding student needs in the art of communicating. Students 

by their actions often communicate what they do not actually MEAN to 

communicate. 

The last of the samples — Theme: Obstacles Can Be Advantages — 

illustrates the use of vicarious experiencing. Focusing on obstacles, 

it shows the type of lesson that may be drawn up for students in the 

planning stages of Personhood Development. It also aims at the 
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student's continuing thought in this area, spreading out over all his 

days and times and not just at his "school" times. He has time too to 

see where he might need some counseling which would be available from 

his team of teachers. 

Teacher-planning is of utmost importance in any type of Per-

sonhood Development program to be used in the schools. "Canned" les

sons need to be avoided in favor of those presentations of CURRENT, 

PRESSING concerns, such as that mentioned in the discussion about Pat

terns in Communication. Time-wasting lags can be most detrimental to 

the client's development. These skeletal patterns are merely indica

tions of the directions such a course can take; so in and of them

selves, they are incomplete. Each instructor — keeping in mind the 

guidelines and the timing to ensure an entire program in a year's 

time — must design his own course to fit the needs of the students 

in that school at that time. 

Not every teacher is suited to such work, but those who are 

can do axi Immeasurable service to students, families, and communities. 

If that teacher who is directing the Personhood Development program in 

a school works well with other teachers in the other curricialum areas, 

noticeable attitudlnaJ. changes will be the result. The ultimate bene

fit will be, of course, the student's own Interior drive towards self-

actualization. Encouraged by teachers who really care about him, the 

student goes securely from height to height. A detailed sample of 

how the student chart is constructed is given in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. ?tu~ent Chart 
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The School Milieu 

Since the basic philosophy of the educator Is formulated from 

the point of view of the Personhood Development program, the entire 

school's system is necessarily involved. Learning ABOUT Personhood De

velopment surely cannot be enough; if the milieu does not ELIIOW for 

its implementation, the design can be thwarted. Responsibility for 

these atmospheric conditions rests squarely on administration aiid staff, 

working together, plajining together, building together. 

An effective method to test the entire curriculum of the school 

rises, interestingly enough, from the philosophy Itself. If the stu

dents are given a copy of it, they can soon tell whether it is indeed 

the philosophy of the school or another romantic version of pablum. Is 

the description of the student, as given in the philosophy, the way the 

student has been led to view himself? Is the purpose of education, as 

stated, clearly operative in his life? Are his own purposes and those 

of his teachers in line with what is happening? Is he clearly aware of 

his own growth? Are the teachers' attitudes towards him and his work 

those he might expect to find after having read the philosophy? It may 

be of great advantage to students and to the staff to stop periodically 

and evaluate, in light of the philosophy, what is actually taking place 

in the school. And it wouldn't hurt to involve the parents in this 

evaluation as well. Such formative evaluations, providing feedback 

when and where needed, are absolutely essential. 

The classroom in large measure is where the action is. Thus, 

planning what trsinspires there is paramount among priorities. Students 

have survived over the years in dreadful classroom scenes sometimes — 
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monotonous lectures, written drills, boring work ad nauseam. If Per-

sonhood Development asks nothing else, it does request "paxallel 

stranding" — a term which means simviltaneous learning experiences, 

parallel to each other, going on within the same session. In other 

words, variety; but variety with a definite educational point. Steady 

focusing and re-focusing from task to task require an agile mind. With 

proper organizational management such stranding fosters well-roianded 

growth and inhibits boredom. 

Many disciplinary problems emerge when boredom enters the pic

ture. The apt student, who whips through the easy material given to 

those who need it, soon turns his mind to less worthy and more trouble

some matters. The slower student, who doesn't have the ghost of an 

idea of what the lesson is about, escapes through any hole available. 

The average learner waits for his chance, the opportunity that comes 

when the instructor tends to the needs of quick or of slow which are 

other than his own. Parallel strajiding with units that are interesting 

and that provide diverse activities on several levels can avoid such a 

trap. However, there is more. The cycle of discipline — privilege, 

responsibility, self-control — seems to be one way which favors the 

Personhood Development approach. Through this cycle the student assumes 

certain privileges which he values. In order to keep these, he must be 

responsible for the conditions that retaining the privileges sets down. 

When he is responsible, of course, he must control himself. Thus, he 

earns more privileges requiring more responsibility reqioiring more self-

control. When he chooses to abrogate his responsibilities, he "buys a 

package" which is other than what he actually wants. 
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Other advantageous features grow out of the Personhood Develop

ment approach in education. Team-mcinagement, among faculty members and 

among administrative staff members, thrives quite naturally because of 

emphasis on capitalizing on strengths. Continuous-flow curriculum 

supplies structure, encourages progress, and gives necessary deference 

to individualization and personalization of instruction. Unit creation 

at once unifies and diversifies, delimiting horizons for the apt and 

furnishing elementary details for those with minimal competencies. 

Copies of continuous-flow curricvila, in-service session ideas, and a 

simple form for a short parent-teacher meeting are included as samples 

of the types of work that faculties can do. (See Appendices D and E.) 

Other Curricula 

Concentrating on education revolving around the humcui being, 

the instructors may wish to consider some of the ramifications of Per

sonhood Development in other areas of the curriculum, those not con

sidered ordinarily in this light. Some provoking thoughts along this 

line follow. 

History. Teachers of history may consider that subject a nar

ration of decisions that changed the world. Questions for discussion 

and study may take form in various ways. For examples How did men and 

women in history use their personhood? What alternatives did they have 

in each situation? Could a different choice have made a difference 

then? Now? What choices are up to us today? What choices would you 

make and for what reasons? Classify the choices according to the val

ues, thought processes, etc. 
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Reading and Literature. This area is rich for those who use 

the Personhood Development approach, for characters from fiction and 

non-fiction alike abound, ideas and ideals are discussed, and vicarious 

experiences are possible through various media. The internal elements, 

the avenues of modification, target areas, decision-making, all can 

be found in a profusion of examples. 

Science. For the most part, what is studied in science is the 

outgrowth of what was produced when scientists — men and women — took 

risks. Obviously, the importance of choosing wisely will lead to ac

curacy, error reduction, fault-free conclusions, and the maximization 

of helpful results. In terms of scientific pursuit, students may be 

asked which phases they would most enjoy; sind somewhat more fancifully, 

how they would create trees, molecules, atoms, etc. Out of such specula

tive endeavors many valuable contributions to the modern world have 

been made. 

Mathematics. In the world of numbers, having good habits and 

making good choices are two necessary skills. Surveys, using English 

and art, capitalizing on practicality and on human relations, become en

joyable and unique exercises. Individualization most easily activates 

growth potential. 

Composition Skills. Using the elements of personhood to 

create, students can formulate descriptions, stories, letters, poems, 

dramas, and a wealth of other written and oral possibilities. Speech 

provides a mighty vehicle for expressing beliefs rising from one's own 

personhood. 
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Geop:raphy. Land forms and choices in their use underlie geo

graphical studies. The manner in which people choose to live often 

depends on where on this earth they are. Climate effectively influen

ces choice as well as ecological necessities. 

Art and Music. Students and teachers can examine together 

what is available to choose in these art forms, what elements of per-

sonhood are obvious or less obvious, why an artist or a musician works, 

and what importance creativity has. 

Caireer Education. This opportunity for study involves the in

vesting of one's life, his time and his energy. Students must weigh 

questions? such as. What would you like to do? What would you not like 

to do? What talents and aptitudes do you have? What training must you 

acquire? What obstacles will you face? What advantages and disadvan

tages can you anticipate? What must you do NOW to prepare? Are there 

people who can help you? 

Physical Education. A great dead of what is known by the stu

dent about himself is found in physical education studies where the per

son develops himself as much as possible and contributes to group devel

opment. 

Home Economics. Again, here is a subject in which the individu

al can excel as a person. Every avenue of modification is directly 

and indirectly handled in Home Economics. 
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The importance of any area of the curriculum is that it will 

contribute to the well-being, happiness, and positive development of 

every human being who is given the opportunity to work in it. 

Personhood Development for Life 

The development of potential in the human person should not be 

relegated only to those years during which physical growth occurs nor 

to those rapidly succeeding semesters which begin and end his schooling 

years. Personhood Development's plan transcends ages and applies to 

every segment of the popiilation, young or old. By merely altering the 

target areas, each person can use the technique all of his life. Thus 

the simple structure can be easily adapted; that feature is one of the 

major benefits. It is comprehensive and comprehendable; and, unlike 

reducing salons, it is inexpensive! 

This section concludes the second part of Chapter 4. The last 

consideration will center around evaluation. 

Evaluation 

One of the most challenging aspects in the creation of a design 

for Personhood Development, evaluation must be addressed. In order to 

set some considerations in perspective, a rather full discussion of 

evaluation is included herein, along with pertinent remarks regarding 

the program in design. 
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Definitions 

The term evaluation means a process by which the adequacy of a 

program in meeting its goals is judged. Evaluation differs from meas

urement in that measurement relies so^Lely on scientifically gleaned 

data which is "provable" — the precise extent to which one has mastery 

over subject matter for instance. Evaluation, on the other hand, re

quires that a value judgment be made, something which immediately in

troduces the element of subjectivity. The value of measurement is in 

its supposed total objectivity. It reduces the human personnel to the 

status of subjects, effectually removing from them the ability to re

spond with their characteristic human features. Evaluation restores 

the human dimensions, using both measurement and non-measurement de

vices. While years have gone by in which evaluative judgments were 

scoffed at, the present age — and it is presvuned, the era ahead — is 

returning to evaluation as a true and adequate means to assess the val

ues inherent within a program. Just in time, it may be noted, for the 

implementation of a program of Personhood Development. Personhood De

velopment concerns not only outward behaviors but also inward tenden

cies towards behaviors, not so easily measured by scientific scales 

(Casciano-Savignano 197?)• 

Kinds of Evaluation 

There are two kinds of evaluation: formative and summative. 

Formative evaluation has for its purpose the study of the curriculum 

and the process of its implementation. It is concerned with the pro

gram itself. It provides short-term feedback in order that the program 
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will continually be re-formed. Summative evaluation, on the other 

hand, views the learners as a result of their having participated in 

the program. It is concerned with the outcomes of a program, the end 

results. It is long-range in its scope, and it provides information 

for the decision-makers in order that the program under study may be 

continued, modified, disseminated, or terminated. Formative evalua

tion will again be referred to in the segment about cybernetics; sum

mative evaluation will be more fully treated by inference in the seg

ment about comprehensive evaluation. 

Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation 

Quantitative evaluation more nearly approaches the field of 

measurement as it was referred to in the first segment. The major em

phasis here is in test results, inventories, anecdotal records, grades, 

percentiles, biographical data, post school activities (statistics of 

society), forced-choice exercise outcomes, continuum scales, etc. 

These for the most part set aside the human factors and concentrate on 

the black-aJid-white issues of scientific analysis. While not all quan

titative evaluation is in the measurement arena, a goodly share of it 

is. An example of quantitative data not wholly statistical would be 

the personal assessment one makes of each of the internal elements of 

the Status A in Personhood Development. Because each person has blind 

spots about himself, each person's view of himself is ordinarily not 

totally accurate. Throi;igh continuous existential diagnosis the person 

becomes more fully aware of what is actual. 
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Qualitative evaluation is less closely associated with measure

ment. For the most part, it relies on opinions of observers — stu

dents, teachers, administrators, employers, receiving colleges, so

ciety as a whole even. Often opinion polls masquerade as quantitative 

when, in fact, they are qualitative. However, this brings to a head the 

point in fact that qualitative evaluation is valid and necessary. A  

simple example will illustrate: a student may finalize a course in 

mathematics in the ninth stanine; but that does not tell the degree of 

fascination for the subject or the degree of honesty which placed him 

there nor does it tell the degree of affinity or disaffinity he may 

feel for the teacher of that subject or the degree of pressure he felt 

within himself to excel. These more properly fit under personhood. 

Steps in the Evaluative Process 

The first step is determining the kind of information that will 

be needed. The next step is figuring out what kind of data will give 

that information. The third step is determining the criteria for the 

judgment of the data once it is gleaned. The fourth step is the ga

thering of the data. The fifth is analyzing the data. The sixth is 

forwarding the analyses to those who are the decision-makers (Casciano-

SavignaJio 1978) • 

A problem arises when data is gathered without first assessing 

what kind of information is needed. This pitfall occurs when unini

tiated researchers plunge in without knowing what it is that they really 

want to know. A second pitfall occurs when the criteria is "jimmied" 

in order to make significant what otherwise would be insignificant. 
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In terms of Personhood Development a grave difficulty will con

tinually plague any researcher because it is very hard to get "raw" 

data — untouched, uninfluenced by any outside source — from the 

clients. This brings up another point: in order to carry out aJiy ef

fective evaluation system, the ORIGINAL condition MUST be measured be

fore any interaction so that the FINAL condition may be truly repre

sentative of what happened. If, for the sake of argument, a student 

is 125 "megas" at the end when he was 1241- "megas" to begin, then not 

much growth has occurred. If he is 125 "megas" at the end and he was 

27 "megas" to begin, then growth of tremendous magnitude has taken 

place. If one merely notes the end figure 125. however, one may miss 

that growth factor. 

In future designs for evaluating a program of Personhood De

velopment, reseairchers will no doubt be hard pressed to come up with 

an instrument and a process which will ensure adequate initial data to 

determine original and intermediate conditions as they actually are. 

Evaluation Models 

There are already in existence several models for evaluative 

studies. The Mclntyre Model is the most precise of the models. It 

stresses precise measurement and control of variables which may other

wise influence the outcomes. It carefully assesses the input variables, 

the event variables, and outcome variables. Because we are speaking 

of teaching, however, there are many variables within variables that 

must be considered; and as the variables multiply, so do the com

plexities of the system. Each student comes with a unique collective 
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history all his own. Each teacher operates with a unique collective 

history. Each environmental factor has its own influence. So preci

sion testing is somewhat hard to come by; the human factors continually 

enter in. The Mclntyre Model, therefore, would be suited to test the 

knowledge on cognitive mastery, factual yes-no features, quantity 

measures — age, blood sugar, etc. From that point of view, the Mcln

tyre Model is suited for the delineation or listing of the internal 

elements and the avenues of modification and the skeletal growth plan 

of Personhood Development. It must be said, though, that KNOWING some

thing and being able to IMPLEMENT it are two different things which may 

or may not coincide. 

The StaJce Congruency-Contingency Model is the second model. It 

lines up the expected antecedents, transactions, and consequences with 

the observed antecedents, transactions, and consequences. Insofar as 

the two coincide, the evaluation is more or less positive. It is to 

this model (and to the one to follow) that Personhood Development must 

go. Already there are fifty problems and needs which are producing the 

expected antecedents. Research in this field is overwhelming and irre

futable. The prescribed transactions seek to set those in perspective, 

setting the individual free to live his life in spite of those. The 

expected outcomes have to do with developing the full human potential. 

Already the expected and the observed antecedents are congruent. It 

remains to be seen how the transactions and the consequences will line 

up, with what degree of congruency the expected and the observed will 

coincide. 
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The third model is the UCLA Model. Its focus is on the pro

cess with feedback continually revising and renewing and revitalizing. 

Again, with Perscnhood Development such a model can be used — should 

be used — with great effectiveness. As has been said so many times, 

Personhood Development is a PROCESS; it is not a shot of vitamins or 

an innoculation. If the process is not effective because it becomes 

just a routine imparting-of-information, Personhood Development will 

fail.. The process is all-important; and what is more, the formative 

feedback is vital. The program must fit the needs of the students at 

that school, on that day, in that situation. The whole value of Per

sonhood Development is in its pertinence. V/hat is not pertinent may be 

interesting, but it will not have the value that pertinence can give it. 

A word here needs to be said about aggregate systems of evalu

ation and segmental systems of evaluation. Aggregate systems look at 

a program in terms of its effect on the entire program of the school 

while segmental systems look only at the program itself. Because Per

sonhood Development is expected to influence the entire curriculum, it 

is extremely important that it not be isolated and studied ONLY in and 

of itself. Thus, when the facilitative personnel of a school are 

trained to implement the program, all others must be trained as well 

so that the unification of effort may be evident. 

The Cybernetic Principle 

The cybernetic principle first came into the grasp of ordinary 

folk when the self-correcting missiles became operative in the military 

establishment. Simple illustrated, the weapon has within itself the 

capacity to keep itself on taxget, moving from an erroneous course to 
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a true course as it goes along. It will be readily seen how closely 

the cybernetic principle and formative evaluation are allied. Forma

tive evaluation provides short-term feedback in order to keep a program, 

as it were, on target; without such feedback and continual redirection, 

many a course goes off course. If one were to wait for summative eval

uation in such a circumstance as the military finds itself, then one 

would be able merely to say, "We missed!" The value of formative cy

bernetic feedback is in its ability to provide the correction needed so 

that it may be implemented immediately. For a course in Personhood De

velopment, this is an absolute MUST. However, as has been already 

pointed out several times, the self-correction aspect makes a Mclntyre 

Model somewhat untidy. 

The cybernetic principle underlies Personhood Development in 

yet another way. When one is developing one's growth plan, it is im-

portaJit to see what's amiss first aJid then correct one's course accord

ingly. For fully developing hman potential cybernetics is actually 

the only way to go. 

Comprehensive Evaluation 

It has been seen in these past few years that a comprehensive 

evaluation must include quantitative AND qualitative elements. Measure

ment is not enough in itself; the value judgment MUST be there. Ob

viously, a great deal depends then on who's doing the valuing. Again, 

this puts us in the "gray" axea, which means we have to take the risk 

of error in order to be error-free in the long run. This is one of 

Henry Brickell's points when he speaks of what is necessary for a good 
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design and what is necessary for a good evaluation. The design de

mands freedom; evaluation demands restriction. Thus, summative 

evaluation is equated with comprehensive evaluation. Comprehensive 

evaluation is what the decision-matkers need. 

Summary 

Chapter k contains the essentials for Personhood Development 

courses, their universal applications, and a discussion of the evalu

ative systems which seem most likely to provide adequate feedback on 

which to judge a Personhood Development approach. 

Chapter 5 will conclude this dissertation with the summary, 

conclusions, and recommendations. 
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SUMNARIZATION 

This dissertation by necessity concentrates the attention on 

design rather than on statistical evaluation. Since it is a new or

ganization of recommended educational practice, the work may be mis

taken as yet emother attempt to foist familial responsibilities on 

the agency of the school. Quite to the contrary, the plan opens 

possibilities on which families can capitalize and on which, ultim

ately, society can capitalize. The school provides a milieu and 

some cognitive material processed for maximum effectiveness. Stu

dents, educating themselves by means of the program, still do the 

choosing. As has been stated most clearly, facilitators do not dic

tate choices. Therefore, the ghost of abdicated familial responsi

bilities must not be allowed to haunt the premises where Personhood 

Development operates. 

Considering first the problems and needs of society as a 

whole and of students in particular, the work focused on the neces

sity of such a study and on its purpose. Terms were fully defined; 

assumptions and limitations were stated. Education as an integra

tive process highlighted the special characteristics of curriculm 

plsoining and design. Literary buttressing in abundance justified 

the thought progression through concepts, philosophy, objectives, 

goals, material, methods, production, cind eveiluation. 
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Chapter Personhood Development, along with Appendix B, 

provides the basic "text" and materials for those who choose to use 

them. Introductory notes in this section set the tone for the en

counters which follow. Each encounter includes a basic lesson plan 

which may be segmented to fit various exigencies of time-allotment, 

and all are accompanied by explanatory notes intended to expand the 

perceptions on suggested activities. 

The organizational whole of the encounters proceeds accord

ing to a definite plsui. Fifteen in nimiber, they are structured as 

follows: 

1) the overall view of Personhood Development with expectations 

clearly specified, 

2) the concepts of acceptance of one's self, 

3) the twenty internal elements of the self in constant flux, 

the avenues of modification which are the channels for al

teration, 

5) the outward and inward operation of the avenues of modifi

cation, 

6) the acceptance of others and by others, 

7) goal-setting for target areas, 

8) goal implementation, 

9) a plan for group development based on Personhood Development, 

10) the working philosophy, 

11) elucidations on role expectation, 

12) the art of decision-making, 
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13) the development of skills in diagnosis, 

14) a consideration of problems educators face in developing 

personally and professionally, 

15) the final sxjmmarization. 

Thus, thoughtful consideration proceeds from the overall 

scope of Personhood Development to the individual who, through the 

study of his internal elements and of his avenues of modification 

coupled with the tenets of self-acceptance, examines his present 

status. After he is acquainted with himself, he concentrates atten

tion on others who compose his own world of operation, perceiving 

himself as an accepter and an accepted member of that society in 

which he finds himself. Armed, then, with his personal inventory, 

he learns how to look realistically to his own future with lessons 

on goal-setting and goal implementation. Enrichment material pro

vides him with some means to weigh his perceptions and perspectives; 

he studies a method of group development, a philosophy of education, 

and some pertinent aspects of role expectation. There remain only 

two final topics to complete his informational background; making 

decisions and developing diagnostic skills. With his armory fully 

complemented, he takes — or tries to take — a dispassionate view 

of the problems he faces in his chosen field; and he evaluates the 

program he has experienced. His application of what he has learned 

to his life situation is the post-experience test as to the 

covirse's effectiveness. 
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This plan may be tailored to the needs of anyone in society; 

the progression of thought is the same for all, though the implemen

tation is necessarily altered to the age and maturity of the clients. 

Because the program elicits a great deal of creative thought from 

facilitators — thought which must be tied to student/client situ

ations,— plans and notes are meant to serve as springboards for 

original thinking. 

Chapter 4 also includes sx;iggestions for the Personhood De

velopment approach in allied curricula. While Appendix C offers 

samples of lessons which may be used by those who directly facili

tate programs of Personhood Development, Appendix D contains sever

al samples of such work in units, contracts, and continuous-flow 

curricula. Appendix E makes available some samples of planning for 

faculty in-service meetings cind for parent meetings. A discussion 

of evaluative procedures concludes Chapter 

The program outlined in Chapter k is intended for annual 

updating by the individual. At least once each year he is expected 

to review his altered status, taking a new inventory, assessing it 

in light of his future expectations, reminding himself of the neces

sity of possessing healthy mental attitudes, and planning for his 

next period of growth. Without an annual renewal he could easily 

find himself once more merely expanding but not truly growing. 
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Conclusions 

Programs in Personhood Development can make a significant 

contribution to the quality of life in this nation because they cen

ter on the common characteristics of human beings living in society 

aJid anticipate the fuller realization of human potential. 

While other curricula are constantly changing because of 

burgeoning thought and new discoveries in science and technology, 

the human being requires knowledge of who he is and how he operates 

so that his choices — becoming ever more complicated because of 

the profusion of unique and not-always-expected situations — may be 

made in light of rational decision-making principles. There may, 

indeed, be a time when the basic curriculum as it is thought of to

day will be different for every person; but the human being will 

STILL be composed of a collective and integrative history operating 

through his organism. Therefore, the knowledge acquired in Person-

hood Development is necessary knowledge, not merely interesting 

knowledge. Education of the total person seems to be the luiderly-

ing principle on which the schools operate. This system provides 

one method for seeing to that type of education. 

If Personhood Development is incorporated by school systems, 

there are methods aaid materieils now available, both for the train

ing of educative personnel and for use with all segments of the pop

ulation, young and old. Every program can be derived from the same 

basic pattern, following the same basic progression of thought. 

Thus, the schemata formulated supplies a womb-to-tomb educational 

experience. 
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Re c ommendatlons 

There are several recommendations to be given regarding Per-

sonhood Development. They are as follows: 

1) Facilitators shoitld not implement the program with and for 

anyone else unless they have gone through the experience and made 

the exercises themselves, because they must have the sensitivity 

required to be truly able agents, a sensitivity developed by means 

of their own experience; 

2)• Future research on Personhood Development can most profit

ably use longitudinal studies rather than simplified statistical 

studies requiring less time because of the alteration process's com

plexity and the intricate natirre of human affectivity; 

3) Some axeas for research may center on: 

a) the fluctuating influences on internal elements, 

b) the effects of the reach-in process on each avenue of 

modification, 

c) the effects of the reach-out process on each avenue of 

modification, 

d) the effects of Personhood Development approaches in 

schools of varying socio-economic make-up, 

e) attitudinal alterations noted in persons of varying ages, 

f) teacher development as a result of Personhood Develop

ment approaches, 

g) affective issues in Personhood Development 
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h) the effects of work done with fajnilies using Personhood 

Development, 

i) systematized value-judgment development, 

j) the effects of work on acceptance in individuals and 

with groups, 

k) group development using the system suggested in SHARE, 

l) group development using the Personhood Development 

approach. 

There are, of course, many other possibilities for research; 

but the few listed here can be of help, perhaps, to others who wish 

to take up the study. 

Because of the breadth of the subject originally tackled, it 

will be necessary to summarize briefly some points regarding evalu

ation : 

1) Measurement is not enough; value judgments will have to be 

made even though these axe subjective by nature because Personhood 

Development deals mainly with the art of valuing; 

2) Both formative and summative evaluations must be made, 

though formative evaluations will be more prevalent because of 

their frequency; summative evaluations will be conceimed mainly 

with the APPROACH rather than with a constantly modified program; 

3) Because of the nature of the course, qualitative and quanti

tative evaluations are required; 
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4) An outgrowth of the program as it vd.ll exist at the end of 

this study is the possibility of a scientifically devised evaluation 

system — none exists at present — to measure the affective areas 

of Personhood Development if such measurement would be desired and 

helpful; but it must be reiterated that longitudinal studies Eire 

preferable to short-term studies; 

5) The Mclntyre Model can be used with cognitive aspects of 

the program; the Stake Congruency-Contingency Model in conjunction 

with the UCLA Model would be the most effective evaluative models; 

aggregate and segmental models may be used, but of the two, the ag

gregate more nearly approaches the ideal of Personhood Development 

implementation; 

6) The cybernetic principle is to be used both by the ones 

forming the program and by the clients of the program; 

7) Personhood Development programs in schools must go hand-in-

hand with faculty in-service programs; both will be continuous. 

The last recommendation will be borrowed from the writings 

of Abraham Maslow who, in great part, lent posthumous support for 

Personhood Development. It is to him and to the hundreds like him 

that the student of theory refers, urging that educational pioneer

ing and exploring be once more fully revivified for the sake of the 

generations ahead. 



The pioneer, the creator, the explorer is generally a 
single lonely person rather than a group, struggling all 
alone with his inner conflicts, fears, defenses, against 
arrogance and pride, even against paranoia. He has to be 
a courageous man, not afraid to stick his neck out, not 
afraid even to make mistakes, well aware that he is, as 
Polanyi has stressed, a kind of gambler who comes to ten
tative conclusions in the absence of facts and then spends 
some years trying to find out if his hunch was correct. 
If he has any sense at all, he is of course scared of his 
own ideas, of his temerity, and is well aware that he is 
affirming what he cannot prove. 

I think the question of a normative biology cannot 
be escaped or avoided, even if this calls into question 
the whole history and philosophy of science in the West. 
I am convinced that the value-free, value-neutral, value-
avoiding model of science that we inherited from physics, 
chemistry, and astronomy, where it was necessary and de
sirable to keep the data clean and also to keep the church 
out of scientific affairs, is quite imsuitable for the 
scientific study of life. Even more dramatically is this 
value-free philosophy of science unsuitable for human ques
tions, where personal values, purposes and goals, inten
tions and plans are absolutely crucial for the understand
ing of any person, and even for the classical goals of 
science, prediction, and control (Maslow 1978). 
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APPENDIX B 

COPIES OJ' HANDOUTS 

This section includes exact copies of those handouts which are 

to accompany the lessons in each of the encounters of Personhood Devel

opment. Those who facilitate the courses for educators are provided 

with these while those who facilitate the courses for others must adapt 

these to suit the purposes of the group(s) with which they are working. 
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Flans and Expectations for Personhood Development for Educators 
(The following is baised on a 45-hour university course, a workshop to be finished in 
three weeks, conducted for three hours dally, five days per week.) 

Topics to be examined! (Encounters 1-15) 
Day 1 The Overall View of Personhood Development 
Day 2 Self-Acceptancej Administration of Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
Day 3 Twenty Internal Elementsj Personal Diagnosis of Each 
Day U- The Avenues of Modification — Reach-Out 
Day 5 The Avenues of Modification — Reach-In 

Day 6 Acceptance of Others: Allowing Others to Accept the Self 
Day 7 Goal-Setting for Target Areas 
Day 8 Goal Implementation 
Day 9 A Program for Group Development: SHARE 
Day 10 A Working Philosophy 

Day 11 Role Expectation 
Day 12 The Art of Decision-Making 
Day 13 Developing Diagnosis Skills 
Day lU Problems Educators Face in Developing Personhood 
Day 15 Evaluation; Final Examination (optional): Miscellany! Concluding Remarks: 

Field Trip 

For this class, the student needs: a notebook (see description and plan) 
writing implements (other things will be on hand at 

minimal cost to save unnecessary expense and 
"running around" 

auxiliary reading matter (OPTIONAL: see list on 
the next page if added material is desired) 

Structure of each class: Presentation, Interaction, Socialization, Internallation, 
Production (not necessarily in that order) 
Production includes — Class Record (journal card) and Notes 

Organization of handouts and shared items 
Dla^osls 
Projects 
Final Exam (optional) 

+++ 

Expectations: 
1. Dally Attendance 
2. Organization of the Continuing Project (notebook) 
3. Participation in class, in groups, in individual studies 
h. Choice and Execution of one project 
5. Dally Journal 
6. Final Exam (questions of the student's choice from cognitive areas covered: may 

be oral or written — or skipped — as the student wishes) 

Added Information: 
Attendance and participation 15^ 
The Continuing Project 50% (Class notes and journal cards, 15% 

Personal Diagnosis of Personhood, 35%) 
Explorations in Personhood 25% (The project) 
Final Examination 10^ 

10095 
Grading Attainments: 93-100 - A; 87-92 - B| 79-86- Cj 70-78 - D: below 70 - F 

(By the sixth day, each person will Inform the instructor how he/she wishes to go about 
making this study and getting a final grade. This will be done by written contract.) 
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The Contlniilng Pro.iect (the notebook); 

1. Approximately 120 pages are needed of 8i X H size. 

2. These vd.ll be divided into three najor peirts: 
a. The classwork (use a tab to mark this section) 

This includes the collections of handouts, the notes taken in class, the 
/ notes jotted down as a result of any group work, etc. 

The journal (use a tab to mark this section) 
g These will be the day-by-day aards of 5 ̂  8 size. They will be placed in 

the "Assignment Bnvdope" at the end of each class period. The facilitator 
ui will read these and comment on each one, returning them to the students the 
M day after so that the cards may be ciffixed to pages in this special section 
^ of the notebook. 

b. The Personal Diagnosis - Internal elements are set up, three to a page, first. 
(use a tab to mark this section) 

,In addition there will be five major sections corresponding to the five 
avenues of modification. Each one of the five is to have a tab. The tabs 
will be lald.ed with the words respectively: Relating, Valuing, Thinking, 
Working, Relaxing. 

The first page of each of the five is illustrated here — 

Acceptable Consequences 

Status B — How I"d Like 
to Be 

Advantages — pro 

RELATING 
Status A — How I Am 

Obstacles — con 

Seek Information, Direction, 
and Support 

Cultivate Desirable Habits 

Lessen/Eradicate Negatives 

Develop Talents 

PLAN FOR GRCHTH 
Capitalize on Strengths 

There follows this first page (in EACH section) a series of pages on each 
of which is written ONE target area. For Relating there are nine target 
areas for the educator, so there will be nine pages. Count the target areas 
for each avenue so that you may know how mEiny pages you will need. 

VThe page illustrated above Is the summary sheet and is to be filled in AFTER 
the target areas have been diagnosed by the individual. 

Explorations in Personhood Development (use a tab to mark this section) 
This section will include the controversial quotes and the responses of the 
student to each one. The section is also reserved for the project which the 
student chooses to do. 
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SugCTsted Pro.iects for Personhood Development! 
(Note:This list is not exclusive. The student with the approval of the instructor 

may create a project in keeping with his/her Interests, abilities, etc. It 
should be mentioned, however, that the project has to do with developing 
personhood in the educator and not with "how we do this with youngsters" 
which is more properly the work of einother course entirely.) 

1. A diagnosis of one character from a novel (e.g. Scarlett O'Hara from GONE WITH THE 
WIND, someone from MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION or THE THORNBIEDS, etc.), a poem (e.g. 
"Richard Cory"), a short story (e.g. someone from 0. Henry, Shirley Jackson, Edgar 
Allan Poe, etc.), a film (the major character from LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, a novel made 
into a film, written by Ben Ames Williams)! the student is cautioned to choose 
wisely so that a full diagnosis may be made. 

2. A diagnosis of a person j.rom history (e.g. Jefferson) and his/her Personhood 
Development; be sure adequate material is available. 

3. A poetry collection with selections relation to the various elements of Personhood; 
a sample of something which would be suitable would be "Vale" from Carthage with 
which the semester's work started. 

A He-Chart built on major Personhood Diagram. 

5. A "values collection"; the definition and use of each. 

6. A personal response, phrase by phrase, to your own school's philosophy (or, if you 
are unaware of what the philosophy Is, you may obtain a copy from the Instructor 
of a philosophy which could be used to help you formulate your own philosophy.) 

7 .  An expository book review (see book list for suggestions) Rather than doing an 
entire book, the student may wish to select chapters from various sources. If the 
book chosen is extremely long (e.g. FUTURE SHOCK), a choice of three to five chapters 
would be sufficient. 

+-(-(• 

Suggestions for Readings; 
NEW KNCWLEDGE IN HUMAN VALUES (ed. Maslow) 
FUTURE SHOCK (Toffler) 
MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY (Maslow) 
REALITY THERAPY (Glasser) 
I'M OK -- YOU'RE OK (Harris) 

PERCEIVING, BEHAVING, BECOMING (ASCD) 
TOWARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF BEING (Maslow) 
THE FARTHER REACHES OF HUMAM NATURE (Maslow) 
HAN THE MANIPULATOR (Shostrom) 
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS (Berne) 

It is strongly suggested that the students and the facilitator explore what 
is recently available on the market as well as periodicals. The "oldies 
but goodies" should not be overlooked either. 
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Personhood Development; A Definition 

The word "personhood" derives its form from the fusing of the 

noun "person" with the suffix "-hood". "Person" used in this con

text is "the self"; "-hood" added, broadens the sense of the word 

so that it comes to mean the self with all that forms the self, sur

rounds the self, emerges from the self, and is initiated by the 

self. 

ether words, similarly fashioned, may serve as a basis for the 

understanding of the term, personhood. As childhood delineates the 

state of being a child, so personhood describes the state of being 

a person, of being a "self". As motherhood means the attributes 

and/or character of being a mother, so personhood depicts the at

tributes and/or character of being a person. As neighborhood re

fers to a shared territory, especially with regard to some character

istic, so personhood defines the area immediately dependent on the 

self, the "living" territory in which the self operates, the com

mon characteristic being, of course, humanness and all that that 

word implies. As brotherhood expresses the bond of common interest 

which unites one brother with another, so personhood 3^ the bond of 

common interest shared by all rational beings so that recognition 

of one by another is possible. 

The word "personhood" has been utilized by no less a respected 

authority than Abraham Maslow who equates its meaning with "the 

defining characteristics of humanness." 

The term "development" expresses a gradual unfolding, evolving, 

expanding, enlarging, maturing, fulfilling of a being. Whether by 

conscious effort or by unconscious effortlessness, or by any com

bination of these two — i.e., conscious effortlessness or uncon

scious effort — the human embarks upon this expansion of himself 

from his first moment of life; and he is destined to continue that 

step-by-step evolution of who-he-is-to-be until his physical death 

when both the elements of time and strength expire simultaneously 

in one fixed second. 

Personhood Development as used in this study, then, concerns 

itself with the gradual evolving and maturing self, that being 

uniquely differentiated from lesser, non-rational beings and known 

as a person. 
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SOME EXAMPIES OF VALUES 

1. Abstract Values: 

2. Cultural Values: 

3. Health Values: 

4. Intellectual Values: 

5. Moral Values: 

6. Sexual Values: 

7. Familial Values: 

8. Societal Values: 

9. Material Values: 

consideration for others, kindness, 
possessiveness, generosity, selfishness, 
courtesy, etc. 

literature, art, painting, music, drama, 
dancing, etc. 

diet, cleanliness, proper rest, check
ups with the doctor, care of the body, 
etc. 

study, conversation, reading, puzzle-
working, etc. 

honesty, truth, integrity, criminal ac
tivities, respect for life, respect for 
property, etc. 

mutual attractiveness, the marvel of 
sexual functioning, the conception of 
a child, the birth of a child, etc. 

family togetherness, strong family ties, 
love for one's parents, etc. 

politics, social awareness, racial e-
quality, community participation, 
ecology, etc. 

money, clothes, house, possessions, 
car, etc. 
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"Vale" from Caxthage (Sprinp: 19^) 

—Peter Viereck 

I, now at Carthage. He, shot dead at Rome. 

Shipmates last May. "And what if one of us," 

I asked last May, in fun, in gentleness, 

"Wears doom, like dungarees, and doesn't know?" 

He laughed, "Not see Times Square again?" The foam 

Feathering across that deck a year ago, 

Swept those five words — like seeds — beyond the 

seas 

Into his future. There they grew like trees; 

And as he passed them there next spring, they 

laid 

Upon his road of fire their sudden shade. 

Thovigh he had always scraped his mess-kit pure 

And scrubbed redeemingly his barracks floor, 

Though all his buttons glowed their ritual-hymn 

Like cloudless moons to intercede for him. 

No furlough fluttered from the sky. He will 

Not see Times Square — he will not see — he will 

Not see Times 

change; at Carthage (while my friend, 

Living those words at Rome, screamed in the end) 

I saw an ancient Roman's tomb Eind read 

"Vale" in stone. Here two wars mix their dead: 

Roman, my shipmate's dream walks hand in hand 

With your tonight ("New York again" and "Rome"), 

Like widowed sisters bearing water home 

On tired heads through hot Tunisian sand 

In good cool urns, and says, "I understand." 

Roman, you'll see your Forum Square no more; 

What's left but this to say of any war? 
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Quotations to be used in Session One — 

Skinner: I am proceedinp on the assumption that nothing less than 

a vast improvement in our understanding of human "beha

vior will prevent the destruction of our way of life or 

of mankind. 

Bandura: When the aversive consequences of otherwise rewarding 

life-styles are delayed and imperceptibly cumulative, 

people become willful agents of their own self-destruc-

tion. Thus, if enough people benefit from activities 

that progressively degrade their environment, then, bar

ring contravening influences, they will eventually de

stroy their environment. 

Toffler: The rapidity of cultural change has placed new social, 

emotional, and intellectual demands on people. It seems 

doubtful that socialization practices shaped by cultural 

conditions of the past can be effective in preparing 

today's children for the world of the future. 

Maslow: We have, each one of us, an essential nature which is 

intrinsic, given, "natural", and, usually, very resis

tant to change. Every person is, in part, "his own 

project" and makes himself, 

Rogers: The hypothetical person who is fully open to his ex

perience would have access to all of the available data 

in the situation, on which to base his behavior; the 

social demand, his own complex and pooibly conflicting 

needs, his memories of similar situations, his percep

tion of the uniqueness of this situation, etc. All of 

the available data would be used, and it would be pre

sented in accurate rather than distorted form. 

Maslow: To make growth and self-actualization possible, it is 

necessary to understand that capacities, organs and 

organ systems press to function and express themselves 

and to be used and exercised, and that such use is 

satisfying and disuse irritating. Capacities clamor 

to be used, ajid cease their clamor only when they are 

well used. That is, capacities are also needs. Not 

only is it fun to use our capacities, but it is also 

necessary. 

Combs: The truly adequate person must be well informed. Cne 

must have a field of perceptions, rich and extensive 

enough to provide understginding of the events in which 

he is enmeshed and available when he needs them. 
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Kelley: Since life is ever-moving and ever-becoming, the fully 

functioning person is cast in a creative role. He sees 

that creation is not something which occurred long 

ago and is finished, but that it is now going on and 

that he is part of it. When the fearful person with

draws within his psychological shell, communication is 

shut off. It is just as difficult for such a person to 

give as it is for him to receive. The self then is de

nied that which is feeds on. The psychological self 

feeds on ideas, which come from other people. Without 

the stuff of growth, the self becomes less adequate, and 

the whole person loses its ability to do, to venture, to 

create. The individual comes to see himself as impover

ished, but he is not able to do much about it by himself. 

Combs: Because they feel essentially sure about themselves, 

self-actualizing persons can feel a higher degree of 

respect for their own individuality and uniqueness and 

as a consequence are less disturbed or upset by criti

cism. They can remain stable in the midst of stress and 

strain. They caji utilize themselves as trustworthy, re

liable instruments for accomplishing their purposes. 

Kelley: The self. . . . tends to extend in the direction of that 

which promises to make it better off. It withdraws from 

that which seems likely to endanger it. 

Kaslow: Growth has not only rewards and pleasures but also many 

intrinsic pains, and always will have. Each step for

ward is a step into the imfamiliar and is possibly danger

ous. It also means giving up something familiax and good 

and satisfying. It frequently means a parting and a se

paration, with consequent nostalgia, loneliness and 

mourning. It also often meaJis giving up a simpler and 

easier and less effortful life, in exchange for a more 

demanding, more difficult life. Growth forward is in 

spite of these losses and therefore requires courage 

and strength in the individual, as well as protection, 

permission and encouragement from the environment, es

pecially for the child. 

Kelley: Man is a social being built in relationship to others. 

The fully functioning person thinks well of others and 

therefore sees his stake in others. The life good to 

live depends on the quality of the people around the 

individual. His world needs to be populated by people 

whom he can view as facilitating. 
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van Zeller: Life for most of us means that we have to go on and 

on playing out our part against scenery which is no 

longer of our own choice aJid which we feel to be 

entirely inappropriate. It means playing to em 

audience which has not necessarily the least interest 

in us but which has been forced by circumstances to 

be present while we perform. It means we will have 

no idea how the plot is going to work out, and that 

we know only the lines of the speech which we happen 

actually to be reciting. Even the costume and the 

make-up are not of our own choosing. We have nothing 

to bring to the stage but ourselves. So it must be 

OUR selves and not other people's. Nobody can be my 

understudy; I can be nobody else's. 

Shostrom: A person who is ACTUALIZING trusts his feelings, com

municates his needs and preferences, admits to desires 

and misbehavior, enjoys a worthy foe, offers a real 

help when needed, and is, among many other things, 

honestly and constructively aggressive. The manipu

lator, on the other hand, habitually conceals and 

camouflages his real feelings behind a repertoire of 

behavior which runs the scale from arrogant hostility 

to servile flattery in his continuous campaign to 

serve his own wishes. In part, at least, he is a 

manipulator because he isn't aware of his actualizing 

potential. ... No matter how foolish, silly, or 

ridiculous I may be — that's me, and I've got to be 

patriotic to myselfJ 
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Another elucidation of Reach-Out: Reach-Out = Output 

If you are nasty, you pet a nasty return! 

If you reach out towards target "authority" 

in a negative way, then 

growinf^ older is a 

bitter experience 

prejudices become 

ugly and all-consuming 
hcJ 
j-j general health is im-

^ paired with ulcers, 

(0 . headaches, etc. 

K) 

If you reach out towards target "authority" 

in a positive way, then 

growing older is a pleasurable 

experience 

prejudices are rationally 

recognized and worked on 

general health is not im

paired by strain or stress-

connected ailments 

Reach-In - Input 

On the other hand, if you experience reach-in, 

there are a couple of ways this can affect you. 

If authority Is oppressive, ugly, unreasonable, 

hateful, arrogant, etc., 

you experience rebellion, 

seething rage, ugly memories, 

"collections of wounds"; 

your health will be in jeopardy 

from unnecessary pressures 

aging will be a hateful process 

If authority is merciful, reasonable, direct, 

intelligent, open, etc., 

you experience collections of good 

experiences, freedom of response, 

etc. 

your health is allowed its functions 

unhampered by false pressures, etc. 

you age calmly and with competence and 

confidence, etc. 
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Excerpts from VICTIMS OF GROUPTHINK by Irving L. Janis, 1972, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
some concepts and phenomena: 

Platitudinous cop-outs: "Organizations are, after all, run by humEin beings." 
"Nobody's perfect." 

Distortions of thinking and other sources of human error: "The deficiencies about which 
we know the most pertain to disturbances in the behavior of each individual in a 
decision-making group — temporary states of elation, fear, or anger that reduce 
a person's mental efficiency: chronic blind spots airlslng from a person's social 
prejudices: shortcomings in information-processing that prevent a person from 
comprehending the complex consequences of a seemingly simple policy decision." (p. 2) 

Why groups? "The usual Hay of trying to counteract the limitations of individuals' 
mental functioning, however, is to relegate important decisions to groups." (pp. 2-3) 

The "personailltles" of groups: The CORPORATE PERSON concept: The whole Is more than 
the sum of its parts, etc. When an INDIVIDUAL must make a decision, he/she has as 
many internal conflicts — particularly if the issue is serious and complex — as 
a group would have with diverse memberships. (The "on-the-other-hand" lines of 
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF.) 

Common Instances of group-madness have been clearly demonstrating the faultlness of 
group-contagion (panic in a fire, etc.) "Much more frequent, however, are Instances 
of mindless conformity and collective mlsjudgment of serious risks, which are col
lectively laughed off in a clubby atmosphere of relaxed conviviality." (p. 3) 

Temporary group derangements; lack of vigilance: excessive risk-taking; chief executives 
as manipulators: "rubber-stamping" decisions; flattery for personal gain; the 
desire to "get it over vJith" and go on to other things; "in-group" syndrome: sub
jective shared basic assumptions; the desires for security, esteem, and freedom 
from anxiety: comnon sources of "external threat". 

Communication patterns In groupthink: l) the NGN-conformist speaks; 2) the other mem
bers increase communication in order to convince him/her; 3) when he/she maintains 
the original stance, commiKilcation decreases and finally disappears altogether. 

The Influence of groupthink on productivity: l) status quo maintenance (pressured) 
2) increased productivity (feverish) 
3) decreased productivity (malicious) 

Detrimental tendencies: l) "The tendency of groups to develop stereotyped Images that 
dehumanize out-groups against whom they are engaged in com
petitive struggles; 

2) The tendency for the collective judgments arising out of group 
discussions to shift toward riskier courses of action than the 
indivldiml members would otherwise be prepared to take." (p. 6) 

Three conceptual frameworks: 1) Classical approach — the rational actor model (to 
determine the ends the . . . actor is trying to attain 
by means of the policy he has chosen) 

Z )  Organizational process model — limits rationality in 
decision-making 

3) Gcvemmental politics model — "muddling through" — 
one step at a time with a series of compromises 
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"I use the term 'groupthink' as a quick and easy way to refer to a mode of thinking 
that people engage in when they are deeply involved in a cohesive in-group, when the 
members' strivings for unanimity override their motivation to realistically appraise 
alternative courses of action. 'Groupthink' is a term of the same order as the words 
in the newspeak vocabulary George Orwell presents in his dismaying 19SU — a vocabu
lary with teims such as 'doublethink' and 'crimethlnk'. By putting groupthink with 
those Crwellian words, I realize that groupthink takes on an Invidious connotation. 
The invldlousness is intentional: Groupthink refers to a deterioration of mental ef
ficiency, reality testing, and moral judgment that results from in-group pressures." (p. 9) 

" . . .  m e m b e r s  c o n s i d e r  l o y a l t y  t o  t h e  g r o u p  t h e  h i g h e s t  f o r m  o f  m o r a l i t y .  T h a t  
loyalty requires each member to avoid raising controversial issues, questioning weak 
arguments, or calling a halt to softheaded thinking. Paradoxically, softheaded groups 
are likely to be extremely hardhearted towEird out-groups and enemies. . . . The members 
(are not) inclined to raise ethical Issues that imply that this 'fine group of ours, 
with its humanltailanlsm and its high-minded principles, might be capable of adopting a 
course of action that is inhumane and immoral.' .... Over and beyond all the familiar 
sources of human error is a powerful source of defective judgment that arises in co
hesive groups — the CCNCURRENCE-SESKING TENBEKCY, which foster over-optimism, lack of 
vigilance, and sloganlstlo thinking about the weakness and immorality of out-grouDs." 
(p. 12-13) 

Ways to avoid groupthink: l) Members have properly defined roles; 
2) Traditions and standard operating procedures that 

facilitate critical Inquiry. 

Fiascoes brought on by groupthink: Bay of Figs, Korea, Pearl Harbor, Vietnam** 
Two examples of "good" groupthink: Cuban ^Ussile Crisis, Xarshall Flan 

Major symptoms of groupthink: 
1) an illusion of invulnerability — creates excessive optimism and risk-taking 
2) collective rationalizing to discount warnings 
3) unquestioned belief in group's Inherent morality 
U) stereotyped views of the "enemy's" character as evil, stupid, weak, etc. 
5) pressure against any member who speaks out against some of the above 
61 self-censorship by members lest they "stray" from gmup thought 
7 )  shared illusion of unanimity 
8) emergence of self-appointed mind-guards who "protect" the group from adverse informa

tion which would upset the group. 

Possible ways to avoid groupthink: 
1) each member is assigned the role of critical thinker 
2) leader avoids stating preferences, etc., at the outset 
3) several independent groups work on the same problem 
U) divisions into subgroups with different chairmen are used for discussing areas of 

concern 
5) outside information is sought 
6) other persons are invited in to challenge the group's work 
7) at evaluating sessions, a devil's advocate should operate 
8) an assessment of all "warning" or "danger" signals should be made 
9j after a policy is arrived at, all members must express every residual doubt so that 

the entire issue may be critically re-thought. 

••One might add Watergatej this publication came out before that time. 
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What EPFS said; 
D t h a t  g i v e n  a  f o r c e d - c h o i c e  s i t u a t i o n ,  y o u  w o u l d  c h o o s e  t o  a c t  o r  t o  f e e l  a  c e r t a i n  w a y ,  
2) that these scores merely Indicate TENBENCISS rather than actual choices because some

times you had to choose an alternative where NEITHER choice was one you would have 
made under normal circumstances, 

3) that on an analysis of this kind it would be an IMPOSSIBILITY to make a very high 
score on every single category — or even in two categories. The highest raw score 
you could have made in any one category was 28. Each of the 15 categories was paired 
with other categories, however, in such a way that sometimes you had to choose one 
category over another in a particular instance where in a previous or subsequent 
matching, you would NCT have chosen that category, 

it) that the categories were in relation to each other; each score is relative, depending 
on the choices you made, or think you MIGHT have made under each problem given. 

What EPFS did NCT say; 
IJ that you DC actually, in the percentage given, the particular action In your ordinary 

everyday life, i.e., if you were listed as 7P?o exhibitionist, you probably do not dis
play that tendency 78% of the time. . 

2) that there are IMPLIED weaknesses, i.e., if you feel in the area below 50 — that 
magic average number! — that you are weak in that area or that you have something 
wrong with you. 

Some things you might have felt after receiving the test information: 

Gee, I didn't think that about myself. 

I think the test must be wrong. 

I am surprised at the results. 

I am disappointed that I didn't get a high score in this or that. 

I wish I hadn't scored so high in category. 

'Probably my scores are a reflection of the fact that I took the test when I was tired, 
not feeling well, pressured, etc. 

The scores do not reflect my "ideal" of myself. 

Who IS this guy who made up these questions? Probably the test is not valid. 

+++ 

What is your ideal of yourself? If you could rate yourself in percentages — without ever 
having taken a test, how would you tally up your scores? 

Achievement Deference Order Exhibi-aon Autonomy 

Affiliation Intraception Succorance Dominance 

Abasement Nurturance Change Endurance 

Heterosexuallty Aggression CONSISTENCY 
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MIX AND MATCH GAME 

Students arei The educational process Is to help the 

students leam: 

hd M (U 
€-*• (D 
ro N) 

Animals To endure pain 

Helpless Infants To be force fed 

Dolls To train the brain 

Brats To manipulate others 

Savages To outwit others 

Sub-humans To torture themselves 

Monsters To be tame 

Ne'er-do-wells To keep quiet and seated 

Young criminals To be clones 

Puppets To subvert society 

To make a quick buck 

The teacher contributes byi His/her role is 

therefore to bet 

Teaching *em to be sneaky 

I'acifying them 

Hollering and screaming 

Frowning 

Inducing fear 

Whipping them into shape 

Brainwashing them 

Keeping them busy 

Trapping them 

Teaching them to fail 

Frustrating them 

A mastermind 

A dictator 

A bully 

A surrogate 

parent 

A calculator 

A judge 

A playmate 

A member of the 

gang 

Another child 

An entertainer 

A cuddler 

A babysitter 

A "godfather" 



APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE LESSONS IN PERSONHOCD DEVELOPMENT 

Appendix G includes four sample lessons in Personhood De

velopment. These were referred to on pages 171 through 173 of 'the 

dissertation. The lessons are exact replicas of those intended to 

be given to students. They may be modified to meet the needs of 

differing groups according to the recommendation that all sessions 

be current and pertinent to student needs. 
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Dedalon '80i To Hake 
a Better World 

TtMmo: Froa Rags to Riches 

Today we're going to study six things about ourselves that will help this new year 
to be a smashing successi The FIRST topic will be all the positive things that you al' 
ready have that will help yout the SECOND topic will be all the ways you can think of 
to iaprove your relations with others; the THIRD topic will be all the values you have 
that will help you make the most of your life; the FOURTH topic will be*how you can 
make yourself into a person the school will appreciate and how you can improve in the 
various subjects; the FIFTH topic will be what types of work you think you.might be 
able to do in your lifetime and how to make the best use of this year so you'll be 
successful at that woric; and the SIXTH topic will be some positive ways you can think 
of to make your spare time happy* You will be filling in your cards as the model 
shows you. These will be collected, and the cmtent will be studied by your counselor. 
Then, if you need any special help, you will get that help. We'll keep them in your 
special locked file; and, during the year, we can take then out and see how well you 
are doing. 

Me -aUi- ^osiCCJer er̂ aĵ /iPt's Carxi. / 

The "Rags to Riches" chart is illustrated on the next page. In order to illustrate 
the process of going frco rags to riches, there are a couple of suggestions of things a 
person might do; but these are only suggestions. Each of you will have your own special 
rags-to-riches resolutions. Hake them as specific as possible and be realistic; doQ*t 
put down impossible ideas because that will only make your progress hazder for you. We 
make it to our goals ONE STEP AT A TIME, remenberi 

Have a great weekend! Try to find a few minutes to think about today — 
about this year — about where you're going — 

about how you're going to get there — 

The decisions are YOURS! Make the most of them! 

Figure 7 
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Decision '60> To Hake 
a Better World 

Theme: Habits of the Hind That 
Can Destroy Us 

Attitudes are habits of the mind. They deteznlne what our actions will be. 
Because we have certain attitudes* we act In ways that show those attitudes. We can 
compare ourselves to trees which have "roots" and which produce "leaves" or "flowers" 
or "fruits"* the fact la, the underlying ideas and motives we have produce only the 
qualities (or actions) that the roots allow. 

Here are some examples of Individuals with their attitudesi (a new Seven Dwarfsl) 
1) Puffyi "I'm the best and the rest of you guys better know It. Everything I do 

is perfect. I know everything there is to know." 
2) Greedyi "X want what I want when I want it* end 1*11 get it by hook or by crook. 

Mot only that. 1*11 hoard it forever and never share It with anyone." 
3) Hot Stuff I "there's nobody with a dirtier mind than I have. I prove it all the 

time by my language. I even write on the walls. I treat people like things and 
throw them away when I get tired of them." 

4) Hate-cha: "Don't ruffle my feathersi I've got a short fusel I throw tantrums 
and do all kinds of mean things to people. I like to make everyone miserable!" 

5) Phoggl: (that's Pig and Hog rolled into one word) "I've got fo eat and eat and 
eat and dxlnk and drink and drink and narc and narc and narc until I'm sick, sick, 
sick and drunk, drunk, drunk and high, high, high." 

6) Old Green Eyesi "I hate everyone having something that I want myself. I can't 
stand it if anything good happens to anybody but me." 

7) Crumb-Bumi "It's just too much trouble to bother making something of myself. 
I'd rather just waste my life than use it." 

These Seven Dwarfs have very bad roots. For Instance, Puffy has a root called 
"conceit" which produces some ugly fruit: bragging, showing off, being snobbish. Can 
you figure out fruits and roots for the others? 

Can you think of Seven Giants — or even morel -- who have better attitudes? What 
names could you give to them? W^t are their roots and fruits? 

And how about YOU? What are YOUR attitudes? A good way to find out Is to look 
at your ACTIONS and then figure out what your ATTITUDES are that prompt those actions. 

Today we're going to make some Trees of Evil. We're going to put names on the 
roots for attitudes, and the funay-looklng flowers or leaves or fruits are going to 
be named for the actions that come from such attitudes. 

During the week to come, study your own mental habits (attitudes) and see what 
you can find out about yourself. Then, when we have our next session, we're going 
to make some beautiful trees which will be symbols of beautiful mental habits, 
mental habits that produce wonderful actions. You'll have to spend some time think
ing about this and talking with your friends about it. You'll want to look around 
and study the actions of others as well as your own actions in order to be prepared 
for this coming lesson. 

After that, you'll bo able to draw your own Personal Tree — a picture of YOU, 
with yoiir mental attitudes producing actions which show what kind of person you think 
you are. That should be an exciting and challenging piece of work! The theme for 
that lesson will bei HABITS OF THE MIND TO HELP US LIVE SUPER Lr/ES. . . . 

Figure 8 
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Decision '?0: To Hake 
a Better World 

Theme! Patterns In Coimnunlcatlon 

10:00 a.m. General Session 

There are lots of ways of telling people what we want them to know. .Most of the 
tine, we just speait to them or write to them. But there are other ways besides the 
"direct" communication patterns. Sometimes our actions are better communicators than 
our words are! 

listed here — with space for you to jot down your ideas — are some ways in which 
people communicate without speaking. See if you can figure out the "messages" that 
can be given by: 

Sowing 

Smiling 

Pointing 

Holding your forehead 

• Clenching your fist 

Clapping your hands 

Frowning 

Gritting your teeth 

.'I'odding your head 

Closing your eyes 

looking up 

Looking down 

Squinting 

Opening your eyes widely 

Figure 9 
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Crossing your eyes 

Crying 

.Jinking 

Snapping your fingers 

Slamaing the door 

Clumping in your chair 

Staring into space 

Running 

Concentrating very hard 

Shrugginr your shoulders 

Waving your arms 

No doubt you have noticed that some of these actions may have positive things to 
say and some of them may have negative things to say. How do you tell the difference? 

Cn the next page you uill find some "snarled-up" communications. First, there is 
the communication set-up (that is, the scene being played); then there is the message 
you would LIK2 to be able to be giving or communicating! and lastly, you are asked to 
draw a conclusion about what is REALLY being "said" by the communicator. 

11 a.m. Lunch 

12:10 p.m. General Session 

We're going to use the joy-sphere format today. You will be collecting pictures 
from magazines and newspapers which best express what you'd like other people to think 
about you from the way you act. For instance, you might find a smiling person who 
would seem to be communicating that he/she is friendly. You probably won't finish 
everything today, but you will have time to finish during our next Decision session. 

Flginre 9 (continued). 
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Some SNARLED-UP communications to think about; 

The Communication Set-up; You'd LIKS people to think; You HSAILY say; 

You like your school and want 
it to be a great place to come to, 
so you cut-dovm your classmates 
by making fun of them and you are 
constantly in trouble. . . . 

I'm really a swell person, 
nice to have around. . . . 

— 

9 

Someone you like gets into 
trouble, so you laugh. . . . 

I like you and hope you 
like me; I always want to be 
friendly and well-liked. . . . 

-i-

7 

You are glad to have a place 
to sleep, food to eat, clothes to 
wear, and someone who always takes 
care of you, and you want to have a 
happy home, so you are as mean and 
disrespectful to your parents as 
you can be — hating them, cutting 
them down, griping and whining 
because they don't do more for 
y o u  . . . .  _ _  

I'm really the favorite 
person In my family! I am the 
best reason why my family life 
i s  h a p p y  . . . .  

-

7 

You know that you will be able 
to enjoy the privileges you earn 
by making wise decisions and ac
cepting responsibility, so you 
usually make poor decisions and 
dodge your responsibilities 
w h e n e v e r  y o u  p o s s i b l y  c a n  . . . .  

I deserve the test .... 7 

These were fictitious cases. CAN YCU THINK 
OF TIMES IN YOUR LIFE WHEN YOUS CCMMUNICA-
TICNS GET SNARLED UP? WHEN' FECPLE GET ̂ ES-
SAGES FROM YCU THAT YCU REALLY ECK'T IffiAN 
TC Gr/E? 

Figure 9 (continued). 
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Dodslon '80t To Hake 
a Better World 

The&et Obstacles CAN Be Advantages 

Happy Nov Yeari 

lOtOO a.n. General Sesalont A study of some people with problems --

The narcotics addict 
2j The shoplifter 
3) The "poor ne" drop-out 
U) The Bugger 
5) The vandalizer 
6) The Burderer 
7j The alcoholic 
8; The dishonest politician 
9) The cheater 
10} The reckless driver 

Suppose for a ainute that you were talking with each of these people, 
and suppose they Just happened to be people your own age. 

Vhat excuses would each of the above use in order to blane his/her condition 
on soneone or something besides himself/herself? (For instance, a sniper 
Bight say, "I had to take it out on someone, man. My moa was on ay back — 
she's always on ay back — about cleaning up my room. I really never had 
a chance to be anything better than messy, so it's all HSR fault.**) Xovl 
could list this "obstacle** to *'happine6s'' as a neat mother* 

Ve want you to see how aany answers you can find iriiich Bight be given by 
these persons as causes for their own poor decisions. ("The devil aade 
ae do iti") 

Vhen you Jot the excuses down on your cards, save room after each excuse 
to point out how it is an irrational or unreasonable way of thinkj.ng, 
You'll brainstorm in your groups, and then from the suggestions offered by 
the group, you will choose 1. which you think might be one YOU could ana-> 
lyze. The group will take a minute off from the discussions so that you 
can do the Jotting right then. 

Ilt45 a.m. Lunch 

12sl0 p.m. Notion pictuxei A TRES GHOtfS IN BROOKLYN. This film is an American classic. 
You may have seen it before. It is the story of a young girl growing up 
in Brooklyn. She had lots of things against her, but she grew up very well 
in spite of evexy-thing. Try to put yourself in her place as each incident 
unfolds; then answer the question interiorly: How would I have acted in 
similar drcuastances? 

At the end of each reel, you will Jot down the obstacles that you noticed. 

During the coaing week, Jot down a list of your own **obstacles" — how 
you handle them ~ how you could make them advantages. Next week, we'll 
talk about how to handle obstacles. EVERYBODY has them, so we might as 
well leam to make the aost of them and not '*cop out** because of them. 

Figure 10 



APPENDIX D 

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL FOR ALLIED CURRICULA 

Included in Appendix D, units, lessons, contracts, and out

lines Illustrate what materials may be used by teachers who are em

phasizing the tenets of Personhood Development. Originally, these 

samples were used with intermediate and junior high students; but 

they can be easily adapted for older students as well. 

It should be noted again that these axe the exact replicas 

of the material given to students and/or used for teacher prepara

tion. They serve to illustrate the minimal use of and/or depend

ence on textbooks. 

The Unit Concept 

The Unit Concept is material used by teachers. It can be 

the basis for a worthwhile in-service session. 

Unit Planning 

Teacher Preparation — Basic Unit; The Short Story in Lit

erature — is the undergirding for Individual Student Explorations. 

Both samples are given here so that teachers may see how subject 

matter and methods arise out of teacher planning. All that is in 

these samples may be tested for content and outcomes according to 

principles found in the work of Gagne' (Gagne 1977). 
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Contracts 

There are four sample contracts included: Reading for Infor

mation, Collection, and Organization; Living with Color; Expand

ing Sentences; and Topography. These contracts are never "just 

handed" to students. They are carefully analyzed by teacher and 

group so that nothing is left to chance and so that sources for 

originality may be tapped. 

All these contracts adhere to the outcomes and conditions 

of learning listed by Gagn^ (Gagn^ 197?)• 

Initiating Ideas 

Four samples of material which can easily lend themselves 

to contract construction or to lesson presentation are found in 

this section as well. These are: The Four Idols, Work for Para

phrasing, Propaganda, and Putting Yourself in Another Person's 

Shoes. 

There are literally hundreds of such ideas which can be 

utilized by creative tea.chers to spark originality and to foster 

exploration among students. 

Credit must be given to former teachers of the vrriter, 

most notably Rev. John Coleman, S.J. and to the Sisters of the Holy 

Cross for these ideas. 

The reader will note that, like the other samples, these 

are exact replicas of the work as they were used in classes and 

in-service sessions with teachers. 
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Pago 1 of 3 
The Unit Concent 

Uhut Is a unit? 

A unit Is a sa^ body of educational material, grouped around a single theme, 
for the purpoae of organizing data, presenting concepts, allovlng for activity 
and project woiic, determining mental groMth and psychological development, pro
viding for the correlation needed to reinforce other subject matter being taught, 
and for the transfer of the principles of learning from the theoretical to the 
actual. 

Vhat are Its advantages? 

The unit UNIFIESi material Is not presented as Isolated facts aomehOH 
struggling to keep togetheri 

The unit HfffiNSIFIES! concentratlonal powora are deepened because the mind Is 
able to concentrate on one phase of learning; 

The unit OBGANIZESi the Instructor Is able to proceed In logical and parallel 
sequences; there Is direction; 

The unit SOLIDIFIESi by using a single theme, the unit facilitates the learning 
and ensures aa much retention as possible. 

Give an example of a simplified unit outline. 

I. Frellminaiy groundwork 
A. The teacher and students share ideas about a particular concept 

(e.g., conflict, leading to the study of the short story) 
B. The teacher and students listen to the "core" stoiy (the one used 

as the example In the teaching) 
1. Why listen? (An active sense is being utilized; the dif

ficulties are minimized aa far aa vocabulary and oral in
terpretation are concerned; listening lends an ease to 
enjoyaent ~ Hhlch Is VITALI) 

2. Primary function of literature is ENJOYMEMT for the reader! 
J, One of the Instructor's major functions is the development 

of taste In the students. 
I*. This is "the setting of the stage" la motivation. 

C. ExiJ.oring literary art forms as applied to the core has advantages; 
1. All the criteria for testing literature are developed at 

this time; 
2. The students have a ready point of reference while they 

are being introduced to the specifics of analysis. 
n. Individual explorations 

A. Stories and authors (characteristics) 
B. Vocabulary individualized; HIHIMUMS set by teacher, HAXIHUHS set 

by students 
C. Panels of "experts" on literary excellences 
D. Applications to life situations (living vicariously) 

III. Evaluations of unit 
A. Projects -- a detailed analysis on a iilnlmum number of stozlea 
B. Enactments — with puppets; using role-playing; creating sets, etc. 
G. Handling loose ends — organizational methods 
D. Parodies — "playing with" settings, characterizations, etc. 
B. VocabulBi7 studies -- need not be widtten; oral worfc often better 
F. Explorations of the theme in other fields — poetry lends Itself nicely 
G. Tests — short, to-the-polnt, advantageous to the STUIENT 

IV. Other possibilities for advanced reading units; oratory, novels, essays. 
Journals, letters, narrative poetry, editorials, humor, lyric poetry. 
Eastern thought a^ culture, drama, bits from Shakespeare, etc. 

V. Possible unit titles; Bravery, Strange Happenings, Marvels of Our Age, 
Uorklng People, Humor, The Four Seasons, Animals, Famous Persons, Ancient 
History, Patriotism, Our Country, Our State, Science, The Faraway Places, 
Adventure, Danger, Decisions, Intrigue, The Future, Sports, etc. 

Figure 11 
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Pago 2 of 3 
Making a unit In reading for studenta Involved In Forsonhood DeveloFaenti (think of 
"rending" as a sub-heading of English) 

Tba thou^t-process of the teacher begins wlthi Uhat aa I teaching? What values 
and appreciations an I able to see? Uhat do these students need at this tine? How can 
I Incorporate the five learning objectives and creativity Into the work at hand? HOH 
can I make this a full, Interesting study for the studerts? What miniauas must I set? 
Vhat additional Ideas Hill I need to have on hand for the students able to do moxo? 
Hou can I group the oaterial into parcels so that I can handle everything? An I sure 
I have utilized all the methods Fersonhood Developoent offers? Vhat can my students 
leazn about Fersonhood Developsent by this work? Uhat are the limitations of time? etc. 

Having decided on "conflict" for the unit's theme, the instructor begins iiith 
a "conversation" idth the students (really, a teacher-led discussion)i 

Uhat is a conflict? (Conflict is the struggle resolved by the choice of an 
alternative from several possibilities.) 

Uhat Jdnda of conflict do you know about? (Conflicts between people and nature, 
people and other people, ideas and other ideas, people and 
situations or systems, etc.) 

Clve an example of each. (Here the students are actually composing mentally some 
short stories) sons will even relate these orally.) 

Does each represent a true conflict, a decision, a result, an outcome? Is each 
example plausible? Is each a possible life situation? 

Ultimately, there will be some categories Into which stoileB falli 
Natural conflicts — those vhere the forces of nature and man axe at odds 

(Call of the Wild, Moby Dick, The Foseldon Adventure, etc.) 
Value conflicts — those vhere a struggle to go from a condition xhich Is, to a 

condition which is better (Up From Slavery, Hadane Curie, etc.) 
Hotel these may also be considered spiritual conflicts. 

Social conflicts — those which Involve differences in social strata (So Big, 
Fat of the Land, Pinky, Dr. Zhlvago, etc.) 

Intellectual conflicts — those which Involve differences in ideas and ideals 
(the story of Lister, the story of Wilson, the rise of com
munism, etc.) 

Physical conflicts — those which Involve physical prowess (Brian's Song, war 
stories, sports stories, murder mysteries, etc.) 

Economic conflicts -- those which involve the moneyed class and the lack-of-
Boney class (poor vs. rich, labor vs. management. Valley of 
Decision, etc. 

Supernatural conflicts — those which involve good vs. evil (Faust, The Devil and 
Daniel Webster, ghost stories, etc. 

Uhy does an author write? (He wants to tell something. He has an idea he wants to 
to put across. He likes to entertain. He likes to create something of his own.) 

Does he always tell "the truth"? (No, not necessarily. However, what he writes 
must be possible, plausible, or accepted by the reader as plausible.) 

Does literature mean to teach? (No, the main purpose of literature is enjoyment. 
However, by its very nature it does Impart ideas and it CAN teach. At least, it does 
present a theme or an idea or an Ideal which may or may not be accepted by the reader.) 

Are there any people you know about ~ story tellers ~ who meant to teach? (Aesop, 
Crinm Brothers, Hws Christian Anderson, Christ, Kahlil Gibran, those who composed 
The Arabian Nights, etc.) 

Because we cannot live every experience for ourselves, we can live "vicariously" 
through the characters in fiction or in reel life. We may or may not agree with the 
decisions they made, bi2t even considering alternatives can be a learning experience. 

Figure 11 (continued). 
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Let us take the example of short stories. Those are especially suited to the 
modem American mind. He are a restlesSi busy people and so have neither time nor 
patience to spend on a several-volume story. When life moved along a little more 
slowly and recreational pursuits were somewhat limited, people did spend many hours 
on reading a single narrative. (Witness the English novels, for example.) A NOVEL 
is like a whole bologna, but a short story is Just one slice. Foe standardized the 
short stozyt Hawthoine aorallzed lti Bret Harte localized it) 0. Henry humorlzed 
it) Twain specialized it. 

Let's enjoy a short story right now. (The "core" story is used here.) 

Now we need to explore OBJECTIVGLY why this is a work of merit. (It la helpful 
if the student has a prepared blank outline and two colors of pens. The element under 
consideration is printed on the outline; after the discussion of that element, he 
puts his own definition in one color and how the element is used in the core story 
in the second color. In this way, he is actually making his own frame of reference 
from which he will be able to untangle the elements in other works he will be analyz
ing.) 

It is ioportant that the teacher do only a little of this each day as the unit 
progresses. There are nany other phases of English which oust be taught as well, and 
so the unit work cannot usurp all the available time. As the students get deeper and 
deeper into the voxk, they theaselves viU want to spend fflore time. 

It is also extremely important that the teacher of such material make a point of 
the fact that not 0vez7 stoxy appeals to every person; that is why it is necessary to 
have an QBJCCTI^ standard so that a work is judged on its merit and not merely on 
whether it appeals to a lot of people or not. This is one lesson which teaches the 
students to recognize their likes and dislikes while at the same time they are able 
to Judge a woric objectively. 

Figure 11 (continued). 
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TEACHER PREPAHATION 

Basic Unit I The Short Story In Literature 

Behavioral Ob.lectivest At the concluaion of the unit the student will be able to 

analyze in a literazy Banner any shoirt stoxy within his 

range of coapetency. That la. the student 

1} Will differentiate the elements of a short story; 

2) Will draw a "story design"j 

j) Will correctly identify the varying figures of speech and give examples of 
those he has found within the context of the stories he has chosen; 

k) ViU correctly point out implications made by the author; 

5) Will recognize the style of the more prominent authors; 

6) tflll master at least one third of the vocabulary choices he has made; 

7) Will be able to recognize similar themes (e.g., revenge, generosity, jealousy, 
etc.) in allied works (e.g., poetry, novels, films, etc.) 

8) ViU Judge objectively the merits of a story as a work of literature; 

9) ViU identify conflict and its resolution as proposed by an author; 

10) ViU suggest alternate resolutions and consequences for some of the conflicts 
be chooses to discuss. , 

THE OBJECTIVES ARE VRmEN IN CIEAHLY BEHAVIORAL lERMS IN THE TEACHER'S COPY OF THE PRE
PLANNED UNIT AND ARE LISTED FOR STUDENT INFORMATION IN THE STUDENT'S CONTRACT. (SEE THE 
STUIENT COPY.) 

Figure 12 
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Pa^ 2 of 4 

Unit Proceduret 

I. The toach&r asd students share ideas in vell-plazmed class periods. The 

first and basic concept ia "conflict" —• a thene comnon to all the selec

tions the students will be given. (Large group discussions; small group dis
cussions; Individual interpretations) 

XX• A. The teacher and students listen to the "core" stor7 — the one chosen as 
•the example to analyze (in this case, "The Cask of Amontillado" by Sdgar 
Allan Foe) (Large group presentation) 

B. The instructor uses this story to illustrate for the students the elements 
of short-story analysis* (See evaluation chart and student contract.) 
(Large group presentation) 

III. A. Individual student explorations are from the list of short story classics 
provided. (Directed Independent study and work; small-group discussions 
arising from independent study.) 

B. Anthologies containing the-selections viU be made available from the 
library. All stories have been selected from lists of traditional and 
Bodem classics. In addition, some selections axe also contained in 
Junior- and senior-high literature books available in the classroom. 
(Librarian assistance and Independent reading) 

IV. Svaluatlons are held in various ways and at various times during the unit 
executiont A) teacher with individual student — vocabulary study 

B) seminar groups 

C) carefully kept notebooks of directed and individual learning 

D) project work and allied activities 

E) oral-reading tapes 

F) written tests for those whose work necessitates such. 

THESE BROAD GENERAL PRCX2DURES ARE IMHEMEinED OVER A FIVE-MONTH H)RIOD THROUGH WELL-
DEVELOPED LESSON PLANS COVERING BLOCK lERIODS (FOUR 80-MINUTB SEGMENTS WEEKLY)| IN
DIVIDUALIZED WORK IS THE KEY TO MAKING THE MOST OF THIS STRUCTURAL BASE. 

Schoolt private, non-graded, departmentalized. Individualized 
Use of uniti levels 7*0 to 12.9t competency determined by SRA Achievement Tests 
Clientelet middle and upper socio-economic strata; average and above average intel-

ligencef ages 12 to 15t heterogeneous grouping 

Figure 12 (continued). 
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Exoectatlcnai Major Outcomes from Basic Understandings 
of Coneapts 

Conflict — Wiat is It? Why Is It Important? Uhat Is tho role of the person In 
dodsion-making? (Alternate option seeking; foreseeing consequences) 

Types of confUcts — Hatural (uithin the forces of nature) 
Spiritual or Value (man's effort to go trm good to bettor) 
Social (man's conflict Mlth nan) 
Intellectual (man's Ideas vs. man's Ideas) 
Physical (nan of strength vs. the forces against It) 
Economic (man of one status vs. man of another) 
Moral or Supernatural (forces of good vs. forces of evil) 

Possible outcomes of declslon-maklngi the power of dedslon 

Purposes of authors Mho vilte short stories 

Vicarious experience through characterization 

All the elements of a detailed analysis of the short story 

Figure 12 (continued). 



(Evaluation fora to be coapleted by student and teacher after last evaluative discuesion) 

IHDIVIDUALIZED STUIEHT BVALUATIOH FORM (for the permanent file of the English teacher) Yean (1960-81) 

Student! (Frank Bllllnge) Entered on level (8) Teacheri (Harold Prince^ 

Unit Title I (Conflict) 

Type of Worki (Short Story) 

Unit Woric Record! 

Vocabulary (no.) 
Identifications! 

—Implications 
—Retentions 
—Oral reading 

Core Selection! 

Author! (E.A« Poe) 

(n-he Cask of ABontillado") 

Nationality of Author! . (Aperican) 

(check) 

—Reading for infonaation , 
—Smmarising 

Structural Analysis! (check) 
—Setting 
—Theme 
—Hood 
—Plot 
—Local color 
—Dialogue 
—Point of view 
—Elements of suspense ____ 
—Situation dinensiona 
—Character interpretation . 
—Humor _____ 
—Pathos 
—Propaganda ____ 
—>Melodraaa 

(append list) 
Fibres of speech! 
(circle those studied) 
simile 
onomatopoeia 
metaphor 
hyperbole 
metonymy 

assonance 
apostrophe 
imagisQ 
personification 
allusions 
alliteration 
allegory 
irony 

—Levels of appreciation 
—Knowledge of giaaicks ____ 
"^Knowledge of style 
—Degree of literary excellence 
—Unity 
—Clarity 
•-Coherence 
—Use of symbolism 
—Verisimilitude 
—Climax 
—Anti-climax 
—Denouement 
—Title significance 

Independent studies! 
1) Stories (no.) (append list) 

2) Project Hork (specify) 

3) Laboratory work (specify lab naaa and units) 

U) Allied reading (specify) 

5) Use of audio-visual equipment (specify) 

6) Other dimensions to the study (outside sources, 
group participations! home discussions, etc.) 

Oyrer-all evaluations of the unit ̂ 

Quality of notebook work 

Student's signature! , 

Teacher's signature! 

Figure 12 (continued). 
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Sxploratlcpa 

Th«ro ar« oan^r stozloo listed for yxni to ehoosa to nad. Hore axo SOBS ehoicss which /ou 
nay mokox 1.) You may chooae to do a "suzfaca analyaia" of 10 or aoro aelaetloms} 

2.} Tou may choose to do an "in-depth" analysis of 7 or ooret 
3*) You oay dioose to xead all the atoziea and specialize only in tuo or three 

aroBfi for each one (vocabularyi hovaver* HAS 70 E3 represented, no aattar 
whatever your other choices oay be.) 

Tou Bay woxfc !•) alone, 2«) in groups, or 3*) ̂  taa^ forces; but each student will have 
his or bar notebook coopleted for evaluation* 

Svaluationa: 
-1.) The evaluations will bo ORAL and done with the teachor in group discussions* The 

responsibility for expressing your leaoing objectives '•dll be yours. (See the list of ob-
jactlves so that you will iaow soae of your oajor goals.) You aay add soae goala cf your own 
according to your individual needs, tkes* u 

2.) Vocabulary evaluating will te dcna one sat at a tina. individually* Vhen you are 
finiabed wilting up your preliminary vocabulary goals, put your notebook on the instructor's 
desk, opened to the area you wish to have evaluated. (Be sure to do this 33F0HE you study 
your choices for castery so that, if you have eirors, they stay be adjusted.) 

3*) The vocabula::y choices will be 7 words per story if you are doing a "surface 
analysis" of several stories. If you are doing aora than 10 atories, chooae 5 vords for 
oastezy from each. You say prove your knowledge a few words at a tiu, or you may do them all 
at once. 

k,) An iUuatrated project, Inclining all the elements of the short story analysisi 
will bo done on CES story of your choice. This story may even be the "core" story If you wish 
or any other one on the list. 

5*) Along with the vocabulary in your notebook, you will add the foUcving information: 
a.) A suBsary of the stoxy (keep this to 3 sentences if possible) 
b.; An example of an implication made by the author about one of his characters 
Cc) A list and short description of the major conilici^B) 
d.) An explanation — very short ~ of why this particular story was chosen 

by critics to illustrate "good" literature. 
6«) ChooM one paragraph of the story to recozdL oa the tape recorder so that yoti may 

receive individual attention to help you to read orally in a skUlful. manner. 'lOien you use 
the recorder, say, "This is (vour nLne) and my paragraph has been taken from 
Cvour story) by (the author) 

?,) You may want to sake small flash cards to uae for your study of vocabulary, charac
ters, authors, titles, etc. 

8.) You and your friends say schedule a small group discussion about a particular story 
which everyone in the group has read. This cooperative wozk will probably help you to see 
things in the story which you may havo Biased by yourself. You may schedule this appointment 
on an individual study day with your instructor. 

9.) At the end of this contract, there are a few- samples of vocabulary choices taken 
from some of the- stories.. These lists may help you, but you do not havo to use them if you 
do not wish to do so. 

ST>QClal Pro.iact Work (only for those interested not tequiredl): 
You Bay wish to have a puppet ahow on aome phase of this work. 
You may write parodies (change settings or characters and see what happens!) 
You Bay write alternate endings to stories. 
You Bay write a song or a ballad, telling the story in auisic. 
You Bay prepare an opaque projector stdp to present to the large group or to invited 

guests — parents* etc. 
6.) You Bay think of saeething other than the above suggestions in fields of art or poetry 

or even in math (for instance, if Hontressor was walled up on September 12, 1084, how many days 
will ha have been there as of August 9, 1980?) 

Page 1 of 6 
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Cb.-jectlves; What are you sping to be learning? 

At the conclusion of the unit you will be able to analyze in a literary 
Banner any short story you may choose to read; that is, 

1.) 7ou will bo able to tall about all the EIEICNTS of a short story; 

2.) You will be able to draw a STORY QESICIt after reading a short story; 

30 You will be able to identify all the FIGUEES OF SPEECH and give exaaples of those 
you have found in your stories; 

'i.) You will recognize an IMPLICATION made by the author of a short story: 

5-) You will be fajiiliar with the STYLE of some authors so that you can tell who wrote 
a story Just by hearing it; 

6.) You will have a mastery of approximately 5O-ICO NEW 'JOHDS; 

?,) You will bo able to identify a THEIIE ~ an underlying reason why the author thought 
the story worth writing; 

8.) You will be able to tell GOOD LITERATtlHS from simple narrative; 

9.) You will recognize CONFLICT and identify TYPES OF CONFLICTS; 

10.) You will be able to suggest ALTERNATE ElISINGS OR OPTIONS to conflict, and in this 
way prepare for wise decision-making yourself; 

11.) You will enjoy the STUDY OF FEOPLS and their motives. Hopefully, you will understand 
yourself and your friends better... 

Types of Conflict; 

1. Natural — a conflict with the forces of nature (Call of the Wild, Moby Dick, Grapes of 
Wrath, How Green Was My Valley, etc.) 

2. Spiritual — man's effort to go frcm what he is to something better (Up From Slavery, 
Madame Curie, etc.) 

3. Social — man's conflict '.ri-th man (Fat of the Land, Pinky, The Trouble, etc.) 

't'. IntoUectJial — man's ideas vs. man's ideas (Lister, Wilson, I Led Three Lives, etc.) 

5. Physical — man's physical being vs. forces against it (The Longest Day, Helen Keller, 
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, etc.) 

6. Economic — man of one status vs. man of another (rich vs. poor, labor vs. management, 
Valley of Decision, etc.) 

7. Moral — forces of good against forces of evil (Faust, Devil and Daniel Webster, etc.) 

Page 2 of 6 
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list of Short Stories I (* The asterisk Indicates a deeper caturlty of story. The nore 
asterisks, the more difficulty to Interpret. However, there la 
no story on the list too difficult for the average person to read.) 

1. The Host Dangerous Cane (Richard Connell)'**' 
2. RUdd-tikki-tavl (Hudyard Kipling)* 
3. La Mere Savage (Hudyard Kipling)*** 

The Devil and Daniel Webster (Stephen Vincent 31net)** 
5. Tha Gift of t!ie Magi (0. Henry)* 
6. Tha Outcasts of Poker Flats (Bret Harte)*** 
7. Tha Luck of Roaring Canp (Bret Harte)*** 
8. Hint of an Explanation (Crahasi Greene)**** 
9. The Lottery (Shirley Jackson)*** 
10. August Heat (W.F. Har/ey)* 
11. Hiss Hinch (Henry S. Harrison)* 
12. The Monkey's Paw (W.W. Jacobs)* 
13. Zenobla's Infidelity (Henry Cuyler Bunner)* 
1^1. The Necklace (Guy de Maupassant)* 
15. The Piece of String (Guy de Kaupaasant)* 
16. The Telltale Heart (Edgar Allan Poe)** 
17. The Adventure of the Speckled Band (Arthur Conan Doyle)* 
18. The Interlopers (Sakl)** 
19. The Open Window (Sakl;* 
20. The Trouble (J.F. Powers)** 
21. The Han Without a Country (Edward Everett Hale)* 
22. Fat of the Land (Anzia Yezierska)*** 
23- A Battle over the Teacups (August Derleth)* 
ZU-. A Secret for Two (Quentin feynolds)* 
25. After Twenty Years (O. Henry)** 
26. The Snob (Horley Callaghan)* 
27. The Princess and the Puma (0. Henry)* 
28. The Third Ingredient (O.Heniy)'^ 
29. The Last Leaif (0. Henry)** 
30. The Dinner Party (Mona Gardner)* 
31. The Diving Fool (Franklin H. Heck)* 
32. Jaokknives from Heaven (Bob Davis)* 
33. Locomotive 38 (Wn. Saroyan)* 
yi'. Rifles of the Regiment (Brio Knight)* 
35' Mystery on Street (Donald and Louise Peattie)* 
36. Alasl Poor Annabelle! (Carol Byxle Brink)* 
37. Thanksgiving Day (Dorothy Caafield Fisher)* 
38. The Silver Outrigger (Howard Pease)* 
39. The Kiskis (Kaiy Vontner)* 
W. The Specter (Guy de "laupaasant)* 
't'l. The (^n Hearth (Herschel S. Hill)** 
^••2. Tha Splinter (Ma:^ Roberts Hiaehart)* 
^^3. Black River Trap (Don CuUimoro)* 
Uk. Tha Long Night (Lowell D. Blanton)* 
^5' Passengers for Panama (Howard Pease)* 
1*6. Ransom of Red Chief (0. Henry)* 
't'7. God- Saoa the Truth But Walts (Leon Tolstoy)*** 
48. Whare Love Is, There Is God (Laon Tolstoy)** 
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Tha foUowlm la a Hat of short otoiy elemonts. Only those with the asterisk axe 
essential. The other elements are Interesting and fun to do, especially with a group, 

'•hacause while you are doing then, you are looJdng at the "people" side of short stories — 
characters AJID authors! The more you understand "people", the more you'll understand 
yourself and your friends..* However, this work is really for the more mature students! 

Structural Analvala: 

Sotting* Unity* 

Thane* Clarity* 

Hood Coherence* 

Plot* Conclusions drawn 

, Local Color* Story Design 

Dialogue* 

Point of view* 

Suspense 

Situation Dimensions 

Character Interpretation* 

Humor 

Pathos 

Propaganda 

Melodrama 

. Levels of appreciation (only for advanced students — a special unit in itself, which will 
be taught to any group that wants to go into this fasdnating area!) 

Clmmicks 

Style 

Foreshadowing* 

(and antl-cUoax if present}* 

Oanousment 

Significance of title* 

Dagrea of literary excellence* 

Symbols* 

Page U of 6 
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Figures of Sreeeh! 

Simile 

liotaphor 

Personification 

Irony 

Onomatopoeia 

Hyperbola 

Allusion 

Hetonymy 

Apostrophe 

Alliteration 

Assonancs 

Imaglsm 

Allegory 

Knowledge of the Author: (any pertinent details which are interesting or which may 
have had an affect on his woifc.) 

Voeabularr Study! 
l7)When you are seeking out words for mastery — that is, words that you can incorporate 
into your own speaking and wxitlzig — look for those which are unfamillax to you but which 
seem to have a meaning Important to the Interpretation of the sentence. 
2.) The HnfmUHS are listed for you In the first part of the unit. It would be foolish 
juat to jot down some "big words" which you already know in order to fulfill some require
ment. It's much better to do less (if you have to) and master what you can. 
3.) lou will be asked to use the words you have chosen in a sentence or two when you 
are checking in with the instructor. Have that in mind when you study! 
) It will bo easier for you if you check in with the Instructor after every set of 

5 or 7 (or whatever number you have set for yourself). 
5.) iou may make up a taat for yoiuwelf at the and of the unit if you'd like to taJca that 
ertra challenge. If you chose to worfe in a task force with some other students, you might 
want to have a ooBpetition! Arrange this with the Instructor if you would liJce to do such 
a thing. Good luckt It's all up to you! 
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Vocabulary HbItj (if you want it)j 
"Adventure of the Speckled Band" — Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 

retort 
intuition 
unravel 
â tation 
pzenatuxe 
haggard 
mania 
gale 
herald 
defray 
perpetrate 
endeavor 
rouse 
protrude 
loathsome 

"The Kiskis" — May Vontner 

sumptuous 
ludicrous 
infectious 
subsequent 
replenish 
pathetic 
demeanor 
Histflll 
don (to "don your clothes") 
Irrepressible 
shod 
keen 
relish (to "relish Ice cream") 
Isolate 
oblique 

"The Open Hearth" — Kerschel S. Hall 

haggard 
skirt (to "skirt the lake") 
molten slag 
troû  
seething 
flues 
hearth 
txundle 
aluddation 
ingot 
Jest 
debris 

dissolute 
subtle 
metallic 
notorious 
undoubtedly 
bland 
Imperturbable 
infamous 
grotesque 
artful 
pertain 
rapidity 
dispel 
occupant 
invaluable 

self-effacing 
lavish 
premature 
assume 
traces (to "kick over the traces") 
sullen 
beguile 
utilize 
Insvitable 
perforation 
morale 
persist 
reprimand 
pristine 

cavernous 
inferno 
squat 
uncouth 
grotesque 
ifelrd 
hank (a "hank of hair") 
ilvulats 
orthographic 
fancy (to "fancy yourself rich") 
harass 
pall 
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Contract — Reading for Information. 
Co^eetlon. and Organization 
(Encyclopedia experience^ 

Search and Seize! 

At last you are ready to explore the world of knowledge on your own! There are literally 
millions of things to fascinate the mind; and in this first unit we are going to take a leap 
into fields where. peiiiapSf you have not gone before. Research is exciting) especially when 
you get to choose your topic and work it out yourselfl Host of your future educational life 
will be involved with research and the making of "analganations" from what you learn. So— 
it*8 time to get started. Please follow the procedures as they are listed. If you have any 
questions at any time, please ask the instructor. 

1) Choose a topic about which your knowledge is LIMTTSD. You only get credit for 
learning something you did NOT know before — so be sure you don't short-change your
self by repeating soaething you already know! 

2) Most of tha topics listed beloir can easily be arranged in parts or "chapters** in 
your notebooks. There are no limits on the number of chapters you may have; but 
if you figure about a chapter per week, the least number you nay have Is approxi
mately 7. Of course, this depends on the thoroughness and quality of your work. 
If you are careful and thorough, taking lots of trouble to make your xeports complete 
and veil done, then you may wind up with only 5 or 6 chapters. Each person*s wozk 
will be evaluated on HCtf VEII it is donel 

3) ALL of the work is to be done in your notebooks — explanations, chartSt maps, 
pictures, diagrams, processes, etc. — and while you are doing this work, be sure 
that you use only ONE side of your paper. If you use both sides, you will sometimes 
spoil your wox^c accidentally — and that would be tragici 

4) For each section you do, there should be a brief explanation, some drawings to 
illustrate your work, artistic arrangements on the pages, aiui FIVE NEU VOCABULARY 
V0RI6 YOU HAVE LEARIIEI}. These vocabulary words should not only be on the page the 
report Is on but they should also be on a separate page in the back of your notebook 
where you will keep your vocabulary collection* Vocabulary should be done as followsi 

1. Harass - to bother; to annoy ̂  repeated actions 
2. Reverse - to turn back; to go on an opposite course 

DON'T FORGET? This is done in TVO places in your notebooksl You irill receive an 
individual test on the wotds you have chosen as a part of this unit. 

5} You may use magazine pictures to iUustrats your r.'^ports. These may be neatly pasted 
in or put in with scotch tape. For those who do not draw well, this procedure may 
be a help. However, the work should not look as though a 6-year-old has done it. 
You left primary education a long, long time ago^ 

6) Everyday you woric on these projects, PLEASE PUT THE DATE in your book. The instructor 
will ask for the notebooks periodically and check them; and naturally, they will be 
viewed during the class periods. If you have some badly done work, the instructor 
will send for you and ask that you re-do those parts that are not satisfactory. 

7) A record of your work is to be kept on YELLOW CARDS which you will fill in each time 
you have a work session. You will have entries like this) 

2/6 - I did all my reading on Baseball, and then I began my report in writing 
2/8 - I finished one chapter and made a sketch for my first chart. 
2/9 * I finished the chart, picked out my vocabulary words, and began on 

the definitions. 
2/13' I had the teacher check my definitions and I learned three of them. 

Here are some topics you may choose fromi letters of the alphabet, presidents of the 
U.S., animals, states, chemical elements, sports* architecture, aircraft, autos, oceans, 

countries, astronomy, atoms and atomic energy, birds, cities of the world, clothing, co^, 
color, colonial life, communication, energy, gems, forests and forest products, food. 
flowers, flags, fish, horses, Iron and steel, leaves, Latin America, mountains, music, 
national parfcs. petroleum, photography, plants, stars, space and space travel, transporta
tion, trees, etc. 

Date beguni 

Figure 14 
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PafiO 2 of 2 

Not#I Under NO clrcuoatancas are you to copy your report from a book. 
The langiiage must be your own* If vou DO copy your report, 
I) It will be MUCH TCX3 LONG, and 2) your work win not be 
accepted^ 

Evaluations of the wo3^: 

Chapters 1. 2. , 

Extra chapters donei 

4. 

Illustrationst . 

Points given away because of olsspelliogi, 

Voric habitat 

. Student works Independently without disturbing others 

, Student has good powers of concentration 

Student Is distracted soaetloes 

, Student Is easily distracted and causos others to be 
distracted 

Student makes no effort to work independently 

Signature of student 

Signature of teacher: 

Additional cosuBentsi 

Figure 14 (continued). 
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Living with Color 

Gxoetlngsi This Is your uext contract) a neu exporlence which will broaden your 
vocabulary and "color" your langua^ with options that you aay not have known exlstedl 

You are going to carry out this contract In three wayst 
1) You will list these colors (or color fozr&a) In your notebook with the proper color 

Identification In word form. Please -- you must be as specific as possible In 
Identifying the color. For Instance, If you are given the word "navy" to identify, 
"blue" will NOT do. You aust tell what KIND of blue. 

2) Your second taak will be to use your colored pencils to put a "blotch" of the color 
In the oargln by each word. 

3) You will make a small poster, using the front and the back, on which you will arrange 
the names of those special colors coupled with a torn piece of a magazine picture 
which best Illustrates that color. We have spoken of color and its use in the world 
of business and advertising, so this part of your wo:^ will help you to see how true 
this Idea Is. You may not find a plcturc for KVEBY single one of the colors, but 
try your best to find what you can. You will enjoy looking for the colors, and it's 
a nice way to help your friends tool 

A ^ X 6 card tflU be good enough for this woi^c, and you may use both sides of It. 
BE SUBS TO FIT YOUR NAME IN ONB OF THE CORNEBS* A wbiaII envelope may be used to 
store the torn pieces you find before you are ready to paste. 

There are a few things you should be warned about before you begin. There are several 
names that list the same "color" but these names mean little variations in the colors. 
For Instance, tak*e four from the Usti snowy, chalky, pearly, creamy. Now, all of 
those indicate some type of white. The question Is: what's the difference in then? 
When would you use one word but not the others? So, while this contract looks somewhat 
easy from the outside. It is zeally filled with lots of tricky little detallsl Good lucki 

snowy -
swart 
dingy 
fawn-like 
wine-colored 
verdant 
robin*s-egg 
mawe 
gilt 
flame-hued 
many-colored 
checkered 
sprinkled 
blonde 
ultramarine 

chalky pearly creamy sable inky 
sooty ebony gray, grey drab dun 
leaden somber russet tawny auburn • 
bay chestnut maroon crimson rose 
cerise ruddy sorrel ruby Eiagenta 
olive emerald cerulean sky-dyed sapphire 
turquoise Indigo violet lavender Ulac 
heliotrope plum buff amethyst golden 
maple-sugar flaxen fallow henna plaid 
variegated tartan mosaic patchwork mottled 
polychromatic iridescent opalescent motley dappled 
spotted speckled freckled flecked streaked 
dotted tattooed piebald sienna ochre 
brunette scarlet aquamarine terra cotta canary 
carmine tangerine lemon vermilion peacock 

You do not have to keep the words in order. Pick out 
the words as you do them, in order to keep the record 
you will find an example of how the work is to be put 
IS IMPORTAim 

the easiest first, and then cross out 
straight and avoid duplicating. Below, 
in your notebook. Remember, NEATNESS 

- .tZy 

- ~ .Oyriy 

Figure 15 
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Creative Writing Contract — Expanding Sentences 

Hello againi Your Instructor has been doing some demonstrating of the principles of 
creative writing for you. These examples have given you some ideas on how to use vocabulary 
to give shading to your creations — as an artist using paints gives shading to his 
work. 

You axe now asked to work out these sentences. If you do TWO of them each WEEK, you 
will find that your wojA will be finished ON TIME, that is, by . Please 
illustrate the sentences toot If you find drawing very difficult, use symbolism or use 
aagaaine pictures. Illustrationo always help to increase the quality of your presentation. 
If you need some ideas on this, be sure to ask your instructor. 

Be CABEFUL about SPELLINGi 
It is good to make a pencil copy of your woric FIRST and have it checked BEPOMl you 

do the ink copy. Remember, you give away points for misspelled words. 

For those of you who enjoy working with words, you may apply for other sentences to 

do and thus gain extra credit. 

Oh, yes! I forgot to tell you. NONE OF YOUH SENTENCES MAY BEGIN WITH THE WGRIS 
"A" 
"The" 
"An" 

The reason for tnis restriction is to give you practice in using various other 
grammatical fozms — introductozy clauses or prepositional phrases, for Instance. 

Sample: A. The boy crossed the street, (dull, dull, dull!) 

Expanded sentence! Hardly able to breathe because of his fear of the rapidly 
passing automobiles, the frail lad wrapped his shabby coat 
about him and maneuvered his way to the safety of the 
opposite curb. 

1. The dog looked at his master* 5- The 
2. The climbers got to the top. 6, The 

3. The student did his work. 7. The 
it. The rain fell. 8. The 

Evaluation of sentences! 1. 

Number of points given 
away in misspellingst 1 .  

Work habits! 

Signature of student: 

Signature of teacher: 

Figure l6 
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Geographical Contract — Topography 

In order to understand the history of a people, you will find it necessary to know 
the LAin) uhere the history took place. Your first piece of MOTkt then, is to make the 
following maps of the Western Hemisphere: 

1) A standard-color map of the land forms 

2) A relief map 

3) A product map 

k) A climate map 

You must be able to describe with accuracy the geographical features in all the 
major parts of the Vestem Hemisphere* this will Include the various bodies of water 
which are important as well. The Instructor will demonstrate tills for you before you 
begin to do this part of the work so that you will know exactly what you are to do and 
not misunderstand the assignment. 

All map work is to be done on separate pieces of material — paper, cardboard, 
poster paper, tag board, etc. After these are evaluated as suitable, you will be allowed 
to affix them to your permanent folder of work. If you do the work carelessly and it 
is Jixlged unsuitable, it will have to be done again until it is suitable. Your Instructor 
can give you help if you need it. 

. It is strongly suggested that you use colored pencils rather than another medium 
with which you may be unfamiliar. Colored pencils are neat and clean, and they allow 
you to do good woi^ without too much trouble. 

For those who enjoy this type of woric, there are other maps and map-forms that can 
be done for extra credit. Please apply to your teacher for a description of these. 

*** 

Evaluation of mapsj 1. __ 2. 3* _ __ 

Description of land masses and bodies of wateri 

Starting datet Concluding datet 

Work habitsi 

____ Student works independently without disturbing others 
Student has good powers of concentration 
Student is distracted sometimes 

_____ Student is eas^y distracted and distracts others 
Student makes no effort to work independently 

Signature of student: 

Signature of teacher t 

Figure 17 
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The Four Idols 

Attention Step I Curiosity resazdlns the Four Idols; an explanation of tbslr functions-

Need Stepi Ve are ail under the Influence of these Pour Idols whether ve think wa are 
or not. Since objective Judgment and clear thinking are needed more than 
ever, ue must try to recognize and deal xlth — at least la some aeasure --
the lxra.tloaal and unreasonable prejudices whldi color our thinking. 

Satisfaction! Random samplings of various newspaper clippings viewed from different 
standpoints. (This is also the visualization step.) 

Suggestloni Let us as teachers and studentsi as human beings living in society, make 
ovaiy effort to become clear thinkers and to influence those around us and 
those with whom we come in contact to be clear thinkers through personal 
efforts to miniolze the control the Four Idols may have over us. 

Outline 

I. Introduction - General Statement 
A, The Four Idols influence our thoughts, Imaginations, and opinions. 
B, Ho one is completely free of this influencei we all share somewhat in the 

experience. 
C, These thoughts, Imaginings, opinions, feelings can became irxational prejudice 

H. Explanation of the Four Idols 
A. The Idol of the Tribe is a prejudice irtilch springs from our "am-ness" 

1. These are factors of age, sex, features, height, weight, etc. 
2. To some extent our opinions are colored by these factors. 

B. The Idol of the Sen or Cave is a prejudice which grows out of our environs 
1. These are factors of nationality, race, environment, neighborhood, 

family background, past experiences, etc. 
2. To some extent our opinions are colored by these factors. 

C. The Idol of the Market Placa is a prejudice which springs from our associa
tions and interchanges 

1. These cooe from our associations with others and the ideas which 
they give us — usually cosaunlcated through speech or written or 
visually presented materials. (The media) 

2. To some extent these factors color our opinions. 
p. The Idol of the Theater Is a prejudice which springs from "the play we're in" 

or from "the play we're watching" 
1. These are concerned with systems of thinking and involve Philosophy,. 

Religion, Politics, Government Issues, etc. 
2. To some extent these color our opinions. 

m. Further Development 
A. Hewspaper clippings are a good test for our relative measinn of objectivity. 
B. Consider them in the light of the changing and interacting Idols. 
C. See how easily circumstances change Interpretations. 
D. Try to think of alternative explanations for situations which seem self-

explanatory. 
IV, Conclusion 

A. The Idols can be dangerotis, particularly in this day and age when civiliza
tion's continuance depends on our abilities to think rationally. 

B. Correct interpretation and conclusions drawn are vital to our welfare, 
C. Ve must make the personal effort to evaluate news, events, personal matters, 

relations with others, etc., objectively. 

Figure 18 



Work for Paraphrasing 

"Sermons Ve See" 

—Ed^ax A. Guest 

I'd rather see a sermon than he;ir one any day. 

I'd rather one should walk with me than merely show the way. 

The eye's a better pupil and more Hilling than the eaxj 

Fine counsel is confusing, but example's always clear. 

And the best of all the preachers are the men who live their creeds 

For to see the good in action is what everybody needs. 

I can soon learn how to do it if you'll let me see It done. 

I can watch your hands in action, but your tongue too fast may run. 

And the lectures you deliver may be very wise and trues 

3ut I'd rather get my lesson by observing what you do. 

For I may misunderstand you and the high advice you give. 

But there's no misunderstanding how you act and how you live. 

+++ 

A good paraphrase must have four essentials: 

1.) It must be clear, definite, and easy to understand. 

2.) It must contcdn all the major THCUCKTS in the original passage 

3 . )  It must NOT contain any thought that is NOT in the original, 

i*.) It must NOT contain the KEY TERMS of the original. 

A paraphrase differs from a precis in that it is not just a summary 

but rather a parallel version in simple, clear words. 

A parody is a "take-off" on a particular work. It uses the 

recognizable form but changes the elements. 

Figure 19 
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Putting Yourself In Another Person's Shoes 

1. You are a young person visiting a large city for the first time. You have cone 

Kith a group of others, but you have become lost. You discover that you are 

not only lost but that you have also lost your wallet with all your money and 

Identification papers... 

2. You are an author, and a piece of your work over which you have slaved for 

many months has just been rejected by the last publisher on the list... 

3. You are a high school senior and you have just been told that you have won 

first place in the scholarship exam... 

U, You have just been asked by your government to go on a secret mission which will 

save hundreds of lives but from which you are pretty sure you will never return... 

5. You are a young person, about twenty, who has been told by the doctor that jou 

are losing your sight... 

6. Your father, for reasons of business, has to transfer the whole family to 

India (or Arabia, or Iceland, or wherever you might like to Imagine) where 

you will live from now on... 

7. You are just returning to the United States from England on the ship Titanic in 

1912. The ship has just struck an iceberg, and you have been informed that the 

ship is sinking... 

Figure 20 
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Pronaganda 

If American citizens are to have clear understandings of present-day conditions 

and what to do about them, they must be able to recognize propaganda and to analyze 

it in order to appraise it. Propaganda is expression of opinion or action by individuals 

or groups deliberately designed to influence opinions or actions of other individuals 

or groups with reference to predetermined ends. The propagandist is trying to put 

something across. We can easily recognize propaganda when we see it if ue are familiar 

with the seven common propaganda devices. These axet 

1. THE NAKS-CALLING DEVICE — a device to make us form a judgment without examining 

the evidence on vhich it should be based. 

2. THE GLITTERIKG-GENERAimES DEVICE — a device iy which the propagandist identifies 
his program with virtue by use of virtue words — truth, freedom, honor, etc. 

3. THE TRANSFER DEVICE — a device by which the propagandist carries over the 

authority or sanction or prestige of something we respect and revere to something 

he would have us accept. Example: get a church to sanction a campaign, etc. 

U. THE TESTIMONIAL DEVICE — a device to make us accept anything from a patent 

medicine or a cigarette to a program of national policy by saying that some 

dignitary also has used this product. 

5. THE PLAIN-FOLKS DEVICE — a device used by politicians, labor leaders, business 

Ben, and others to win our confidence by appearing to be people "just like us." 

6. THE CARD-STACKING DEVICE — a device in which the propagandist employs all the 

arts of deception to win our support for himself, his group, organization, policy, 

practice, belief, or ideal. He stacks the cards against the truth. He uses 

over-emphasis and under-eaphasis to dodge Issues and evade facts. He omits faults 

where it suits him to do so. This device is the hardest to detect. 

7. THE BAND-WAGON DEVICE — a device to make us follow the crowd, to accept 

the propagandist's ideas or ways of doing things. His theme is, "Everybody's 

doing (or eating, or wearing, or whatever) it!" 

Figure 21 
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Continuous-Flow Progress Cards 

Two subjects, English and mathematics, have been chosen for 

inclusion in this dissertation to illustrate what cam be done with 

curriculum areas to allow for individualization. 

The student enters the program at any grade level. He is 

then diagnosed to see what knowledge he has ailready gained and where 

he needs to fill in deficiencies. He proceeds with the curriculum 

as far and as well as he can, procuring signatures (initials of the 

teachers) as he proves his mastery in each target axea. These cards 

accompany him — though they are kept in a file to prevent loss and 

wrinkling, etc. — from level to level, from year to year. Thus, 

he sees what he has leaimed, from whom, and with what degree of 

success. The cairds also show him how often he hais proved mastery. 

The degree of success may be indicated either numerically, 

if teachers decide that is what they wish to do, or by symbols with 

set meamings. 

The cards also serve another purpose. Teachers, on examin

ing the Ccirds of each student, can find valuable information to 

guide their plauining. They will know, for instance, what topics 

have been already handled and what topics will be new. 

There aire various ways to handle the diagnosis. In this 

work a sample diagnostic chart tally and a note of explanation aire 

included to aid the person who is looking for a quick and easy 

method of handling such matters. 

The continuous-flow cards follow this page. 



Name of studenii Entered progran on levelt Card 1 Engllfih 

apltal letters! 

A. Beginning a sentence 

B. Greeting of a letter 

Cu 
C. Closing of a letter 

D. I and 0 

EC, Initials * 

P. Special naoesi ^ 

l) Weekdays 

2) Months ^ 

3) Persons 

Pets ^ 
s 

5) Holidays- ^ 

6) States 

7) Streets 

6) Towns and cities ^ 

\ 

9) Schools 

10) Clubs ^ 

\ 

ll) Special groups ^ 

12^ Special places 

13) Buildings 
N. 

l^») CoDpanles ^ 

1 •)) Stores 

A o .  ̂ c / l - / X i. 7 !• f 

Figure 22. 
C?N 
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Card 2 English 
Capital lettera (continued) 

16) Languagea ^ 

17) Groups of people h 

V 18) Redlroads and shlpllnes u 

% ^ 19) Docunents 

20) Regions 

21) Trade names 

22) HeHspa|)ers N 

23) Magazines 

2U) Sacred names ^ 

25) Monuments 

26) Political parties ^ 

V C*. 
27) Ships and airlines ^ 

W 
28) Stars, planets, constellations 

k 
G. Written conversation ^ 

H, Titles of persons n 

I. Titles of I 

1) Stories ^ 

2) Poems ^ 

3) Books ^ 

*•) Reports ^ 

. i 
Motion pictures 

6) Television programs v 

J. Abbreviations of proper names 

/fa. 0/ vtar£ c/b / J. J •it s- i 7 J ? 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Capital letters (continued) Card 3 £!ngll6h 

K. Beginning lines of poetry ^ 

L. Outlines* headings ^ 

M. Following strong interjections ^ 

•< 
N. Proper nouns and adjectives 

0. Words about the Supreme Being ^ 
Punctuation! ^ 

S 
Question mark 
Periods — ^ 

A. After Initials 
u, 

B. After some sentences o 

C. After abbreviations v 

D. After commands 
0. 

E. In outlines ^ 

v» 
F. Inside quotation narks ^ 

h G. In bibliographies 

h 
Exclamation points ^ 

Semi-colon 

Colons — u 

A. Greeting in business letters 

B. In play directions 

p. In HritinR time ^ 

E. To introduce list 

Dash t 

Parentheses 

Â o n/ ijei7y-i c/v / J. 3 ¥ S- 6? 7 9 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Punctuation (continued) Card k English 

Brackets 

Italics 

Quotation marks — 

A. Around exact Hords 

B. Titles — 

l) Articles 
VI 

2) Chapters 
e-

3) Short stories Mi 

Reports 
VI 
Ci 

Hyphens -

A. Prefixes In dictionaries 
N 

B. Between syllables ? 
C. Divide xord at end of line ii 

D. In some compound words 

Commas ' 

A. After greeting in friendly letters 

B. After closing of letters s 

C. Between date and year 
s 
s 

D. Between city £uid state 55 

E. In written conversation 

K. After Introductory word § 
G. Last nane, first neioe (alph. lists) 

H. Between name and Jr. or Sr. i? 

I. Separate words in a series & 
J. Bibliography notes 

<v. 
1: 

/c. / •3 s- 7 

Figure 22 (continued). 



P(inctuailon (continued) 

Coanas (continued) Card 5 English 

K. To set off direct address h 

L. After ve3 and no 

H. Before connective In cnpd. sentence M 

5; 
,N, pnllnwInfT mllH 1 n + RT Iftrti on 

PI §?V off title folloHln«: nane ^ 

P. Set off transltlonals ^ 
Q. Set off word group used to add ^ 

Information 
R. In heading, Inside address, and 

closing of business letters ^ 
S. in heading, salutation, closing oi 

friendly letters ^ 

T. Introductory words/clauses ^ 

U. For LORIC and clarity ^ 

V. For appositives ^ 

W. For parenthetical expressions 

X. Nonrestrictive adjective clauses ^ 

Apostrophes — 

A. Contractions ^ 
6. Possesslvest N 

1. Singular ^ 

\ 

2. Plural S 

C. Irregular plurals ^ 

Indenting — ^ 
A. Paragrai^ beginnings *4, 

B. Outlines ^ 

/ Jl J y- c> 7 f 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Punctuation (continued) 
Card 6 English 

Underlining — s 

A. Titles of Ra.ior works 

B. Phrases usually italicized ^ 

$ 
C. Stage directions n 

Other symbols — ^ 

A. Carets 

B. Klllpsis periods ^ 

C. Dleresis 

D» Accent grave ^ 

E. Circumflex ^ 

F. Cedilla ^ 

III. Kinds of sentences (meaning) 
•fe 

A. Declarative 

B. Interrogative ^ 

C. Imperative 

D. Exclajiiatory 

IV. Correct usage (list to be appended yearly) 

A, Examples ^ 

\ 

B. Agreement of verbs and subjects ^ 

C. Use of adjectives/adverbs ^ 

D. Comparisons - adjectives/adverbs 

E. Double negatives ^ 

R. Naming of self last 

 ̂yerciriS Uî  / 3 c. 7 r / 

Figxjre 22 (continued). 



Correct usage (continued) Card 7 English 

N 

G. Compound subject takes plura.1 verb < 

H. All right/ all ready/ already ^ 

I. Btc. and et al ^ 

J. Distributives (pronouns) requiring s. 
singularst each, either, neither ^ 

K. Indefinite pronouns requiring 
singularsi anyone, everyone, someone, any- ^ 
body, everybody, somebody, nobody, no one, 
one 

L. Indefinite pronouns requiring 
pluralsi all, both, few, many, some, ii 

several ^ 

M. Different person and number, verb 
a^feeg with NEAREST sublect 

N. Nouns considered plurali ashes, 
clothes, goods» pincers, pliers, 
proceeds, scales, shears, scissors, 
tongs, spectacles, thanks, trousers, ^ 
tweezers, suspenders 

0. Nouns considered singulars athletics, 
civics, economics, mathematics, measles, v 
molasses, mumps, news, aeronautics, 
physics 

V, Prefixes (append list yearly) ^ 

VI, Suffixes (append list yearly) ^ 

VII. Homonyms ^ 

VIII. Antonyms ^ 

/ 3 S' C. 7 / 9 

Figure 22 (continued). 
00 



Card 6 English 

N 
IX. Synonyns 

X. Heteronyns ^ 

XI. Creative writing (append list yearly) \ 

A. Descriptive 
V 

B. Narrative ^ 

C. Expository 

D. Stylized 

E. Non-directed 

XII. Parts of speechi 
A. Nouns ^ 

l) Common/proper 
s, 2) Abstract/concrete 

. *; 
3/ Collective 5^ 

Parsing (kind, person, v 
number, gender, case) NJ 

B. Pronouns ^ 

1) Personal 
N 

2) Interrogative 

3) Relative ^ 

^) Possessive 

S) Demonstrative 

6) Indefinite 

7) Reflexive ^ 

8) Numeral/distributive ^ 

4̂ 0, ̂  yecCz-̂  l/v / 3 V- s & 7 f 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Pronouns (continued) Card 9 English 

9. Agreenent with antecedent rO 

C, Verbs 
1. Principal parts (infinitive, present, past, 

past participle, present participle) 

2. Regular/irregular ^ 

3* Auxiliary verbs 
U. Simple tenses 
5, Perfect tenses 

6. Active conjugation ^ 

\ 

7. Passive conjugation 

8. Active synopsis ^ 

9. Passive synopsis ^ 

10. Hoodi indicative, imperative, ^ 
subjunctive ^ 

11. Parsing! kind, form, tense, voice, 
mood, person, number ^ 

12, Foroj transitive, intransitive, ^ 
copulative ^ 

13. Verbalsi infinitives, gerunds, parti- \ 
clples 

14. Use as a predicate ^ 

D. Adverbsi modify verbs, adjectives, and 
other adverbs v 

1. When, Hhere, why, how, for whom, ^ 
by Hhom, how far, etc. 

2. Conjunctive and relative ^ 

3. CoBiparisonss positive, comparative, \ 
superlative 

/ J ¥ s- 6, 7 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Card 10 iilngllsh 

a, Adjectlvesi modify nouna and pronouns 
N 

1. Common/ proper ^ 

s. 
2. Interrogative 

N 
3. Indefinite 

k. Demonstrative ^ 

5. Article adjectlvest the, a, an 

6, Descriptive 
N. 

7. Numeral ^ 
V 

6. Possessive vj 

9. Comparlsonx positive, comparative, 
superlative 

F. Prepositions ^ 

1. Phrases ^ 

2. Functions ^ 

Conjunctions 
1, Coordinate ^ 

2. Subordinate ^ 
N 

H. Interjections Ut 
XIII. Syntax of each part of speech: 

A. Nouns/pronouns (subject, predicate nominative, nominative 
by apposition, nominative of direct address, nominative \ 
of exclamation, nominative absolute, object of preposition, ̂  
direct object of verb, indirect object of verb, adverbial 
objective, retained object, objective by apposition, 
objective complement 

/fi>  ̂uto.rs />'̂ ô ra./7V / J V 7 ? 9 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Syntax (continued) 
Card 11 ii)ngllsh 

B. Verbs ^ 

C. Adverbs ^ 

D. Adjectives ^ 

E. Prepositions ^ 

F. Conjunctions ^ 

G. Interjections 

XIV. Kinds of sentences (form) ^ 
A. Simple ^ 

B. Compound ^ 

N 
C. Complex ^ 

D. Compound-complex ^ 

XV. Clauses v. 

A. Coordinate 

B. Subordinate «> 

C. Adverbial ^ 
N 

D. Adjectival 

E, Noun ^ 

F. Kestrictive ^ 

G. Nonrestrictlve ^ 
N 

XVI. other grammatical elements ^ 
A. Parts of the sentence "understood" 

B. Compound foms of eveiysyntax 

/ .̂ 0/ d&a.r-s / JL 3 £- U 7 ? 9 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Card 12 English 

XVII. Applied English 

A. Conduct and interview ^ 

B. Do a statistical analysis of the ^ 
results of an interview poll O 

C. Correctly use indefinite tiae concepts 
asi past, future, long ago, before, ^ 
after, meanwhile 

b. Use relative terras of location and 
directions near, far, above, below, ^ 
up, down 

E, Telephone — normal use and emergency use ^ 

F. Hake announcements ^ 

G. Hake introductions q 

H. Introduce formal speakers ^ 

I. Speak clearly in sentences ^ 

Jit3 
J. Keep to the point in oral/writ, conversation 

K. Write with clarity and exactnessi use the 
skills of printing, writing, spelling, punc-^ 
tuating, capitalizing, arrranglng written ^ 
work 

XVIII. Enrichment ISnglish ^ 

A. Participate in a speech contest 

B. Participate In drama ^ 

C. Interpret a scene from a classic (e.g., ^ 
Shakespearean drauaa, contemporary n 
theater, etc.) 

D, Self-initiated activity ^ 

/^. y&cir-s i/v / 2. 3 V- £- 7 f ? 

Figure 22 (continued). 



Card 1 Hatheaatics 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

1-1 Correspondence 

Reading nuaerals 

Writing numerals 

Bounding off 

Place holders 

Terms 

Commutative Law 

Distributive Law 
Vi 

Associative Law 
SI 

Identity facts 

Closure 

Sets 

Empty sets 

Equivalent sets 

Universal sets 

Union 

Intersection 
V N 

Disjoint 

Subsets SI 

Symbols 
>. 
0 

Coablnatlons 
I. 
\ 

Expanded numerals ^ 

Equations 5; 

/Vo. c>/* e/ear-S c/v -2. J S- r r 

student! 

Entered prograa on 

level1 

Coaaentei 

Figure 23. N) 
-Pr 



Card 2 MathenatlcB 

V 
Simple nddltlon 

Ij 

Storv croblems 

Estlnatlons ^ 

Kx 
Slnple subtraction ^ 

RegrouplnK to borrow ^ 
Cu 

Terms 

Proving processes ^ 

Story problems "t-

Multiplication facts n 
u. 

One multiplier 5^ 

K 
Carrying 

Two multipliers 

tu 
Three multipliers ^ 

Multiple of zero ^ 

< 
Story problems 

•t 
Terns ^ 

i. 
Provlna: processes ^ 

Multiples of ten 4 

Short division ^ 

Two-nunber divisors (s. 

4̂  ueor's cn̂  /:yr-o(fr'a./?v / J y- 4" & 7 y f /e> 

Figiare 23 (continued). 



Card 3 Hathenatlcs 

> 
Three nuaber dlvl«or« ^ 

TeniB 

Province proceBses ^ 

h 
Story probleas ^ 

Dencolnate nuabers - Linear ^ 

& 
- TIBB 

- Velffht ^ 

b 
' Dry aeasure' 

- Liquid t. 

- Square 

- Nautical 

Dlvlaion by tens 

Finding averages ^ 

£ven and odd nuaeraXs n 

Cardinal and ordinal nuaerals N 

Priae nimbera ^ 

Price factors < 
cv 

CoBposlte nuabers ^ 

Greatest coaaon aultlple 

Alternate bases 

Venn diagraas 
(N 

Modular arlthaetlc 

Jnr oF t/trar'S i/i' prxxfra/Tf / J s- a / f /o 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 4 Hathenatlcs 

Nusber line ^ 
•si 

Positive & negative nuabera ^ 

Latitude & longitude ^ 

Tine bolto ^ 

5>qnAT*A mnf 

CPE ^ 

Metric aystea 

VJ 
Arlthaetlc progressions 

Ceoaetrlc progressions 

Story probleas 

Enrlchaent projectst 
(describe) 

1) s 

2) ^ 

3) S 

U) 5 

6) ^ 

7) 
s 

8) ^ 
> 

9) 
»!> 

10) •« 
^̂ ê ayS i/v ̂ /'oyr'â /fu / JL J y s- 7 r /o 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 5 MatheBatlcB 

Fraction concepts 

Tens 

Reducing fractions n 

Raising fractions ^ 
Hi 

Adding like fractlcmn ^ 

Least couon denoalnator ^ 

SJ 
Adding unlike fractions ^ 

Adding Blxed nuabera ^ 

Subtracting like fractions 

Subtracting unlike fractions 

Regrouping (borroMlng) ^ 

$ 
Mixed adding and subtracting ^ 

Concepts of nultipllcatlon 

Mult, fraction X fraction ^ 

Mult, fraction X whole number Sl 

Mult, fraction X nixed nuaber 
s 

Mult. Aixed no. X whole no. ^ 

Cancellation ^ 

Difficult cancellation ^ 

Cancellation of texms 

Vertical Bultlplicatlon ^ 

Ccxicects of division ^ 

Division « fraction / fraction 

Mo. qf uv />^o<fr'a/yu / J y- s- & 7 f /e' 

Figinre 23 (continued). 



Card 6> Mathea&tlca 

Dlvlfllon - fraction / Mhole no. ̂  

Division - whole no./fraction ^ 

Division - fractlon/alxed no. ^ 

Division - Blxed no./nixed no. ^ 

Traditional dlvl'7lon concepts 

Conplex fractions ^ 

Mixed Bultlolicatlon & division 

Denoainate nuabers ^ 

CoBparlng values ^ 

Concepts - leproper fractions 

Reciprocals 

k Equivalent fractions ev 
i: 

Finding whole froa part \j 
> 

Ratio and. proportion ^ 

ii 
Syabols of ault. & div. 

Use of parentheses ^ 

> 
Rational nuabers x 

N 
Declaeil equivalents ^ 

Storv orobleas - fractions ^ 

Measuring an arc ^ 

Sets and teras t 
//> t/i, pr'OQfO./n' / 3 S" 7 F ? /e? 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 7 MatheBatlcs 

Uorfclns with eauatlons 

Neutrnlleatlon of dencminators 

PrnhsMlltv 
V U: 

Partitive prooortlon 

HSnrlchaent projects! 
(describe) 

1) ^ 

2) -

3) t 

It) i 

5) ^ 

6) 

7) J: 

CD
 

Zr
f/

 

9 )  %  
V 

10) ^ 

Additional work on fractionsi 
(describe) 

1) ^ 

2) $ 

3) 

M S 

5) 

ft 
6) ^ 

^n, of uearS In. pn^rams / A, J f S" 6 7 F f /ff 

Flgiore 23 (continued). 



. Caitl 6 HatheBailcs 

Decimal definitions ^ 

J; 

Mixed declnala 
\ 

Roundlncr off ^ 
\ (V 

Addition of declaals v 

Subtraction of declnals 

Addition & subtraction with \ 
nixed declaals and fractions ^ 

Coaparing declaals ^ 

Multiplying with declaals 

Mult. - declaals X fractions ^ 

Division of declaals ^ 

Use of the caret ^ 

Finding quotient to the nearest x 
100th 5 

V 
Squlvalents aeaorised ^ 

V 
Changing declaals to fractions ^ 

Changing fractions to declaals 

Multiplying by tens (JJ 
V 

Division by tens ^ 

Expanded notation ^ 
V 

Scientific notation ^ 

/ifo. / 3 s- 7 S> 9 /0 

Figure 23 (continued). ro 



Card 9 HatheaatiCB 

Coaplei declnala ^ V. 
Advanced coaplex declaala •V. 
Finding idoalng factors ^ 

"S 
Square root with declaala ^ 

Rational nuabera ^ 

Irrational nuabers ^ 

Thought probleaa ^ 

Mental drill in probleas 

Use of quick eaulvalentn 

Snrlchnent projects: (describe) 

1) ^ 

2) ^ 

jJ Ni 
4) ^ 

5) ^ 

6) S 

?) 5 

8) ^ 

9) V. 
10^ 

//o, ^^eoj^S ^rvyr'a/Tv / 3 •/ cT r p' /e> 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 10 Mathematics 

DeflnltlO:r]B of Dercent ^ 
s. 
s Chanftlfut fractions to Dercenta 
\ 
•Si 

ChaiurlTur declaals to i>ercentB 
v» 

ChanKliy? percents to fractions ^ 
lU 

V* 

Plndln<r 5t of a nunber 

Basic fonula ^ 
w 

PlndlnK nl&BlnK elenents ^ 
Vi 

Tax and terms V' 

Discount and terns vj 

Coaalsslon and terns ^ 

Profit & loss tens 

Concepts of percentage problens ̂  

Slnple Interest ^ 

Conpound Interest ^ 

8-
Coaparlng nuabers with percents ̂  

Finding Mhole fron part 
Ki 

Thought problens ^ 

ij 
Bnrlchaent projects - l) ^ 

2) ^ 

3) 1 
Field trips 

A^. rP t/tro ns l/l> / J" S- 7 f /e> 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 11 MatheBAtica 
" - JU 

Polnta «> 

Lines V 

t; 
SegMonta jg 

Intersection ^ 

A
sy

' 

e
 
0
 

1
 

Parallel lines 

Skew lines ^ 

J; 
3'positions N4 

Perpendiculars ^ 

Concurrents ^ 
la 

Coplanars ^ 

Polygons V 

Scale dravingst (describe) 

fe 
la 

2) S; 

3) it 

{: 
Right angles (A 

Acute angles ^ 

L 
Obtuse angles 

Straight angles 

. Reflexive angles ....,  ̂
Vertical angles 3" 

Alternating external-internals 

Ai, of c/6<lfS <>Z. /3r'OCjr'a/>l, / -2 J i. 7 S' 

Figure 23 (continued). 



Card 12 Hatheaatlca 

Conplenentary anfflea 

Supplenentary angles ^ 
u 

Constructing angles h. 
JU 

Right triangles ^ 
v> 
•i. 

Acute triangles 

Obtuse triangles si 
K 

Scalene triangles ^ 

Isosceles triangles ^ 
Equilateral and equiangular ^ 

triangles ^ 

Squares v 

Rhosbus )!) 

L 
Rectangle ^ 

Parallelograa ^ 

Trapezoid ^ 

Quadrilaterals ^ 

Polygons ^ 

Arcs ^ 

Angles of circle ^ 

a 05 

IL 
Diaaeter ^ 

L 
Clrcuaference ^ 

W 

Rectangular solids 

/fo. o/ uecir̂  Lfl' />r'cxjr'a./7i, / J S- & Z r /o 

Figure 23 (continued). 
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Cubea 

Cylinders 

PyranldA 

Cones 

PoiBulae - periBotera 

area (quadrilaterala)^ 

" area (trlanglea) 

- area (circle) 

circisiference 

Pythagorean propoaltlon 

Voluae - rectang^ar solid 

cube 

- cylinder 

priao 

- pyraaid 

Capacity probleaa 

Huaerlcal trigonoaetry 

fiaslc statistics 

Algebraic facta 

Algebraic addition & subtractlont^ 

Algebraic aultiplication & dlv. n 
AC nP ///^O r-K //7- fir'OCfr'O./TL' S- 7 /o 

Figure 23 (continued). 
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A Sample Diagnostic Chcirt - Notes 

The sample diagnostic chart is a picture a teacher can 

draw of a pEurticulair cluster after giving them a diagnostic test to 

discover lesoming weaknesses. There is NO GRAIE for such a test; 

it is given in order that the teacher may have information which 

is needed before work cam be planned. 

The listing was taken for Figure 4? from the learning ob

jective section in English, Csird 10, objective #184. A look at 

the diagnostic chart will indicate right away how the students line 

up in this subject area. Items 6, 11, and 13 aure those to which no 

one has been introduced seemingly; these will therefore be treated 

as new material for the group. Items 3» 9i 10, and 12 show that 

some of the student have had woik in these areas, but most of the 

students will regard these items as new material also. 

Horizontally the chart shows that Clark Zeppo has no work

ing knowledge of any of the material. It could be that he is in 

need of further diagnosis in order to determine his needs. Benda 

Elbow, on the other hand, knows prepositional phrases; so she is 

ready to take on the other formal work. Rocky Bipple and Jill Vic

tor missed the item about the subject of the verb, but they knew 

some of the more advanced concepts. Therefore, they must need a 

review-only of the first item. The errors they made may have been 

carelessness in operation. Isaiac Galton, Hank Lincoln, Tammy Pas-

quale, and Lora Xaventu have only a few items each to master before 

they can go on. They seem to have a very fine basic knowledge, 
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aind probably the remaining Items will be easily mastered and demon

strated by them. Thus, it is clear that examining the diagnostic 

chart horizontally gives information about individual students; 

vertically, the chart gives information about the group. 

After determining the above information, the teacher must 

prepare profitable lessons for the clusters which will be assembled 

within the group as a result of this diagnosis. There is no time 

to waste; neither would it be of profit to keep the students en

tirely on this aorea until everybody "caught up" with everybody else. 

Meanwhile, those who demonstrated mastery immediately on any 

of the items are given a signatvire on the Learning Objective Card 10 

in English to indicate this demonstration of mastery. As long as 

they can. continue to demonstrate that mastery, there is no need for 

them to repeat a lesson. 

Where procedures such as the diagnostic chart are not fol

lowed, students oftentimes are given work which they ALREADY KNOW 

and whiich they have NO NEED to re-leam. Sometimes they are given 

work for which they have no foundation and for which, therefore, 

they are not prepared. 

Teachers who utilize these methods well will avoid having 

students feeling bored or bewildered. 
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APPENDIX E 

SAMPLES FOR FACULTY AND PARENT DISCUSSIONS 

Appendix E includes a variety of material which may be used 

to facilitate faculty in-service meetings. A sample of the type 

of work which may be done with parents is also given. 

The workshop on discipline can be used with experienced and 

inexperienced teachers to update themselves on the concepts involved 

in the outline. Such a session would normeilly last an hour. 

Another faculty in-seivice outline concerns classroom pro

cedures, another facet which teachers can profitably use, sharing 

their own techniques and gleaning from others. 

Questioning techniques may be a topic of interest where 

teachers can utilize the material to examine their own performance. 

Though it is included in Appendix D, the sample diagnostic 

chart tally (Figure 24) can be the basis for a faculty in-service 

program. 

A sample of a parent woi^shop plan cam initiate other crea

tive thought among faculty members. The plan includes a section on 

what the school is doing, a section on what parents can do at home 

to supplement school activities, and a suggestion for small-group 

discussions among parents and teachers. 
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WORKSHOP ON DISCIPLINE 

Introductory resar^Gi 

Concepts of discipline — 
1. Less desirable kinds of discipline 
2. More desirable kinds of discipline 

a. The "learning atnosphere" 
b. Calling for the "best** each person has to give 
c. A REASON for learning 
d. Variety in activities during a single session 

3* Ideas to keep in aind 
a. Varying age levels 
b. The iaportance of the individual 
c. The tone of the class 
d. Teacher enthusiasm and evidence of caring 

Some "how to** suggestions — 
1. The importance of "psychological readiness" cannot be overlooked 
2. Establish yourself as teacher and director 
3* Be positive you have well-defined goals, clear plans* and a variety of 

implementation methods for EVERY class you teach 
U. Bo firm. Nothing upsets a youngster so much as indecisive and inconsistent 

behavior. 
5* Insist on quality} establish good standards. 
6. Rudeness and other manifestations of ugly behavior are not acceptable. 

Hake this known. 
7. Conduct the classt don't just "let it happen" accidentally. 
6. If there are to be "rap sessions", have them somewhat planned so that you 

take care of the needs of the persons in the group. For instance, ask 
during the previous class if there are some topics the students would like 
to discuss. Look these over and plan time for them. Do some reading 
ahead. Be prepared; don't just "wing it" — you'll have plenty of 
"winging" to do as it is! Be able to move from one topic to another so 
that the discussion does not get "bogged down". 

9* Avoid giving long presentations, boring speeches, and annoying mannerisms 
as much as possible. 

10. Keep the students PROFITABLY occupied. Students like to DO. Give them 
more than they can do so that you do not limit their horizons and so that 
there are choices they can make. Help them to G R 0 V. 

BREAK 

Kineposium: Cards will be given out with individual placements. 

Questionsi 1. What are the advantages of having a respectful and healthy learning 
environment? 

2. What qualities of the learning situation do YOU want in a class 
where YOU YOURSELF go to leain? 

3. What part does good organization play in the effectiveness of 
a lesson? 

Reports from the secretaries 

Questions and/or comments from individuals 
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FACULTY MEETING - IH-SERVICS 

Teachers receive this fora about a week before the oeeting is to take place so that 
they are prepared for the discussion. 

*** 

Classrooa Organization (things I do in a special way to nake my votk easier and the 
learning process aore advantageous to the students) 

Different physical set-ups for helping the learniTig situation of the students (how to 
fix the desks, where to put ay desk, lighting, shades, etc«) 

The Learning Ataosphere (what I do to emphasize the iaportance of the lesson, the 
value of working industriously, starting on time, etc.) 

Keeping Grades (is there any way of doing this which will give the aost feedback; how 
do I keep track of what each student is gaining; do I follow 
up on student weeilcnesses in order to help them? Etc.) 

Individualization (how do I make provision for individual needs in ay classes? how 
do I diagnose probleas? how do I discover weaknesses? how do 
I capitalize on strengths?) 

What is to be done in the aoming before classes start? How do I schedule things so 
that changing classes can be dleaioeed on tiae? How do X 
aanage if two or three parents coae to see ae after school all 
at the same tiae? Aa I ryady to begin each class on tiae? Etc. 

How do X provide for variety in each of ay lessons? 
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QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES 

QUESTION TYFEi STUDEOT ACTIVITY* EXAMPLES I 

Knowledge Recalling facts or 
observations} supply
ing definitions. 

1. Who? 
2. What? 
3. Whexo? 
4. When? 
5* Why? (If causes are listed) 
6. Define. 

Conprehenslon Giving descriptions; 
stating main ideas} com» 
paring and contrasting. 

1. Describe (what happened when we went 
to the concert.) 

2. What is this paragraph's main Idea? 
3< How (are these two contries alike? 

different?) 

Application Applying rules and 
techniques to solve 
probleas that have a 
single correct answer. 

1. If (Bill has how many {Bt bal
loons can he buy)? 

2. What is (the latitude of Hoscou)? 
3* Classify (these poems as either 

balladsi sonnetsi or odes). 

Analyaia Identifying motives or 
causes} making infer
ences} finding evidence 
to support generaliza
tions. 

1. Why (was Uncle Tom's Cabin inflammatory)? 
2. Now that we've studied thisi what can 

we conclude (about life in Germany)? 
3. What does this article tell us about 

(the author's attitude towards war)? 
What evidence can you find to support 

(the pzlnclDle that air expands 
i^en heated)? 

Synthesis Producing an original 
coamunication} develop
ing solutions to prob
lems} making predic
tions. 

1. Can you think up (an ending for this 
story)? 

2. How can we solve (this dlleooa)? 
3* How can we improve (our experiment)? 
4. What will happen (now that we have 

landed on the moon)? 
5* What would happen (if this lake were 

to dry up)? 

Evaluation Making Judgments about 
Values in controversial 
issues; Jttdging truth/ 
validity} Jud^ng 
beauty/worth. 

1. Do you agree (with Kathy)? 
2. Do you believe (that this is the best 

way to proceed)? 
3* Do you think (that it is right to 

execute convicted murderers)? 
4. , What is your opinion (on this Issue)? 
5. Would it ba better (to do it this way)? 

Prccedure for uaing this naterl^T 

l) Teachors and/or obsexvers of teachers are given this fozm to 
study. 

Z )  Class sessions are analysed according to this listing 
OR 

Tests are analyzed according to this listing* 
3) Teachers can thus have an objective standard on which to aeasure 

their questioning techniques. 
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PARENT WORKSHOP 

Vhat we do at XYZ School to help each person 
develop a REAL oelf'concept in order to en
sure the balanced growth of the WKQI£ studenti 

1. We CHALI^NCS: 
There's noplace to go but **up'*i start at zero and rleei you can do it! 

2. We GIVE FREEDOM 
Evexyday the opportunities exist for decision-Bakingf aistakes are not tragedies; 
tests are diagnostic, not penalistici creativity is encouraged! 

3* We RESPECT the student's potential and his right to grow 
Students are iaportantt valuable, aany-sidedt everyone is unique and has soaething 
special. 

4. We ARE WARN but not indulgent 
Learning situations are supportive} the school is alivei teachers and students 
grow together} guidance is for positive growth! 

5» We BELIEVE in discipline, not suppression 
Teachers are prepared, intelligent, consistent, polite, fira; privileges are earned} 
classrooas are busy places where everycme worics towards his individual goals! 

6. We VALUE success 
Each person can succeed in our systea to the liaits of his ability, and oven beyond 
his ability at tiaes! 

««« 
What you can do at hoaet 

1. You can challenge — by giving responsibility in proportion to the child's age and ability. 

2. You can give freedoa — by providing alternatives froa which the child aay choose, 

3« You can respect your children -- by studying your child and by appreciating his achieve-
aents. 

U. You can be wain -- by providing interest, guidance, and support. 

5* You can provide discipline — by being consistent, talking over goals, deteraining 
priorities, setting standards, etc. 

6. You can be a real help towards success — by helping the child capitalize on his 
strengths and by developing positive 
attitudes towards all potential areas of 
growth (not JUST the intellectual)... 

Procedure for using this aaterlals 
1) There is a general session during which a faculty representative presents 

tto two sections illustrated above. 
2) The exercise on the following page is used for saall'group discussions to 

illustrate the necessity for balance. 
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GROUP DISCUS5I0H MCfTES FOH PABEmS 

If a person receives ONLY FHAISE 
for everything he doesi no matter 
what It ISf or how little deserv
ing of praise It is — 
l) How will he see himself? 

If a person receives NO RESPONSE (neither 
praise nor criticism) for what he does — 
1) How will he see himself? 

2) How will he view nistakes when 
he makes them? 2) What are his chances for positive 

development? 

3) What are his chances for 
positive development? 

ALL PRAISE / J NO EVALUATION 

ALL BLAME 

If a person receives ONLY NEGATIVE CRITI-
CISH for whatever he does» no matter 
ifhat it iSf or how much deserving of 
praise — 
1) How will he see himself? 

UHBALAHCED EVALUATION 

If a person is Judged to be "worthy" or 
"unworthy", "good" or "bad**, on the SOLE 
basis of HIS SKILL IN PHYSICAL GBCWTH — 
l) How would a short but brilliant and 

talented person be valued? (remsBberi 
we're speaking totally subjectively.••) 

2. How will he view the good that he can 
actually do? 

2) How will a tall but totally impractical 
person be valued? (remember: we're 
speaking totally subjectively...) 

3) tfhat are his chances for positive 
develofaent? 

' 
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